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ABSTRACT
Low-dimensionality, magnetic frustration, and quantum fluctuations are three ingre-
dients that give rise to nontrivial magnetic orders or exotic ground states, such as spin
nematics and spin liquids. In this dissertation I discuss some efforts to find novel in-
teresting magnetic phases by cooking up all these ingredients together. First, a large
fraction of this dissertation is devoted to the behavior of quantum spin chains in the
presence of a uniform Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction. This problem is analyzed
by the bosonization technique. Spin chain is the building block of many materials, such
as K2CuSO4(Cl/Br)2 which strongly motivates our study. DM interaction originates from
spin-orbit coupling, and is widely present in real materials. Theories of these systems are
derived and described for both individual chain and weakly coupled ones at zero and
finite temperature and in the presence of external magnetic field. A special geometry of
DM interactions—staggered between chains, but uniform within a given chain—leads to a
peculiar type of frustration that effectively cancels the transverse interchain coupling and
strongly reduces the ordering temperature. By taking advantage of this special geometry
of DM interaction, one can construct a chiral spin liquid, which shares some basic features
of fractional quantum Hall effect, such as gapped bulk and gapless chiral edge states, in
arrays of spin chains. The second part of this dissertation describes the investigation of
the interplay between frustration, quantum fluctuations, and magnetic field in the phase
diagram of quantum antiferromagnets on triangular lattice. For triangular antiferromag-
nets with spacial and/or exchange anisotropy and near the fully polarized field, the com-
petition between classical degeneracies and quantum fluctuations leads to multiple phase
transitions and highly nontrivial intermediate phases. As for a toy model of a zigzag chain,
a spin chain with competing nearest and next-nearest exchange interactions, I investigate
quantum fluctuations and geometric frustrations establish a 1/3 magnetization plateau
and a bond-nematic state, which has a nonzero vector chirality on every lattice bond and
circulating spin currents in every elementary triangle.
I dedicate this dissertation to
my parents, Lijie Li and Chenghai Jin,
and my husband, Xiaoyu Sui,
for their constant support and unconditional love.
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Magnetic insulators have proved to be a fertile ground for studying novel types of
quantum many-body state. The work presented in this dissertation attempts to find these
novel states of matter by studying, in the field of quantum magnetism, several exper-
imentally relevant antiferromagnets. By “novel,” I mean these phases are nonintuitive
under classical consideration, and they emerge when quantum effects play a more or most
dominant role. The projects presented here propose realistic scenarios for the realization
of novel phases in low-dimensional and/or frustrated antiferromagnets. All the problems
embark on well-defined microscopic spin models and are tackled by solving the spin-wave
or field theories. In particular, this dissertation focuses on the quantum Heisenberg spin-
1/2 chain, which is probably the simplest quantum system, and it serves as an interesting
model system to explore strongly correlated quantum order in low-dimensional antiferro-
magnets, superconductors, and ultracold atoms. This spin chain hosts a quantum critical
ground state, and many unconventional magnetic induced states, with the joint influence
of spin-orbit coupling or competing exchange interactions with nearest and next-nearest
neighbors. The present introduction is designed to explain some basics of these novel
phases, and their experimental detections/realizations, followed by the introduction of
theoretical methods in the end.
An antiferromagnet is characterized by a negative Curie-Weiss temperature θcw, which
is easily determined experimentally via high-temperature behavior of the spin suscepti-
bility χ ∝ (T − θcw)−1, with T being temperature. Generally, the antiferromagnet leaves
the paramagnetic phase and develops a usual Neel order with antiparallel alignments of
neighboring spins when it is cooled to the Neel temperature1 TN ∝ zS(S+ 1)J, which is a
product of energy J with the number of nearest neighbors z and the spin length S(S+ 1).
This result is obtained from mean field analysis, a classical consideration that treats spin
2as a vector of fixed length. Under mean-field consideration, one assumes each magnetic
moment on one sublattice experiences the same effective magnetic field proportional to the
magnetization of the other sublattice. In this case, TN is in the same order of θcw. However,
qualitatively different situations can appear for antiferromagnets that are accompanied by
strong quantum fluctuations. The paramagnetic phase extends to temperature T  θcw.
Magnetic ordering (unusual spin structure different form Neel order) or spin freezing (spin
ice state) may appear at a much lower temperature Tc, and even the magnetic disorder
preserves down to T = 0 Kelvin, with the resultant quantum spin liquid. The projects in
this dissertation explore behaviors below Tc, where novel states of matter can emerge.
The study of quantum magnetism has seen many of these novel phases, which are
summarized by Balents2 in Figure 1.1. The more “quantum-ness” the system experiences,
equivalently, the stronger quantum fluctuations are, more and more nontrivial phases
emerge. The quantum fluctuations appear as a result of the zero-point motion, from the
quantum uncertainty principle, and can persist down to T = 0 K. From the perspective of
classical consideration, the most surprising feature of quantum fluctuations is that they
can be phase coherent, namely the allowance of linear superposition. The concept of
superposition makes spins entangled with one another far away. That is the phenomenon
called entanglement, which is the essence of quantum spin liquid. It turns out that low-
dimensionality (1D) and magnetic frustration are the two sources enhancing the quantum
Figure 1.1. Novel phases predicted in the field of quantum magnetism. The more “quan-
tum-ness” the system experiences, the more nontrivial phases emerge. (Adapted from
Balents2)
3fluctuations. They share many common features by leading to both exotic excitations and
reduced critical temperature Tc.
Magnetic frustration occurs when the interactions between the spins are in close com-
petition with each other. The frustration may originate both from lattice geometry and
competition of exchange interactions. Some 2D and 3D geometrically frustrated lattices are
depicted in Figure 1.2. The example of competing interactions is shown in the right side
of Figure 1.3. It illustrate spins, on a 1D chain, coupled with their nearest (solid lines) and
next-nearest (dashed lines) neighbors through antiferromagnetic interactions. The hall-
mark of frustration is the large degeneracy of the ground state,3 rather than a single stable
ground-state configuration. This feature leads to magnetic analogues of liquid and ice. The
lift of ground state degeneracy can be understood with the help of Figure 1.4. For Ising
spins, which must point upward or downward, on an elementary triangle couple with
antiferromagnetic interactions, all three spins cannot be antiparallel at the same time. As a
result, instead of the two ground states mandated by the Ising symmetry (up and down),
there are six ground states. Such degeneracies can persist on 2D and 3D lattices. More
interestingly, these ground states are generally not related by any symmetry operation, so
we say the degeneracies are accidental.
The low-dimensionality refers to one- or two-spatial dimensionality. In the 2D case
(triangular-based lattices), quantum fluctuations are enhanced by geometrical frustrations.
For 1D antiferromagnet, spins array by nearest-neighbour isotropic exchange, forming a
Heisenberg spin chain. It is a strongly fluctuating statistical system at all temperatures.
Figure 1.2. Magnetic lattices that are frustrating when occupied by spins with nearest
neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions. Two types of 2D lattice are depicted: a triangular
lattice (a), and a Kagome lattice (b). A 3D lattice is a pyrochlore lattice (c), and it is in the
spin-ice state. (Adapted from Balents4)
4Figure 1.3. Magnetization plateaux. Left: The magnetization plateau at 1/3 of saturation
observed in RbFe(MoO4)2, a spin=5/2 triangular lattice. (Adapted from Smirnov et al.5);
Right: Inset: The Heisenberg chain with nearest and next-nearest neighbors coupling J1
and J2, respectively. Points denote the locations of S = 1/2 spins. Main panel: the
magnetization curve for J1 = 1, J2 = 0.8. The thin dashed and solid curves were obtained
by ED of rings (periodic boundary conditions) with L = 12 (dashed), 24 (dotted)6 and
36 sites (full); the bold solid curve was obtained by DMRG for L = 192 sites with open
boundary conditions.7 (Adapted from Honecker et al.8)
Figure 1.4. Illustrations of accidental degeneracy. A triangle of antiferromagnetically
interacting Ising spins, as a example of geometrical frustration. All three spins cannot be
antiparallel. As a result, instead of the two ground states mandated by the Ising symmetry
(up and down), there are six ground states. (Adapted from Balents4)
The antiferromagnetic spin chains are expected not to have long-range order in general.
Haldane9 argued for integer, but not half integer spin, that there is a gap to the excited
state. The Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain is quantum critical, at T = 0 the two-spin correla-
tions decay algebraically, indicating infinitely large correlated antiferromagnetic regions.
More interestingly, it has gapless excitation which is fractionalized and known as spinon,10
depicted in Figure 1.5, with spin 1/2 and charge neutral. Spinons in 1D deconfine and
5Figure 1.5. Deconfinement of spinons in Heisenberg spin chain. The spatial extent of a
spinon on Heisenberg spin−1/2 chain, and it decomposes into a rapidly converging series
of states containing two, four and higher even numbers of such spinons. (Adapted from
Mourigal et al.11)
become independent elementary excitations. Spinons are created in pairs when probed
by neutron scattering. Thus, the excitation spectrum should be continuous, as shown
in Figure 1.6. For some cases, the phase transitions of quantum spin chains can map
onto phase transitions of certain 2D classical models in which the variable parameter is
the temperature. Then the role of quantum fluctuations is taken over by thermal fluctua-
tions. Sec. 2.2 falls into this category, and the h− T phase diagram of spin chain material
K2CuSO4Br2 is shown in Figure 1.7. There are many experimental realizations of spin
chain, where magnetic atoms residue on the lattice sites of a three-dimensional crystal.
The couplings between two of the three crystal axes are negligible, and magnetic atoms
only strongly interact along one axis, forming a spin chain. One example is shown in
Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.6. Intensity color maps of the experimental inelastic neutron scattering spectrum
of CuSO4·5D2O at zero-field and theoretical two- and four-spinon dynamic structure
factor. (Adapted from Mourigal et al.11)
6Figure 1.7. Spin chain material K2CuSO4Br2 and its magnetic phase diagram. Left: Illus-
tration of K2CuSO4Br2 lattice, where Cu2+ ions form spin chains along the a axis. Right:
Magnetic phase diagram of K2CuSO4Br2 for a magnetic field applied along the b axis,
there are two distinct phases. The ordering temperatures are much smaller than exchange
energy scale J in order of 1 K. (Adapted from Smirnov et al.12)
Now let us discuss some novel magnetic phases appearing in low-dimensional frus-
trated systems. This discussion is ordered by the extent of symmetry breaking of the
resultant states. Firstly nontrivial long-ranged orders breaking both spin rotational and
time-reversal symmeries are introduced in Sec. 1.1, then bond spin nematic states with
partial symmetry breaking is in Sec. 1.2, followed by exotic quantum spin liquid in Sec. 1.3.
1.1 Nontrivial ordered states
Here we introduce two unconventional magnetic ordered states, magnetization plateau
and spin density wave, both of which are beyond the classical intuition. These states
exhibit long-range orders, and are characterized by a local oder parameter 〈Si〉 6= 0 at
least in one component.
1.1.1 Magnetization plateau
One of the surprising feature of frustrated antiferromagnets is the occurrence of plateau
during the magnetization process. The plateaux are at rational values of the saturation
magnetization Ms, namely m = f Ms with f being a fractional number. Two plots in
Figure 1.3 show the 1/3 magnetization plateaux ( f = 1/3) observed both by experimen-
7tal measurements and numerical simulations. The presence of a magnetization plateau
implies some kind of incompressibility,13 in the sense that in some range of the mag-
netic field, it is impossible to increase the total spin by increasing the total magnetic field.
This phenomenon in turn implies the presence of a gap to magnetic excitations. This
gap can be detected by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or inelastic neutron scattering
experiments, and indeed it has been detected in a number of systems. For a m = f Ms
magnetization plateau, the following relation should be established: n(S− f ) must be an
integer. Here n is the number of spins in a magnetic cell. When f = 1/3, the allowed
value of n is multiple of 3, which implies there are 3 sites in a unit cell, and they form
a elementary triangle. In this 1/3-magnetization plateau, two spins on each essential
triangle point up and one points down with respect to the direction of the magnetic field.
This spin configuration is known as the up-up-down (UUD) state. In this dissertation, I
explore an example where the UUD state is induced in a zigzag chain, a spin chain with
nearest and next-nearest antiferromagnetic exchange, illustrated in the inset of Figure 1.3.
The quantum fluctuations and competing interactions stabilize UUD spin arrangement,
forming a 1/3 magnetization plateau as predicted by numerical simulations7, 14 shown in
Figure 1.3.
Usually the magnetization plateau breaks the spatial symmetry. For example, the UUD
state breaks discrete Z3 symmetry, but it preserves continuous U(1) symmetry of spin
rotation on the plane transverse to the magnetic field. In the meantime, the U(1) symme-
try is usually broken outside the plateau. According to the Landau theory of symmetry
breaking, the phase transition between two phases is generically either of first order, or
it involves an intermediate phase where both types of order coexist.13 For the first case,
a magnetization jump should be present at the transition. This jump corresponds to an
anomaly in the field dependences of dM/dH measurements, see Figure 3(a) in.5 As for
the second case, the expected intermediate phase should break both the spatial and the
rotational spin symmetries.
1.1.2 Spin density wave
Now we consider another unusual magnetic ordered state in magnetic insulators, the
spin density wave (SDW). SDW usually exists when considering the magnetism in metals,
8for electron gas having nested Fermi surfaces.1 Here in magnetic insulators, the SDW
phase is characterized by the modulated expectation value of the local magnetization,15
〈Szr 〉 = M+<[φeiksdw·r], (1.1)
where φ is the SDW order parameter and the SDW wave vector ksdw can be both com-
mensurate and incommensurate with the lattice. This SDW is unusual in a sense that the
modulated expectation value is contradictory to a classical intuition, where the spin is
treated as a vector with fixed length. This collinear SDW preserves U(1) symmetry of
rotations about the direction of φ. The SDW is usually induced by external magnetic
field, and φ is along the field. The appearance of such a state in a frustrated system of
coupled spin-1/2 chains, as discussed in Secs. 2.1 and 2.2, originates from the equiva-
lence between Heisenberg spin chain and one-dimensional spin-1/2 Dirac fermions, see
details in Ref.15, 16 and also Sec. 1.5.1. The spin-1/2 Ising-like antiferromagnet BaCo2V2O8
maybe was the first magnetic insulator to realize collinear SDW order. This ordering is
confirmed by neutron diffraction measurements in Ref.17 In Sec. 2.2, it is proposed that
several magnetic-field-induced two-dimensional SDW states may also emerge in a system
of weakly coupled spin-1/2 chains subject to Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions.
It turns out that the magnetization plateau phase is a commensurate collinear SDW
phase. For example, the UUD spin configuration corresponds to ksdw = 2pi/3. This
configuration is a “sliding” SDW state, which locks in with the lattice with a period of
three lattice spacing and breaks the continuous translational symmetry.
1.2 Spin nematic and bond nematic
A magnetic ordered state breaks both spin rotational symmetry and time-reversal sym-
metry. One may ask whether there is a possibility that a state breaks spin rotational
symmetry, and keeps the time-inversion symmetry intact. The answer is yes, and one
example is the spin nematic state. It has no magnetic order, i.e., 〈Si〉 = 0, but still breaks
the spin rotational symmetry, by virtue of a more complicated order parameter.18 There are
many possible nematic states, for example, the onsite quadrupolar order. Here we focus
on the bond-nematic order associated with the two-magnon pairing and the establishment
of a nonlocal order parameter P12 = S1 × S2, which is defined on the bond connecting two
sites 1, 2. Because P12 is bilinear in the spin operators, it describes a type of order where
9time-reversal symmetry is not broken. When 〈P〉 6= 0, it is called p-nematic, one type of
bond nematics.
Figure 1.8 gives an example of the bond nematic, which is named as spin-current order,19
on triangular lattice. This state is characterized by both a chiral vector P and a chiral scalar,
namely within a single triangle ABC, 〈SA · SB × SC 6= 0〉 and 〈zˆ · SA × SB〉 = 〈zˆ · SB ×
SC〉 = 〈zˆ · SC × SA〉 6= 0. This state supports circulating spin currents illustrated by arrows
in Figure 1.8. This state emerges as a result of the condensation of two-magnon pairs.
Different from what is proposed for LiCuVO4, here the magnons repulsively interact. (This
material20, 21 LiCuVO4 is a spin-nematic candidate based on the combination of frustrated
ferromagnetic interactions, low dimension and high magnetic field.) In Sec. 3.2, the same
spin current state is predicted in a zigzag ladder. Recently, such a bond nematic has been
predicted as a ground state, instead induced by magnetic field, for a spin−1 XXZ model
(XXZ model is defined in Eq. (1.7)) on triangular lattice.22 The authors of22 found that an
easy-plane single-ion anisotropy term, D(Sz)2 (D > 0) is also required to realize this chiral
state.
The possible observation of a quantum spin-nematic in a real material is challenging.
The widely used probes of magnetic order, including neutron scattering, NMR and µSR,
couple to internal magnetic fields in the sample. Since quantum spin nematics do not
break time reversal symmetry, such internal fields must vanish, rendering spin-nematic
order “invisible.” Recent inelastic neutron scattering measurements23 on PbCuSO4(OH)2
have seen indirect evidence of a spin nematic resulted by two-magnon bound state by
tracking the change of propagation vector with magnetic field and temperature.
Figure 1.8. The structure of spin currents in the state. The domain wall, denoted by
a vertical (red) dotted line, separates domains with opposite chirality γ .(Adapted from
Chubukov and Starykh19).
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1.3 Quantum spin liquids
Quantum spin liquid (QSL) is described as the absence of long range order down to
T = 0 K. Instead of being defined by what it is not, a more modern definition of QSL,
given by Savary and Balents,24, 25 is that a QSL is a state which cannot, in any way, to be
connected to a product state. The QSL is an intrinsic ground state, without the induction
by external magnetic field, for example, the quantum Hall state.
Quantum spin liquids also play an important role in understanding high Tc super-
conductors.26 Due to the fact that spin liquid can lead to a spin-charge separation (the
same phenomenon happens for 1D chain), an electron splits into two quasiparticles—a
spinon and a holon (spin-0 charge-e). The condensation of holon can lead to high Tc
superconductivity.
1.3.1 Valence-bond solids and resonating-valence-bond spin liquids
To start the discussion of QSL, we need to understand the concepts of “valence-bond
solids” and “resonating-valence-bond spin liquids” and the differences between these two.
1.3.1.1 Valence-bond solids
The entanglement of two spins, labeled as 1 and 2, separated by any distance enable
them talk to each other by forming a state φ(1, 2) = (| ↑1↓2〉 − | ↓1↑2〉)/
√
2, named as
valence-bond state. When this valence bond arranges in a spatially regular pattern, every
two spins form a singlet state, as illustrated in on the top of Figure 1.9. The system is called
a valence bond solid (VBS) whose wave function is a product of valence bond sate,
ψvbs(1, 2, . . . , N) ∝ φ(i1, i2)φ(j1, j2) . . . φ(k1, k2), (1.2)
where i, j, and k label different singlet. This a VBS is an ordered state (therefore the use
of the word “solid”), which breaks lattice symmetry spontaneously, and persist the spin-
rotational symmetry. Such VBS states have been observed in organic compound27 (C2H5)-
(CH3)3P[Pd(dmit)2]2.
1.3.1.2 Resonating-valence-bond spin liquids
While the resonating valence bond (RVB) state is a superposition of all the possible mani-
folds of valence-bond configurations (by shuffling all the valence bonds), as depicted in the
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Figure 1.9. Valence-bond (VB) solid and resonating-valence-bond (RVB) spin liquid on
triangular lattice. (a) Valence bond (VB) solids. (b) Resonating valence bond (RVB) state.
(c) Excitations in a RVB state, where a spinon can move freely by locally adjusting the
valence bond. (Adapted from Balents4)
middle of Figure 1.9, such a state has no long range order in any spin, dimer or higher-oder
correlation functions. It is a true liquid28 and restores the translational symmetry of the
lattice from VBS. The quantum spin liquids host some exotic emergent properties, for
instance the appearance of “fractional excitations,” spinons. (On the contrary, excitations
in VBS have ∆S = ±1). In neutron scattering, the spinons are created in pairs, and they can
move from one site to another (nearly) freely, as shown on the bottom of Figure 1.9. This
is a “deconfinement” analogy to that in the 1D chain shown in Figure 1.5. The downside
of this property is that, as spin spectral weight can be distributed over a broad range of
energy, the spinons are difficult to observe in neutron scattering measurements. There are
various types of RVB spin liquids, including Z2 spin liquids, U(1) spin liquids, and SU(2)
spin liquids. The theoretical study of spin liquids usually resorts to gauge field theories,
examples of which can be found in Ref.24
1.3.2 Chiral spin liquid
In 1987, Kalmeyer and Laughlin29 introduced a special kind of spin liquids —chiral
spin liquid—to explain high temperature superconductivity. Chiral spin liquids (CSLs)
are spins counterparts of fractional quantum Hall effect,30 and are spin liquids that break
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time-reversal symmetry and parity. Since the time-reversal symmetry is broken, they are
named “chiral.” The order parameter is a nonzero scalar spin chirality, χijk = Si · Sj × Sk
(same as the spin current state), for some triplets of nearby spins i, j, k. The chiral spin
liquid have excitations with fractional and non-Abelian statistics. The low energy effective
theory of the chiral spin liquids is a U(1) Chern-Simons theory—a topological quantum
field theory.31 The CSL is characterized by a chiral edge and gapped bulk state. To prove
a state is exact CSL, one has to study its topological properties, since CSL is a topological
order.32
Construction of a Hamiltonian, whose ground state is chiral spin liquid, is still chal-
lenging. Attempts are made by studying the Kitaev model on the triangle-honeycomb
lattice33 or the Heisenberg model on the Kagome lattice with J1 − J2 − J3 coupling,34, 35 as
shown in Figure 1.10. The CSLs in these two models break the time-reversal symmetry
spontaneously. These two Hamiltonians are, however, very complex, and this complexity
means difficulties of their experimental realizations. From this point of view, Thomale36
proposed constructing CSL on a set of coupled quantum wires subject to a Zeeman field
and spin-orbit coupling, which is inspired by Kane and collaborators.37 In a quantum wire,
1D system, the low-energy electron moves around two Fermi points. The mode near −kF
is called left-mover and the one near kF is right-mover. A simpler and more elegant way
Figure 1.10. Chiral spin liquid with spontaneous time-reversal symmetry. Left: (a) The
triangle-honeycomb lattice based on a honeycomb lattice by replacing each site with a
triangle. (b) Topologically equivalent representation. (Adapted from He and Chen33).
Right: quantum phase diagram of the spin-1/2 J1 − J2 − J3 Heisenberg model on Kagome
lattice, which is a corner-sharing triangular lattice. (Adapted from Gong et. al34) The chiral
spin liquid (CSL) in these two models breaks the time-reversal symmetry spontaneously.
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to obtain a CSL is to install the desired couplings between right movers in a wire i to left
movers of wire i + 1. The uncoupled left (right) mode residues on the top (bottom) wire
thus form a chiral edge state. All the wires in between are gapped through the couplings
to neighboring wire. By virtue of the equivalence between Heisenberg spin chain and
one-dimensional spin-1/2 fermions, a possible way to construct a CSL on weakly coupled
spin chains is presented in this dissertation. However, this chiral spin liquid is not an exact
ground state, but induced by external magnetic-field; see details in Sec. 2.3.
1.3.3 Spin ice, quantum spin ice, and pyrochlore lattice
Up to now, we have discussed the novel phases realized in 1D or 2D models. Now we
may wonder what happens for 3D lattices, more unusual or less unusual. It turns out that
there are unique phases that persist on 3D lattices. Here we focus on the pyrochlore lattice,
a network of cornering sharing tetrahedra, see Figure 1.2.
1.3.3.1 Spin ice
As discussed at the beginning, geometrical frustration gives rise to huge ground-state
degeneracy. One of the most degenerate/frustrated lattices in three dimensions is the py-
rochlore lattice pictured in Figure 1.2. When this lattice is occupied by Ising-like magnetic
rare-earth moments (Ho3+, Dy3+) coupled by an effective ferromagnetic interactions, the
large ground-state degeneracy is just equivalent to that of water ice. As a result, the system
is in a state called spin ice, where spins on each tetrahedra follow the “ice rule”: two spins
point into the center of tetrahedra and two point out. Figure 1.2-c illustrates this state. The
equivalence of spin ice with water ice can be seen in Figure 1.11. The center of tetrahedra
corresponds to the position of oxygen, and thus Ising spins are located at the middle of
oxygen-oxygen bond, and points precisely along the bond in the direction of the oxygen
atom closest to the proton. These centers form a diamond lattice. The spins can flip as
hexagonal loops in Figure 1.11.
The excitations of spin ice is rather surprising, due to the fact that they emerge as
magnetic monopoles.38 This can be understood by the dumbbell model. As shown in
Figure 1.12, the point-like magnetic dipoles (spins) can be fattened up into a rod with two
magnetic charges ±qm at the centers of two tetrahedra. The diamond lattice spacing is ad,
and thus the dipole moment recovers as µ = qmad .39 Then the flip of a single spin can
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Figure 1.11. Equivalence between pyrochlore lattice and water ice. Left: The pyrochlore
lattice. The orange hexagonal loop consists of edges of a group of tetrahedra, which can
support a zero-energy mode. Right: The hexagonal ice consists of protons (small spheres)
on the bond connecting two oxygen atoms (large spheres). The oxygens form a diamond
lattice. (Adapted from Moessner and Ramirez3)
Figure 1.12. Illustration of the dumbbell model for spin ice. (Adapted from Castelnovo,
Moessner and Sondhi38)
be visualized as a change of charge in a tetrahedron by ±2qm, then generates a pair of
magnetic monopoles. This pair can move along paths on diamond lattice by flipping of
spins along the way.
1.3.3.2 Quantum spin ice
The spin ice is a classical state. It is expected that adding some quantum fluctuations
to this classical model will lead to the quantum spin ice state, a quantum spin liquid with
gapless photon-like excitations (U(1) QSL). The quantum fluctuations are introduced when
the spin interactions are described by XXZ model, instead of Ising model.39 This line of
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study is one of the most promising ways to realize spin liquid in 3D model materials, such
as Tb2Ti2O7, Pr2M2O7 (M=Sn,Zr), and Yb2Ti2O7.
1.4 Microscopic model
Here we focus on a spin model of magnetic insulators, where we suppose that the
charge degrees of freedom are strongly quenched. There are many spin models that have
been introduced; here we focus on the Heisenberg model. The Kondo model, t− J model,
or Kitaiev model are beyond the scope of this dissertation.
For a magnetic insulator, the magnetic degrees of freedom are spin S unpaired electrons
associating with each magnetic atom, such as Cu atom. A spin system is formed by placing
a spin Si on each ion site of the crystal lattice i, and the charge degrees of freedom are
quenched. The three components of the spin Sx, Sy, Sz obey the commutation relation,
[Sα, Sβ] = iξαβγSγ, (1.3)
where ξαβγ is the totally antisymmetric tensor (that is, equal to zero if two indices are equal
and ξαβγ = 1). The spin operators on different sites commute. It is customary to introduce
the ladder operators:
S+ = Sx + iSy, S− = Sx − iSy. (1.4)
The S+ and S− are raising and lowering operators that raise or lower the magnetic quan-
tum number m of the spin state by 1. Their commutation relations are:
[S+i , S
−












j ] = −S−i δij. (1.5)
From these commutators, we see that spins are neither bosons or fermions, and this prop-
erty makes spin problems difficult to solve. Therefore we need to map the spin problems
to those of bosonic or fermionic ones; see discussions in Sec. 1.5.
1.4.1 Heisenberg model
When the dominant magnetic interactions between ions are from superexchange, the
quantum Hamiltonian to describe this system would be the Heisenberg model. The Heisen-
berg Hamiltonian is in the form
H = J∑
〈ij〉
Si · Sj. (1.6)
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Here the sum runs over all neighboring sites on the lattice under consideration, J is the
exchange coupling constant between two spins Si and Sj. Here J is the same for any
two spins, and the spin system is homogenous; for many practical cases, it is sufficient
to consider only nearest neighbor exchange, where j = i+ 1. If J > 0, Eq. (1.6) describes
antiferromagnetic coupling. Usually the coupling constant in one direction, say z, is differ-





































j ) = 2(Si · Sj − Szi Szj ). (1.8)
Here ∆ is the spin anisotropy parameter, such that ∆ = 1 recovers the isotropic Heisenberg
limit, ∆ > 1 corresponds to uniaxial (Ising-like) anisotropy, and 0 ≤ ∆ < 1 to easy-plane
anisotropy. Notice, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian can be only applied to magnetic insula-
tors, when there is no itinerant electron. The theoretical derivation of Heisenberg model
is first done by Dirac40 for S = 1/2, and P. W. Anderson41 proved that this model is also
suitable for S > 1/2.
1.4.2 Perturbations
While the Heisenberg model in Eq. (1.6) provides a useful basis for understanding the
properties of a variety of frustrated magnetic materials, for real, non-ideal systems, in-
evitable compound-dependent perturbations H′ are present. These perturbations usually
break some symmetries. These H′ include disorders, anisotropies and long-range interac-
tions and lead to a complication of the corresponding phase diagrams. The description of
possible types of phases (magnetic structures) is the major subject in this dissertation. Even
though the energy scale J′ of perturbations is usually smaller than the dominant exchange
energy scale J in Eq. (1.6), namely J′  J, sometimes these perturbations cannot be treated
perturbatively.3 For example, in Chapter 2 the one space-dimensional system is studied
by the nonperturbative approach—bosonization, due to the strong correlation effects in
the system. As for frustrated magnets, where the frustration leads to large ground state
degeneracy, the perturbative method also fails in the spin liquid regime.
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1.4.2.1 Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction
Among the many possible perturbations, we focus on the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM)
interaction,42, 43 an antisymmetric exchange, which originates from spin-orbit coupling,
and is widely present in real materials. In a magnetic system, when there is no inversion
center between two magnetic sites, there may be present the DM interaction. It is described
by a mathematic form of a cross product of two spins:
HDM = Dij · Si × Sj. (1.9)
This results in a antisymmetric exchange between two spins Si and Sj. We notice that the
DM vector Dij tries to pin the two spins in the plane perpendicular to itself,1 producing a
small twist, or canting, of the atomic moments.44
The DM interaction is characterized by the DM vector Dij, which depends on the rela-
tive positions of the magnetic atoms. Mathematically, there is a Moriya rule43 to determine
the orientation of the DM vector from the crystal structure. Take two magnetic ions A and
B, and their center is located at point C, for example : when there is a mirror plane which
includes A and B, then the DM vector is perpendicular to line AB. On the experimental
side, D can be characterized by the electronic spin resonance (ESR) measurements.12, 45, 46
In a magnetic field h ‖ D, two resonance lines (ESR doublet), shown in Figure 1.13, are
observed at resonance frequencies ν±, with 2pih¯ν± = |gµBh ± piD/2|. This ESR doublet
is only observable for a magnetic field having a component along D; thus this property
can be used to determine the direction of D. In another limiting case h ⊥ D, in contrast,
there is only one line shifting with temperature, and the resonance occurs at the “gapped”
frequency 2pih¯ν =
√
(gµBh)2 + (piD/2)2. This gap provides an alternative way to obtain
the amplitude D. (The line shape and the temperature dependence of the width of the
resonance were studied in Refs.47 and,48 correspondingly.) In the case of K2CuSO4Br2,
several ESR measurements12, 45 have consistently predicted DBr ≈ 0.28 K. In K2CuSO4Cl2
the DM interaction is smaller. A recent experiment49 estimates it to be DCl ≈ 0.11 K.
1.5 “Bosonized” and “fermionized” mapping
Working with spin operators is unpleasant since they have funny commutation rela-
tions; see Sec. 1.4.1. Hamiltonian with bilinear boson or fermion operators may be solved,
in accordance with the specific systems, but one needs to map the spins to either bosons
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Figure 1.13. Electronic spin resonance measurements of spin chain material K2CuSO4Br2.
Left: ESR lines (doublet) at H ‖ D. M+ and M− label the doublet. Right: Frequency-field
diagram for H ⊥ D in the low-temperature limit. (Adapted from Smirnov et. al12).
or fermions. There is no unique way to describe a many-body system, but the mapping
is a matter of convenience. In this dissertation we use two types of mapping, either
“bosonized” or “fermionized.”
1.5.1 Jordan-Wigner transformation and XXZ spin-1/2 chain
First, we introduce a way to “fermionize” the spin-1/2 operator, the Jordan-Wigner
transformation, then apply it to the spin chain problem, as we see it establishes the equiv-
alence between Dirac fermions and 1D spin-1/2 problem.
1.5.1.1 Jordan-Wigner transformation
From Eq. (1.8), we notice that for spin-1/2, Sj · Sj = S(S+ 1) = 3/4 and (Szj )2 = 1/4,
which has a remarkable property:
{S+j , S−j } = 1, (1.10)
the S+j and S
−
j , on the same site, obey an anticommutation relation, which suggests an
analogy with fermions. Also the spin operators on different sites do note anticommute,
but commute. So it is not possible to map spin just to a single fermi creation/annihilation
operator. However, it turns out that it is possible to produce spin algebra by multiplying a












j ψj − 1/2,
(1.11)
where the Fermi operator ψ satisfies the standard anicommutation relations. This trans-
formation (1.11) is only valid for one dimension, which will be applied to the spin chain
problem in Chapter 2.
1.5.1.2 Fermionic Hamiltonian for Heisenberg spin chain




















The Jordan-Wigner transformation establishes equivalence between the spin-1/2 XXZ spin
chain and the model of interacting fermions. For a one-dimensional fermions, the corre-
sponding fermionic problem has Fermi momentum kF = pi/2, if there is no magnetic field.
(Finite magnetic field corresponds to a chemical potential for the fermions). To obtain
an effective low-energy continuum fermionic theory, we perform a linearization around
the free Fermi points given by kF, and then express the fermion operators in terms of
bosonic ones related to the fermion density fluctuation by using the standard dictionary
of Abelian bosonization.50, 52, 53 The bosonization technique is one of the most powerful
nonperturbative approaches to study strongly correlated many-body systems, especially
in 1D/quasi-1D systems.
1.5.1.3 Bosonization










where θ and φ are bosonic scalar fields, K is the Luttinger parameter, and v is the Fermi
velocity of Jordan-Wigner fermions. This Gaussian (quadratic) model (1.13) is valid for a
spin chain with −1 < ∆ ≤ 1. For the isotropic point ∆ = 1 and K = 1, the correlation
functions display SU(2)-invariant behavior.
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1.5.1.4 Heisenberg spin chain + DM interaction
When the DM term (1.9) is present in a Heisenberg spin chain, and the system is



















Sx × Sx+1. (1.14)
where J < 0, Sx is the spin-1/2 operator at site x = na, with a is the lattice spacing, and
spin chain runs along the x axis. The DM vector D = Dzˆ is uniform along chain. We
consider D/J  1, which is the most natural limit relevant for real materials.12, 44, 45 The
DM term in Eq. (1.14) can be gauged away by a position-dependent rotation of spins about
zˆ axis, S+x → S˜+x eiαx and Szx → S˜zx, where the rotation angle α = arctan[D/J], which is
determined by the ratio D over J; therefore the rotation angle α is small. After the rotation,

















J2 + D2 describes the transverse component of exchange interaction for the
obtained XXZ chain. We see that, in addition to “twisting” spins around the D axis,
the uniform DM interaction effectively introduces an Ising anisotropy.54 The Luttinger
parameter of the XXZ chain (1.15) is given by,
K−1 = 1− arccos[J/
√
J2 + D2]/pi ' 1− D/(pi J). (1.16)
1.5.2 Holstein-Primakoff transformation and spin-wave theory
Here, we discuss a semiclassical method to “bosonize” the spin operator, Holstein-
Primakoff transformation, which has been a standard approach to study a magnetic or-
dered state.
1.5.2.1 Holstein-Primakoff transformation
When spin system is in a magnetic ordered state, which is associated with the fact
that the expectation value |〈Si〉| 6= 0, the spins can usually treated as classical, i.e., simple
vectors. To study the low-temperature excitations of the classical configuration, quantum
effects are added through “quantum fluctuations.” A technique we use in this dissertation
is Holstein-Primakoff (HP) transformation.55 The spin operators Si can be expressed by
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bosonic creation and annihilation operators a†i and ai, effectively truncating their infinite-











Szi = S− na.
(1.17)
here na = a†a is the number operator for a boson. We can check that, using the commutator
[ai, a†i ] = 1, the operators above indeed obey the spin commutation relation in Eq. (1.3). HP
bosons in Eq. (1.17) are defined with respect to the z axis. A more general form for arbitrary
classical configuration, which minimizes the system’s Hamiltonian, can be found in Ref.56
Here we consider a bipartite model, where the sublattice A and B having spins along zˆ
and −zˆ, respectively. Starting from a Neel state |Neel〉, there is this relation,
S+ai |Neel〉 = S−bj|Neel〉 = 0. (1.18)
Here operators a and b are defined on two sublattices A and B, correspondingly. Spin
operators on A-sublattice is mapped to a by Eq. (1.17). We notice, S+ on B-sublattice has











Szbj = nb − S.
(1.19)
The commutation relations between a and b are also satisfied.
This HP formalism is applied Chapter 3, where we study the instabilities of fully po-
larized state or the UUD phase on triangular-based lattices.
1.5.2.2 Spin-wave Hamiltonian
The square roots in Eqs. (1.17) and (1.19) are rather inconvenient and the practical














The above expansion of original Heisenberg Hamiltonian (1.6) leads to the spin-wave
Hamiltonian,15






Here Ecl is the classical energy of spin configuration, which scales as S2, and the subsequent
terms H(k) are of k-th oder in bosonic operator a and scale as S2−k/2. Diagonalization of the
quadratic term H(2) results in the dispersion ωmk of spin wave excitations (k is the wave
vector and m is the band index). Higher order terms produce the interaction between
bosons. Interestingly, when k is odd (when the spin-orbit coupling is present) or there are




3a4 (for example in UUD state on triangular antiferromagnet
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H(k) describes a process that doesn’t conserve the number of bosons, and the zero-point
vibration should be considered.58
1.5.2.3 Measurement of spin waves
The spin-wave dispersion can be measured1 by the technique called neutron scattering.
The quanta of spin wave is magnon, a boson. The incident neutron scatters with magnons
with energy h¯ω and wave vector q , and its wave vector change from initial k to scattered
one k′. The energy of the neutron also changes from E = h¯2k2/(2mn) to E′ = h¯2k′2/(2mn).
By conservation of energy and momentum,
E = E′ + h¯ω, k = k′ + q+G, (1.22)
where G is a reciprocal lattice wave vector.1 Therefore, ω and q can be obtained by
measurements of k, k′, E and E′. The neutrons have energies in the meV to eV range.
Magnon energies are typically in the range 10−3 to 10−2 eV, and therefore can be effec-
tively measured using inelastic neutron scattering. Figure 1.14 gives an example of the
neutron scattering data.59 By comparing to the theoretical dispersion relation, one can fix
the spin coupling constants in the material. Also, the neutron scattering cross section is
proportional to the spin-spin correlation functions.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we systematically
study the phases on spin-1/2 chain system that is in the presence of uniform Dzyaloshin-
skii Moriya interactions and magnetic field. In Chapter 3, we identify various novel spin
structures and a nematic phase on the frustrated antiferromagnets, with frustration in-
duced by either lattice geometry or competing interactions. Chapter 4 summarizes the
1The addition of G is necessary because the dispersion relation of magnons is periodic in the reciprocal
lattice.
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Figure 1.14. Field-polarized neutron-scattering measurements on YbMgGaO4, in which
Yb3+ ions with effective spin-1/2 occupy a triangular lattice. Energy dependence of mag-
netic excitations along high-symmetry directions, measured at 0.06 K in an applied field of
7.8 T. The red and blue lines show a fit to the spin-wave dispersion relation.(Adapted from
Paddison et al.59).
main points of each project, and overviews the contributions of these projects. The renor-
malization group theory and chain mean field approximation are introduced in the two
Appendices A and B, respectively.
CHAPTER 2
NOVEL ORDERS IN SPIN-CHAIN SYSTEMS
Quantum spin chain is an outstanding model to explore strongly correlated quan-
tum order in low-dimensional antiferromagnets, superconductors, and ultracold atoms.
It combines several interesting features: it is nontrivial, relatively simple, and describes
actual physical systems. More importantly, it is the building block of many frustrated
magnets. Several recent examples include triangular antiferromagnets Cs2CuCl460 and
Cs2CuBr4,61, 62 which are actively investigated for their fractionalized spinon continuum
and pronounced 1/3 magnetization plateau, correspondingly, and high-field candidate
spin nematic materials such as LiCuVO420, 21 and PbCuSO4(OH)2.63, 64
This chapter examines the question of quantum spin-1/2 chains under the uniform
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions; for simplicity we call it DM spin chain. The
magnetic-field-induced phase transitions are studied with special attention both at zero
and finite temperature. Contrary to other parameters in the Hamiltonian (1.14), an external
magnetic field is relatively easy to vary experimentally. When the Zeeman energy scale is
comparable with the DM interaction, the spin chain system will leave its critical state and
enter in novel magnetic ordered phases.
In this chapter, the discussion of DM spin chains goes to three directions, single mange-
tized DM spin chain (Sec. 2.1), weakly coupled DM spin chain (Sec. 2.2), and construction
of chiral spin liquid by DM spin chains (Sec. 2.3). A variety of theoretical techniques are
applied, such as bosonization, renormalization group (Appendix A), and chain mean-field
approximation (Appendix B).
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2.1 Ising orders in a magnetized spin chain
In this section, we further our understanding of the DM spin chain system which
is described by Eq. (1.14) by adding an external magnetic field. Here we explore how
the interplay between uniform DM interactions, small anisotropy, and magnetic field in-
fluences a single Heisenberg spin chain. We will show that this interplay enriches the
phase diagram, including a critical Luttinger liquid (LL) and two antiferromagnetic Ising-
like phases. DM interaction suppresses the LL state, because it introduces an effective
anisotropy (see Eq. (1.15)) and drives quantum spin chain away from its critical point.
The order parameters for two Ising orders are estimated as well. The extensive density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG) study performed by Chan and Jiang65 shows an
excellent agreement with the analytical investigation used in this study. This spin chain
Hamiltonian can be realized by quantum wires and cold atoms.
In this section, excerpts and figures are reprinted with permission from Y-H Chan, W.
Jin, H-C Jiang, and O. A. Starykh, authors of Phys. Rev. B 96, 214441 (2017).65 Copyright
by the American Physical Society.
2.1.1 Introduction
Physics of quantum spins is at the center of modern condensed matter research. The
ever present spin-orbit interactions, long considered to be an unfortunate annoying feature
of numerous real-world materials, are now recognized as the key ingredient of numerous
spintronics applications66, 67 and the crucial tool for constructing topological phases.68, 69
In magnetic insulators atomic spin-orbit coupling leads, via superexchange mecha-
nism, to an asymmetric spin exchange Dij ·Si×Sj, known as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM)
interaction,70, 71 between localized spins S at sites i and j. Classically, such an interaction
induces incommensurate spiral correlations in the plane perpendicular to the DM vector
Dij. Incommensurability of the spin spiral is determined by D/J, where J is the magnitude
of the isotropic exchange interaction between nearest neighbor spins, and therefore is
typically quite small, resulting in spiral correlations with very long wavelength. It was
realized long ago that the external magnetic field, applied perpendicular to the DM axis,
causes strong modification of the spiral state and produces chiral soliton lattice—periodic
array of incommensurate with the lattice domains separated by 2pi-domain walls (soli-
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tons).72 Here, this incommensurate structure undergoes a continuous incommensurate-
commensurate transition into a uniform ordered state at a rather small critical magnetic
field of the order of D.72–74 This important feature makes this interesting class of mag-
netically ordered materials particularly attractive for multiferroics and spintronics appli-
cations.75, 76
It is not well understood how strong quantum fluctuations modify this classical picture.
To this end, and also having in mind several spin-1/2 quasi-one-dimensional quantum
magnets45, 77, 78 for which this consideration is highly relevant, we investigate here the
joint effect of a uniform DM interaction Dzˆ · Si × Si+1 and a transverse magnetic field
hx on the low-energy properties of the antiferromagnetic spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain with
a weak XXZ anisotropy ∆. Our goal is to quantitatively check, with the help of the state
of the art density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculation, predictions of the
recent field-theoretic studies of this interesting problem.54, 79, 80 Garate and Affleck found
that quantum fluctuations destroy the chiral soliton lattice and replace it with a critical
Luttinger liquid (LL) phase. Additionally, the model is found to support two distinct
ordered phases with staggered Ising order along directions perpendicular to the external
field h. Stability domains of these Ising phases are found to differ significantly from the
classical expectations.54, 79 In particular, when the magnitudes of DM interaction D and
magnetic field h are comparable to each other, the Ising-like longitudinal spin-density
wave order (of “Nz” kind, see below) is found to extend deep into classically forbidden
∆ ≤ 1 region.
We consider antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains subject to a uniform DM























∆ ≈ 1 parametrizes small Ising anisotropy. The DM vector D = Dzˆ is uniform along chain.
hx(hz) denotes the strength of the applied transverse (longitudinal) magnetic field. Now
let us study this spin chain by bosonization theory as discussed in Sec. 1.5.1.
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2.1.2 Hamiltonian in the low-energy limit
The low-energy description of spin operator is provided by the parameterization79
S(x) ≈ J(x) + (−1)nN(x), (2.2)
where J = JL + JR, and JL(x) and JR(x) are the uniform left- and right-moving spin
currents, and N(x) is the staggered magnetization (our order parameter). Here x = na
in terms of lattice constant a. These fields are expressed in terms of bosonic fields (φ, θ)
(this expansion is specific to SU(2), Heisenberg, point and can be generalized easily to a
































Here, A ≡ γ/(pia), and γ = 〈cos(√2piφρ)〉 ∼ O(1) is determined by gapped charged
modes of the chain.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.1) is approximated in low energy limit as,54, 79, 81






dx(JR · JR + JL · JL),
V = D
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where v ' Jpia/2 is the spin velocity and D˜ = D(1+ 2γ2)/pi ≈ D. V contains the last two
terms of Eq. (2.62); it collects all vector-like perturbations of the bare chain Hamiltonian
H0. Hbs describes residual backscattering interaction between right- and left-moving spin
modes of the chain. Its coupling is estimated as gbs ≈ 0.23× (2piv); see Ref.54 for details.
An important DM-induced anisotropy parameter λ is given,54




The constant c = (4v/gbs)2 is about 7.66 from Bethe-ansatz solution, see (B2) in Ref.54
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2.1.2.1 Chiral rotation
After writing the system Hamiltonian in the form of Eq. (2.6), it is convenient to exploit
the extended symmetry of H0 and treat both vector perturbations hx and D equally. Then
we perform a chiral rotation of spin currents about the yˆ axis54, 79, 81
JR/L = R(θR/L)MR/L, (2.8)
with MR/L spin current in the rotated frame, andR the rotation matrix,
R(θR/L) =
 cos θR/L 0 sin θR/L0 1 0
− sin θR/L 0 cos θR/L.
 , (2.9)
The general form of chiral rotation angles θR/L can be found in Refs.54, 79 Here we apply it
to our special h ⊥ D case, which gives



















Also the staggered magnetization transforms into,
N = (N z, cos θ0N y + sin θ0ε,−N x), (2.12)
Here N and ε denote the staggered magnetization and dimerization in the rotated frame
(while ξ = γpia0 cos[
√
2piφ] is the dimerization in the original frame), and are expressed
(as well as MR/L) in terms of Abelian bosonic fields ϕ and ϑ, while N, the staggered
magnetization in the original frame (as well as spin currents JR/L), is written in terms
of (φ, θ) pair as in Eq. (2.3) and (2.4).
Relation (2.12) is obtained by observing that the chiral rotation of vector currents (2.8)
corresponds to the following rotation of Dirac spinors54, 82 ΨR/L,s = e−iθR/Lσ
y/2Ψ˜R/L,s in
terms of which spin currents are expressed83 as JaR/L = Ψ
+
R/Lσ
aΨR/L/2 and MaR/L =
Ψ˜+R/Lσ
aΨ˜R/L/2. The (original) staggered magnetization, Na = Ψ+Rσ
aΨL/2 + Ψ+L σ
aΨR/2,
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rotates into (2.12). Similarly, staggered dimerization ξ(x) ∼ (−1)x/aS(x) · S(x+ a) trans-
forms as
ξ = cos θ0e− sin θ0N y. (2.13)
















where α = x, y, z and the initial values of coupling constants yα and yA are shown in
Eq. (2.15). The initial values of coupling constants are54
yx(0) = − gbs2piv [(1+
λ
2




yy(0) = − gbs2piv ,
yz(0) = − gbs2piv [(1+
λ
2











where the angle parameters are
θ− = 2θ0, θ0 = arctan[D/h]. (2.16)
2.1.2.2 Shift of bosonic field
We see from Eq. (2.11) that in the rotated frame the spins are subject to an effective
magnetic field heff =
√
D2 + h2 along the z axis. The fact that the D and h terms are treated
equally here represents the major technical advantage of the chiral rotation transformation
(2.8). Importantly, heff is finite once D 6= 0, implying the presence of some oscillating
terms in the Hamiltonian even in the absence of external magnetic field; see Eq. (2.21).
Being linear in the derivative of ϕy, the term (2.11) is easily absorbed into H0 by a shift of
field
ϕ→ ϕ+ tϕx, tϕ ≡
√
D2 + h2/v = heff/v. (2.17)
As a result of the shifts, the spin currents, the staggered magnetization and the dimeriza-
tion in the rotated frame are modified as
M+R → M+R e−itϕx, M+L → M+L eitϕx,
MzR → MzR +
tϕ
4pi
















The ϕ field shift (2.17) will also transform the expression for the chain backscattering (2.14)
to Eq. (2.21), in which we neglect additional small terms coming from the shifts in MzR/L.
2.1.2.3 Effective Hamiltonian
After the chiral rotation in Sec. 2.1.2.1 and shift of fields in Sec. 2.1.2.3, the effective
Hamiltonian now reads,
H = H˜0 + H˜bs, (2.20)
where H˜0 has quadratic form in terms of shifted Abelian bosonic fields (ϕ, ϑ). The har-
monic Hamiltonian is perturbed by chain backscattering H˜bs which consists of several
contributions54, 79, 84

























yC ≡ 12 (yx − yy), yB ≡
1
2
(yx + yy), yσ ≡ −yz. (2.22)
The oscillating factor eitϕx is introduced by the effective transverse field heff =
√
h2 + D2
which accounts for the combined effect of magnetic field and DM interaction. Next we
need to identify the most-relevant coupling in perturbation (2.21), which is accomplished
by the renormalization group (RG) analysis [introdcution of which is discussed in Ap-
pendix A.1].
2.1.3 Two-stage RG
According to standard RG arguments as discussed in Appendix A.1, the low-energy
properties of the system are determined by the couplings which renormalize to dimen-
sionless values of order 1 first.The RG equations for coupling constants of backscattering
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interaction (2.21) are obtained with the help of operator product expansion (OPE)53, 83














The presence of oscillating eitϕx factors implies the appearance of spatial scale, ∝ 1/tϕ, and,












where, a0 = 20.4a is the ultraviolet RG cutoff length scale (see Ref.54 for details of how the
choice of the initial value for gbs determines a0 also). As mentioned in Sec. A.1, see also
Refs.,50, 54 the presence of oscillating terms forces us to implement a two-stage RG scheme.
For ` < `ϕ oscillations due to eitϕx can be neglected and a full set of RG equations (2.92)
has to be solved numerically. Once RG “time” ` > `ϕ, strong oscillations in HA and HB
result in disappearance of these terms from the Hamiltonian. Correspondingly, we can
set yA(`) = 0 and yB(`) = 0 in the RG equations. Therefore, at this second stage, RG







These are the well-known Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) equations, analytic solution of which
is given in Sec. 2.1.6. The initial values of backscattering couplings at second stage are,
yC(`ϕ) = (yx(`ϕ)− yy(`ϕ))/2 ≈ − gbs4piv [(1+
λ
2
) cos θ− − 1+ λ
2
],
yσ(`ϕ) = −yz(`ϕ) ≈ gbs2piv [(1+
λ
2
) cos θ− − λ
2
],
C = yσ(`ϕ)2 − yC(`ϕ)2.
(2.26)
where cos θ− = (h2−D2)/(h2 +D2) and C is the constant of motion, dC/d` = 0. Provided
that y’s do not renormalize strongly during the first stage ` < `ϕ, initial values of yC,σ at
`ϕ can be approximated by those at ` = 0, as the above equation shows.
2.1.4 Ising orders
We have identified five distinct regions with different signs of yC,σ and integration
constant C, which lead to different RG flows. The boundaries of these regions depend
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on initial values of y’s and C. When the stage 1 flow can be skipped, which happens for
sufficiently large heff such that formally `ϕ < 0, then the dependence on initial values
can be directly translated into that on h/D (cos θ−) and λ (∆ and D/J). The results are
summarized in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1, which show what orders are promoted in different
regions.
When the oscillation eitϕx is significant, the backscattering (2.21) contains only two
terms, Hc and Hσ. In terms of Abelian fields, interaction HC is nonlinear one, HC ∝
yC cos[2
√
2piϑ] = yC cos[2βϑ], while Hσ ∝ (∂xϕ)2 − (∂xϑ)2 and describes renormalization
of β (as well as of the spinon’s velocity v → v√1− y2σ/2, see Sec. 2.1.7, which however is
neglected in the following). Then the ground state is determined by the ordering of ϑ field.
Flow to strong-coupling of KT equations (2.95) implies development of the expectation
value for ϑ field. When yC → +∞ the energy is minimized by
√
2piϑ = (2k1 + 1)pi/2, with
k1 an integer, and N x ∝ − sin
√
2piϑ 6= 0. This means that in the original frame there is an
Ising order Nz 6= 0, and following Ref.54 we name this state “Nz”. The long-range order
(staggered magnetization) in the original frame is commensurate,
〈N(x)〉 = A〈sin(
√
2piϑ)〉z ∝ (−1)k1+1z. (2.27)
In the case of yC → −∞ the energy is minimized by
√
2piϑ = k2pi, with k2 an integer, and
N y ∝ cos√2piϑ 6= 0. Therefore the Ising order is now along the y axis, Ny 6= 0, and we
name it “Ny”. The order parameter in the original frame reduces to
Table 2.1. Signs of yC, yσ, and C corresponding to the KT-flow in Figure 2.1. l∗ is the critical
RG scale at which one (or several) coupling constants reach strong coupling limit (become
of order 1). This table provides a criterion for determining the ground state.
Region 1 2 3 4 5
yC(0) +/− + + − −
yσ(0) − −/+ + + −/+
C + − + + −
yC(l∗) 0 +∞ +∞ −∞ −∞
yσ(l∗) finite +∞ +∞ +∞ +∞
yB(l∗) finite finite finite finite finite
State LL “Nz” “Nz” “Ny” “Ny”
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Figure 2.1. Solution of Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) equations. Two magnetic ordered phases
“Nz” (green region) ,“Ny” (yellow region) and critical Luttinger liquid phase (purple) by
the criterion in Table 2.1.
〈N(x)〉 = A3 cos θ0〈cos(
√
2piϑ)〉y ∝ (−1)k2y. (2.28)
In addition, there is also a regime of yC → 0 for ` → ∞, which signifies finite range of
stability of the critical Luttinger liquid (LL) phase.54
2.1.5 Phase boundaries
The ∆ − (h/D) phase diagrams are obtained by solving the RG equations and are
presented in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. Figure 2.2 is obtained under the condition that
the first-stage RG flow can be skipped, due to the fact that lϕ < 0 in (2.24), implying
sufficiently large D and/or hx. In this situation we can determine the ground state simply
by studying the initial conditions of KT equations according Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1.
However, if lϕ > 0, so that oscillations develop over some finite lengthscale, one needs
to integrate the first-stage RG equations numerically and thus find initial conditions yC(lϕ),
yσ(lϕ) and C = y2σ(lϕ)− y2C(lϕ) for the second-stage of the RG flow (KT part of the flow).
This is the case of D/J = 0.01, a phase diagram of which is presented in Figure 2.3.
By comparing two diagrams in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, we notice that large D pro-
motes “Nz” state. Because DM interaction suppresses the quantum criticality of bare spin
chain, and supports the emergence of the Ising orders. Next we study the boundaries
between three different phases, for sufficiently large D and hx.
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Figure 2.2. Phase diagram for the case of relatively strong DM interaction D/J = 0.1.
Larger D promotes “Nz” state. The two phase boundaries are obtained by Eq. (2.29)
(orange dot-dashed line, between “Ny” and “Nz”), and Eq. (2.30) (red dashed line, between




Figure 2.3. Phase diagram for the case of small DM interaction D/J = 0.01. The two phase
boundaries by Eq. (2.29) (orange dot-dashed line, between “Ny” and “Nz”), and Eq. (2.30)
(red dashed line, between LL and “Nz”). For smaller values of D, these approximate phase
boundaries derived by neglecting the first stage of RG flow are far off from the actual ones.
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2.1.5.1 Ny–Nz
Figure 2.1 shows that the phase transition between “Ny” and “Nz” states is related to
the initial values of yC and yσ. The coupling yC(0) has opposite signs in the regions 3 and 4.
In the phase diagram, this boundary corresponds to a critical value ∆c1, at which yC(0) = 0
and C = y2σ(0) > 0. These conditions indicate the boundary happens at D/h =
√
λ/2 and













For a fixed D, a larger field h leads to a greater ∆c1, which is illustrated as an orange
dot-dashed line in phase diagrams of Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. Interestingly, the limit
of D → 0, corresponding to hx/D → ∞ in the above figures is described by our theory
as well, as we explain in Appendix 2.1.10. In that case one deals with an XXZ model in
a transverse magnetic field for which the critical LL line separating the two Ising phases,
“Ny” and Nz”, is reduced to the horizontal asymptote ∆c1 = 1, in agreement with the
previous study in Ref.85
2.1.5.2 LL–Nz
The boundary between LL and “Nz” happens at C = 0, yC(0) > 0 and yσ(0) < 0.












Therefore, in contract to Eq. (2.29), larger field h results in smaller ∆c2. This result is also
confirmed in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. In Figure 2.2, we see that Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30)
show excellent agreement of the obtained phase transition line with the numerical solution
of RG equations, thanks to the fact that in this case the first stage of RG flow is not required.
When hz = 0 and hx = 0, there are only two phases, “Nz” and LL, separated by ∆ = 1.
When there is easy-plane anisotropy (∆ < 1) the system flows to the gapless LL phase,
while easy-axis anisotropy (∆ > 1) make the system evolve to “Nz”.
2.1.5.3 LL–Ny
Finally, the transition between LL and “Ny” is described by C = 0 and yC(0) < 0,
yσ(0) < 0. This gives yC(0) = yσ(0) which is satisfied by cos θ− = 1/3 and λ ≥ 1.
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This condition implies that transition between LL and “Ny” is a vertical line located at
(hx/D)c3 =
√
2, which is again confirmed by numerical solution of RG equations in
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. Different from the other two boundaries, the one between
LL and “Ny” is independent of D as long as D/J < 1, and this is consistent with the
classical analysis in Ref.54 The constraint λ ≥ 1 implies that this boundary exists only for
∆ ≤ ∆t ≡ 1+ (D/J)2/2− 1/c. The crossing point of two the critical lines ∆c1 and ∆c2 also
gives the condition (hx/D)c3 =
√
2. The “triple” point where three phases intersect is at
hx/D =
√
2 and ∆t, which, for D/J = 0.1 in Figure 2.2, is evaluated to be ∆t ' 0.874.
2.1.6 Critical RG scale `∗
By solving the RG equations (2.95) we obtain the critical RG scale `∗ at which the order
develops, |yC(`∗)| = 1. Thus, the correlation length corresponding to two Ising-like orders
can be estimated by ε∗ = exp `∗. We will show this formulation also provides a convenient
way to understand some of the finite size effects unavoidable in numerical study of the
problem. Here we focus on the case of relatively strong DM interaction D/J = 0.1, phase
diagrams for which are presented in Figure 2.2.




yσ(0) cosh(µl)− µ sinh(µl)
−yσ(0) sinh(µl) + µ cosh(µl) , C > 0,
µ
yσ(0) cos(µl) + µ sin(µl)
−yσ(0) sin(µl) + µ cos(µl) , C < 0.
(2.31)
with µ ≡ √|C|. And
yC(l) = sign(yC(0))
√
yσ(l)2 − C. (2.32)
the sign of yC(l) depends on the sign of its initial value.
The critical `∗, at which |yC(l = l∗)| = 1, can be determined by Eqs. (2.31) and
(2.32), and is shown is Figure 2.4. We find that `∗ grows rapidly as ∆ is approaching the
phase boundary between “Ny” and “Nz” states approaching ` ≈ 50 near the critical point
∆c ' 0.94, determined by Eq. (2.29). However the finite size L of the system used in the
numerical methods, such as density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) or quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC), corresponds to the much smaller RG scale `s = ln[L], for example
when L = 1600, `s = ln[1600] = 7.37. In order to detect the phase transition in Figure 2.4,
the system size needs to be at least L = exp [50], which is astronomical for numerical
37
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Figure 2.4. Analytical solution of the critical lengthscale l∗ for which |yc(l∗)| = 1 as a
function of XXZ anisotropy ∆. Here, D/J = 0.1 and hx/J = 0.2. The system is in the “Ny”
phase (red) for ∆ < ∆c ' 0.94, while ∆ > ∆c the system enters the “Nz” phase (blue). Near
the transition point, `∗  `s.
simulations. Therefore RG scales greater than `s are not accessible in DMRG. In other
words, if we associate correlation length ξ = ae`
∗
with the order which develops at scale
`∗, and if it happens that `∗ > `s, than the DMRG will not be sensitive to the development
of the long-range order in this case. This is the basic explanation of the unavoidable
difficulty one encounters in numerical determination of the phase boundaries between
various phases.
2.1.7 Order parameters of two Ising orders
In addition to calculating `∗ associated with the development of long-range order, we
can also calculate the order parameters for “Ny” and “Nz” phases developing in the system
as a function of the running RG scale `. We show there that the required order parameters
are given by
〈Ny〉 = A3〈Re[eiβϑ/2]〉, 〈Nz〉 = A3〈Im[eiβϑ/2]〉. (2.33)
They can be calculated explicitly as a function of running RG scale ` as Eq. (2.52) shows;
see details in Sec. 2.1.9. Figure 2.5 illustrates our findings. Note that plotted there are 〈Ny〉
evaluated at the maximum possible ` = `s. There is a noticeable asymmetry between the
two order parameters: the order parameter of the “Ny” phase is smaller than that of the
“Nz” phase.
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Figure 2.5. Order parameter as a function of ∆ for two ordered states “Ny” and “Nz”, at
D/J = 0.1, hx/J = 0.2 and RG length scale ` = `s. Here ∆ is near the phase boundary
∆c ' 0.94.
2.1.8 Discussion
We have worked out full phase diagram of the model in the ∆ − (h/D) plane. Our
numerical findings match predictions of Ref.54 well, and confirm the prevalence of “Nz”
Ne´el Ising order in the regime of comparable Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) and magnetic
field magnitudes.79 In addition, we find that significant finite-size corrections observed
numerically are well explained by the ‘logarithmic slowness’ of the KT RG flow. As a
result of that, very large RG scales `∗, far exceeding those set by the finite length L of the
chain used in DMRG, are required for reaching the Ising-ordered phases. Extensive DMRG
study shows an excellent agreement with analytical investigation based on the RG analysis
of weakly perturbed Heisenberg chain.
Our numerical data also confirm the existence of the critical Luttinger liquid phase
with fully broken spin-rotational invariance. This phase with dominant incommensurate
spin and dimerization power-law correlations is a quantum analogue of the classical chiral
soliton lattice.
Our findings open up a possibility of the experimental check of theoretical predictions
in quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnets with a uniform DM interaction.45, 78 The idea
is to probe the spin correlations at a finite temperature above the critical ordering temper-
ature of the material when interchain spin correlations, which drive the three-dimensional
ordering, are not important while individual chains still possess sufficient large separa-
tions for experimental detection anisotropy of spin correlations caused by the uniform
DM interaction. Under these conditions one should be able to probe the fascinating com-
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petition between the uniform DM interaction and the transverse external magnetic field.
Now we provide technical details of calculations of the order parameters in Sec. 2.1.7,
and examine the validity the obtained phase diagrams Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 when the
system is in the absence of DM interaction. Then we discuss the specialty of the obtained
Luttinger liquid phase.
2.1.9 Calculation of the order parameter
2.1.9.1 Expectation values of sine-Gordon model
Lukyanov and Zamolodchikov in Ref.,86 Eq.(20), have worked out a general expression
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m = 2M sin(piξ/2), ξ =
β′2
1− β′2 (2.36)
and M is the soliton mass.
2.1.9.2 Action and the equivalence to sine-Gordon model
Here we work out the action for our KT Hamiltonian (2.21) by considering HC and Hσ
as perturbations to the harmonic Hamiltonian H0. Provided that the field is small enough,
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with y = uτ and set u =
√






























Here, for the case of yC > 0, we made an additional shift ϑ˜ → ϑ˜+ pi/β˜ in order to change
the sign of the cosine term. The case of yC < 0 does not require any more shifts, ϑ˜ = ϑ˜.
The parameters in terms of yC,σ are
u = v
√











The expectation value we want to compute is 〈ei
√
2piϑ〉 = 〈eiβ˜ϑ˜/2〉, and thus a in Eq. (2.35)
is just a ≡ β˜/2.
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We observe that our order parameters are obtained as Ny ∼ cos√2piϑ ∝ Re〈eiβ˜ϑ˜/2〉,
while Nz ∼ sin√2piϑ ∝ Im〈eiβ˜ϑ˜/2〉. The shift described just below (2.46), which is needed
if yC > 0, transforms 〈eiβ˜ϑ˜/2〉 into eipi/2〈eiβ˜ϑ˜/2〉 and thus precisely corresponds to the change
of the order from Ny kind (realized for yC < 0) to the Nz kind (realized for yC > 0).
2.1.9.3 The order parameter
We want to evaluate the expectation value
〈ei β˜2 ϑ˜〉 = AeI , A ≡















(1− β˜2)t) − β˜22 e−2t
]
. (2.49)
The convergence of I is easy to check: β˜2 < 1 is required for t → ∞. Using identity
























Using all these we obtain for the order parameter
















Note that Eq. (2.52) is function of β˜, which, in turn, is function of running yσ(`). It also
depends on running yC(`), via µ dependence, see Eq. (2.47). Thus Eq. (2.52) allows us to
evaluate the order parameter as a function of RG scale `.
2.1.10 Sanity check at D = 0
If we set D = 0 and hx = h, two rotation angles θR = θL = pi/2, and θ− = 0. Then
yA(0) = 0. In this condition, our model Hamiltonian (2.62) reduces to a XXZ model in a











and the initial values are,




It is easy to find that yy(`) = yz(`) for all ` so that RG equations above again acquire KT
form. Now λ = c(1− ∆) so that we obtain
yC(0) = − gbs4pivλ, yσ(0) =
gbs
2piv











e−2µ` − y2C/(yσ + µ)2
, (2.56)
where y’s in the right-hand-side are those at ` = 0 (initial values). Therefore, since yσ(0) =
gbs/(2piv) > µ =
√
y2σ − y2C, there is a divergence, signaling strong-coupling limit, at
`div ≈ µ−1 ln
[
4|λ|−1]. Observe that `div is finite for any ∆ 6= 1, meaning that the two
ordered phases are separated by the critical LL one, which is just an isotropic XXX chain
in a magnetic field.
For ∆ < 1, we have λ > 0, yC(0) < 0, and then yC(l) → −∞, which means “Ny” state.
For ∆ > 1, instead λ < 0, yC(0) > 0, so that yC(l) → +∞, hence one obtains “Nz” state.
These two phases are separated by the critical line at ∆ = 1. Our phase diagrams Figure 2.2
and Figure 2.3 display exactly this behavior: setting D = 0 places one at hx/D → ∞,
where the critical line separating the two Ising states approaches horizontal asymptote at
∆ = 1.


















It was found that for h 6= 0 spectrum is gapped for both ∆ > 1 and ∆ < 1.85 The Ising
order that develops is of “Nz” (“Ny”) kind for ∆ > 1 (∆ < 1). Our RG equations evidently
capture this physics well.
2.1.11 Luttinger liquid phase
The Luttinger liquid (LL) phase of our model is characterized by yC = 0, yσ < 0 for
` → ∞, see Figure 2.1. Correspondingly, its action is given by Eq. (2.43) with yC = 0.
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From here it is easy to derive that the scaling dimension of the vertex operator ei
√
2piϑ(x)
is ∆ϑ = β˜2/2 ≈ (1− yσ/2)/2, while that of the dual field one ei
√
2piϕ(x) is given by ∆ϕ =
1/(2β˜2) ≈ (1+ yσ/2)/2. Backscattering renormalizes scaling dimensions through the RG
flow of yσ. Given that in the LL yσ < 0, we observe that ∆ϕ < ∆ϑ which signals that the
correlation functions of fields N z and ξ, which are written in terms of ϕ bosons, decay
slower than those of fields N x and N y, which are expressed via ϑ bosons. Moreover, due
to Eq. (2.68), correlations of N z and ξ are incommensurate:
〈N z(x)N z(0)〉 ∝ 〈ξ(x)ξ(0)〉 ∝ cos[tϕx]|x|2∆ϕ (2.58)
while those of N x,y are commensurate
〈N x,y(x)N x,y(0)〉 ∝ 1|x|2∆ϑ . (2.59)
Taken together with Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), which describe the relation between spin oper-
ators in the laboratory and rotated frames, these simple relations allow us to fully describe
the asymptotic spin (and dimerization) correlations in the LL phase with fully broken
spin-rotational symmetry
〈Sx(x)Sx(0)〉 ∝ cos[(pi − tϕ)x]|x|2∆ϕ ,











Due to ∆ϕ < ∆ϑ, the LL phase is dominated by the incommensurate correlations of Sx,y
and e fields. Their contribution to the equal time structure factor is easy to estimate by







where we extended limits of the integration to infinity due to convergence of the integral
for 2∆ϕ > 0. The divergence at k = Q is controlled by 2∆ϕ − 1 = −yσ/2 > 0 and is
rounded in the system of finite size L. More careful calculation of Mas (k) and Md(k) is
possible,87–89 but is beyond the scope of the present study.
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2.2 Weakly coupled spin chains with staggered between chains
DM interactions
In this section, excerpts and figures are reprinted with permission from W. Jin and O. A.
Starykh, authors of Phys. Rev. B 95, 214404 (2017).84 Copyright by the American Physical
Society.
Here we study the phase diagram of weakly coupled DM spin chains. This work is
strongly motivated by two new interesting materials, K2CuSO4Cl2 and K2CuSO4Br2,12, 45, 90
which are described by Hamiltonian (2.62) representing weakly coupled spin chains (chain
exchange J, interchain exchange J′, and J′  J) perturbed by the uniform within the
chain, but staggered between chains Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) anisotropic exchange
interaction of magnitude D, as shown in Figure 2.6. (Similar DM geometry is also re-
alized in a spin-ladder material (C7H10N)2CuBr4.91) Despite close structural similarity,
the two materials are characterized by different h − T phase diagrams in the situation
when magnetic field h is applied along the DM axis D of the material. Our objective here
is to provide theoretical explanation of those phase diagrams, and find reasons for their
differences. We also extend analysis to another special field configuration, when magnetic
field is perpendicular to the DM vector.
Individual spin chains with uniform12, 45, 54, 79 and staggered92 DM interactions respond
differently to the magnetic field. In the latter case it leads to the opening of significant
spin gap93 while in the former the (much smaller) gap opens up only in the h ⊥ D
geometry.54, 79 We show below that this difference persists in the presence of the weak
interchain interaction and is responsible for a very different set of the ordered states for
the uniform DM problem in comparison with the staggered DM one.94
2.2.1 Model Hamiltonian
We consider weakly coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains subject to
a uniform Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction and an external magnetic field. The








(−1)ySx,y × Sx+1,y − h ·∑
x,y
Sx,y, (2.62)
where Sx,y is the spin-1/2 operator at position x of y-th chain. J and J′ denote isotropic
intra- and interchain antiferromagnetic exchange couplings as shown in Figure 2.6, and
45
x + 1xx - 1
y + 1






Figure 2.6. Geometry of the coupled spin chains. Intrachain bonds J (thick lines along xˆ),
interchain bonds J′ (dashed lines along yˆ), and J′  J. The DM vectors on neighboring
chain have the opposite direction, pointing either into or out of the page.
we account for interactions between nearest neighbors only. The interchain exchange is
weak, of the order of J′ ∼ 10−2 J. The DM vector D = Dzˆ, direction of which is staggered
between adjacent chains – note the factor (−1)y in (2.62). Importantly, within a given y-th
chain vector D is uniform. h is an external magnetic field.
Similarly to the low-energy Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.64), the Hamiltonian (2.62) written in
terms of spin currents and staggered magnetizations is,
H =∑
y







































, where c′ =
1
2
c ' 3.83. (2.65)
The interchain interaction is described by Hinter, in which we kept the most relevant, in a
renormalization group sense, contribution, Sx,y · Sx,y+1 → Ny(x) · Ny+1(x).
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2.2.2 Parallel configuration, h ‖ D
When the external magnetic field is parallel to DM vector D along zˆ, hz = h and hx = 0.
In this configuration it is convenient to use Abelian bosonization (2.3), by expressing spin





dx[(∂xφy)2 + (∂xθy)2], V = HZ + HDM,









where HZ and HDM are the Zeeman and DM interactions, respectively. Evidently, these
linear terms can be absorbed into H0 by shifting fields φy and θy appropriately,
φy = φ˜y +
tφ√
2pi
x, tφ ≡ hv ,
θy = θ˜y + (−1)y tθ√
2pi
x = θ˜y +
tyθ√
2pi





Note that tyθ depends on the parity of the chain index y. We see that Eq. (2.17) is just the
simplified version of Eq. (2.67), where tθ = 0, associated with the orthogonality between
magnetic field and DM interactions. Similarly to Eq. (2.18) and (2.19), the spin currents
and the staggered magnetization are modified as
J+yR → J˜+yRe−i(tφ−t
y
θ )x, J+yL → J˜+yLei(tφ+t
y
θ )x,
JzyR → J˜zyR +
(tφ − tyθ)
4pi






N+y → N˜+y eit
y




It is important to observe here that the operators with tildes in (2.68) are obtained from the
original ones (2.3) and (2.4) by replacing original φy and θy with their tilted versions φ˜y and
θ˜y. Note also that the shift introduces oscillating position-dependent factors to transverse
components of Jy and Ny. The Hamiltonian now reads
Hchain = H˜0 + H˜bs + H˜inter, (2.69)
where H˜0 retains its quadratic form (2.66) in terms of the tilded fields. It is perturbed by





































)− g˜φ(ei[√2pi(φ˜y+φ˜y+1)+2tφx] + h.c.)}. (2.71)
Hcone and Hsdw are the transverse and longitudinal (with respect to the z axis) compo-
nents of the interchain interaction, respectively. Their effect consists of promoting a two-
dimensional ordered cone and SDW state, correspondingly. Small terms resulting from the
additive shifts in JzR/L in (2.68) have been neglected. Table 2.2 describes which interchain
interactions produce which state.




















initial values of which follow from









Observe that the DM interaction produces an effective anisotropy λ = c′(D/J)2 > 0 which
leads to |yz(0)| > |yx,y(0)|.
Table 2.2. Three relevant perturbations from interchain interaction Hcone, Hsdw in Eq. (2.71)
and HNN in Eq. (2.79), their operator forms, associated coupling constants, and types of the
ordered states they induce.
Interaction Coupling Coupling Induced









2.2.2.1 Renormalization group analysis

















The first two equations in Eq. (2.74) are the well-known Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) equa-
tions for the marginal backscattering couplings yB,z in (2.70). They admit the analytic
solution which is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Initial conditions (2.72), (2.73) correspond to
yB < 0, yz < 0, and C = yz(`)2 − yB(`)2 > 0, which places the KT flow in sector 4 in
Figure 2.7. Physically, this corresponds to DM-induced easy-plane anisotropy (λ > 0)
which, if acting alone, would drive the chain into a critical Luttinger liquid (LL) state.
This marginally irrelevant flow of yB,z is, however, interrupted by the exponentially
fast growth of the interchain interactions gθ,φ which, according to (2.74), reach the strong-
coupling limit at `inter ≈ ln(2piv/J′). This growth describes development of the two-
dimensional magnetic order in the system of weakly coupled chains. As a result, we are
allowed to treat chain backscattering yB,z, which barely changes on the scale of `inter, as a
weak correction to the relevant interchain interaction. This is the physical content of the










Figure 2.7. Solution of Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) equations [first line of (2.74)]. Five sectors
of the flow are divided according to the initial conditions. For example, in sector 3:
yz/σ(0) < 0, yB/C(0) > 0, and C > 0.
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The DM interaction and magnetic field strongly perturb RG flow (2.74) via coordinate-
dependent factors ei2t
y
θx and ei2tφx, rapid oscillations of which become significant once the














These oscillations have the effect of nullifying, or averaging out, corresponding interaction
terms in the Hamiltonian, provided that the corresponding coupling constants remain
small at RG scales `θ,φ. The affected terms are Hcone and the g˜φ term in Hsdw, respectively.
Also affected is backscattering yB term in (2.70). The short-distance cut-off a0 that appears
in (2.75) is determined by the initial value of the backscattering gbs(0) = 0.23× (2piv); see
Ref.54 for a detailed explanation of this point.
In accordance with general discussion in Appendix. A.1, we define `∗ as an RG scale
at which the most relevant coupling constant g reaches the value of 1, namely |g(`∗)| = 1.
For interchain couplings, we find that `∗ is close to `inter ≈ ln(2piv/J′) introduced below
Eq. (2.74), and this is noted in the captions of Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.
Magnetic-field-induced oscillations in Hsdw are well known and describe a magnetiza-
tion induced shift of longitudinal spin modes from the zero wave vector. In addition, the
magnetic field works to increase the scaling dimension of the Nz field, from 1/2 at zero
magnetization M = 0 to 1 at full polarization M = 1/2, see Table 2.3, making the Nz field











Figure 2.8. Typical RG flow of the coupling constants for weak DM interaction and h ‖ D,
hx = 0. D = 1× 10−4 J, gbs/(2piv) = 0.23, J′/(2piv) = 0.001, hz/D = 1, and λ = 0.2. Here














Figure 2.9. RG flow of the coupling constants for strong DM interaction and h ‖ D,
hx = 0. The case of low magnetic field hz/D = 0.005. D = 0.01J, gbs/(2piv) = 0.23,
J′/(2piv) = 0.001, and λ = 0.1. Here `inter ' 6.9, `φ ' 7.4, `θ ' 2, and gθ remains a
constant after ` > `θ , due to the rapid spatial oscillation. The dominant coupling is gz
(blue solid line), and gz(`∗) = 1 at `∗ ' 7.5.
Table 2.3. Scaling dimensions ∆ of longitudinal and transverse components for staggered
magnetization N vs. magnetization M.
Operator ∆ M=0 M=1/2
Nz pi/β2 1/2 1
N+ piR2 1/2 1/4
is built out of transverse spin operators which become more relevant with the field (the
corresponding scaling dimension of which becomes smaller with the field; it changes from
1/2 at M = 0 to 1/4 at M = 1/2).
In our problem, however, the prevalence of the cone state is much less certain due to
the presence of the built-in DM-induced oscillations in Hcone (2.71), originating from the
staggered geometry of the DM interaction. As a result, one needs to distinguish the cases
of weak and strong DM interaction, which in the current case should be compared with
the interchain exchange interaction J′.
2.2.2.2 Weak DM interaction
First, we consider the case of weak DM interaction, D  J′. This means `θ > `inter;
the integrand of Hcone oscillates slowly so that the factor ei2t
y
θx does not affect the RG flow.
As discussed in Appendix A, backscattering terms break the symmetry between gθ and gz,
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gθ(`) > gz(`). As a result, interchain interaction Hcone reaches strong coupling before Hsdw
and the ground state realizes the cone phase. The typical RG flow of coupling constants
for this case is shown in Figure 2.8.
Minimization of the argument of the cosine in Hcone requires that
√
2pi(θ˜y − θ˜y+1) +
2tyθx = pi. This is solved by requiring θ˜y(x) = θˆ − (−1)ytθx/
√
2pi −√pi/2 y, where θˆ is a
position-independent constant which describes orientation of the staggered magnetization
N+y (x) ∼ (−1)yiei
√
2piθˆ in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field.
Observe that the obtained solution describes a commensurate-cone configuration. The
original shift (2.67) is compensated by the opposite shift needed to minimize the θ˜ con-
figuration. As a result the obtained cone state is commensurate along the chain direction:
N+y is uniform along the chain direction which means the spin configuration is actually
staggered, S+y (x) ∼ (−1)xN+y , see (2.2). Note also that N+y is staggered between chains
(so as to minimize the antiferromagnetic interchain exchange J′ > 0), so that in fact S+y (x)
realizes the standard Ne´el configuration. Thus the ground state spin configuration of the
cone phase is described by





HereΨcone denotes the magnitude of the order parameter at the scale `∗. According to (A.2)
and using Eqs. (2.4) and (2.72), it can be estimated as Ψcone = γ/(pia)
√
gθ ∝ (J′/v)1/2. The
square-root dependence of the order parameter on the interchain exchange J′ is a well-
known feature of weakly coupled chain problems.95 CMF theory, which we introduce in
the next section, can also be used to calculate the cone order parameter. (This calculation is
described in Appendix 2.2.7.) Note that its dependence on M occurs via M dependence of
scaling dimensions and other parameters in the Hamiltonian which are not easy to capture
with the help of the RG procedure.
2.2.2.3 Strong DM interaction
2.2.2.3.1 SDW order. Now we turn to a less trivial case of strong DM interaction,
when D  J′. Here `θ < `inter, which simply eliminates Hcone from the competition, and
from the Hamiltonian. The physical reasoning is that strong DM interaction introduces
strong frustration to the transverse interchain interaction, which oscillates rapidly and
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averages to zero. As a result, the only interchain interaction that survives in this situation
is Hsdw, Eq. (2.71), which establishes two-dimensional longitudinal SDW order.
Two types of SDW ordering are possible. The first, commensurate SDW order, is realized
in low magnetic field h ≤ hc−ic ∼ O(J′) when spatial oscillations due to the tφx term in
the Nzy operator (2.68) are not important. This is the regime of `φ  `inter, when both the
gφ and g˜φ terms in the SDW interchain interaction Hsdw in (2.71) contribute equally. In
a close similarity to the commensurate-cone state discussed above, the φ˜ configuration
here is minimized by φ˜y(x) = φˆ − tφx/
√
2pi − √pi/2 y. Here the global constant ϕˆ
is determined by the requirement that sin[
√
2piφˆ] = ±1, corresponding to a maximum
possible magnitude of Nzy ∼ (−1)y sin[
√
2piφˆ]. Therefore φˆ = φˆk =
√
pi/2(k+ 1/2), where
k = 0, 1. This describes the situation of the commensurate longitudinal SDW order which
is pinned to the lattice, Nzy ∼ (−1)y(−1)k. Changing k → k± 1 corresponds to a discrete
translation of the SDW order by one lattice spacing. In terms of spins this too is a Ne´el-like
order, but it is a collinear one along the magnetic field axis,
〈Sx,y〉 = (M+Ψsdw−c(−1)x+y(−1)k)z. (2.77)
Increasing the field beyond hc−ic unpins the SDW ordering from the lattice and trans-
forms the spin configuration into collinear incommensurate SDW. Technical details of this
are described in Appendix B and here we focus on the physics of this commensurate-
incommensurate (C-IC) transition. Increasing h makes `φ smaller and at `φ ≈ `inter the
oscillating ei2tφx factor in the g˜φ term in (2.71) becomes very strong and “washes out”
that piece of the Hsdw Hamiltonian. The remaining, gφ, part of Hsdw continues to be
the only relevant interchain interaction and flows to the strong coupling. Therefore now
√
2pi(φ˜y − φ˜y+1) = pi which is solved by φ˜y = φˆ −
√
pi/2 y. As a result the shift (2.67)
remains intact and one finds incommensurate-SDW ordering with
〈Sy(x)〉 ∼ (M+Ψsdw−ic(−1)x+y sin[
√
2piφˆ+ hx/v])z. (2.78)
The magnitude of the SDW order parameter Ψsdw−ic in this equation is calculated in Ap-
pendix 2.2.7. Note that unlike the cone order, the SDW one weakens with increasing M.
The global phase φˆ ∈ (0,√2pi) is not pinned to any particular value; it describes
emergent translational U(1) symmetry of the “high-field” limit of the SDW Hamiltonian
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[Eq. (2.71) without g˜φ term], which does not depend on the value of φˆ. Spontaneous
selection of some particular φˆ corresponds to a spontaneous breaking of the translational
symmetry. The resulting incommensurate-SDW order is characterized by the emergence
of Goldstone-like longitudinal fluctuations, phasons. Recent discussion of some aspects of
this physics can be found in Ref.16
2.2.2.3.2 Next-nearest chains cone order. The above SDW-only arguments, how-
ever, do not take into account the possibility of a cone-like interaction between more
distant chains. Even though such interactions are absent from the lattice Hamiltonian
(2.62), they can (and will) be generated by quantum fluctuations at low energies, as long
as they remain consistent with symmetries of the lattice model.96 The simplest of such
interactions is given by the transverse interchain interaction between the next-neighbor






y+2 + h.c.). (2.79)
This is an indirect exchange, mediated by an intermediate chain (y+ 1), and therefore its
exchange coupling can be estimated as 2pivGθ ∼ (J′)2/(2piv)  J′. However the scaling
dimension of this term (≈ 1 without the magnetic field) is the same as of the original cone
interaction Hcone and thus Gθ is expected to grow exponentially fast. Importantly, HNN is
free of the DM-induced oscillations because DM vectors D on chains y and (y+ 2) point
in the same direction. That is, fields θ˜y and θ˜y+2 corotate. This basic physical reason makes
HNN a legitimate candidate for fluctuation-generated interchain exchange interaction of














which depends on the magnetic field via scaling dimension ∆1. At low fields ∆1 ≈ 1/2
and f (1/2) ≈ 1. Observe that Gθ describes ferromagnetic interaction and, contrary to the
naive perturbation theory expectation, has significant magnitude: 2pivGθ ∝ (J′)2/D 
(J′)2/J.The RG equation for Gθ coincides with that of gθ ,
dGθ
d`
= Gθ(1− 12yz). (2.81)
When Gθ reaches strong coupling first, the θ˜ configuration is uniform, θ˜y = θ˜y+2 = θˆ ˚ =e/o,
where index ν = e for even y and ν = o for odd y values and in general θˆe 6= θˆo. At this
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level of approximation subsystems of even and odd chains decouple from each other. The
obtained coneNN order is incommensurate,









, ν = e, o. (2.82)
The described situation is actually very similar to one discussed in Ref.,97 see Sec. IV
there, where spins in the neighboring layers are found to counter-rotate, due to oppositely
oriented DM vectors, and are not correlated with each other.
By a simple manipulation this spin ordering can also be represented as














Expressions inside curly brackets represent orthogonal unit vectors which are obtained
from the orthogonal pair (x, y) by the chain-parity dependent rotation by angle ±√2piθˆν.
2.2.2.3.3 Competition between SDW and cone/coneNN orders. The quantitative
description of the competition between SDW and cone orders within the RG framework
represents a very difficult task. This basically has to do with the fact that RG is not well
suited for describing oscillating perturbations such as (2.71) and (2.70). It is quite good at
extracting the essential physics of the slow- and fast-oscillation limits, as described in Secs.
2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3.2 above, but is not particularly useful in describing the intermediate
regime D ∼ J′ in which the change from one behavior to the another takes place (see Ref.93
for the example of the RG study of the much simpler problem of a single spin-1/2 chain in
the magnetic field).
Applied to the cone-SDW competition, one needs to compare effects due to the DM-
induced oscillations with those due to the magnetic-field-induced ones. Given that mag-
netic field makes cone terms more relevant and SDW ones less relevant, one can anticipate
that even if the DM interaction is strong enough to destroy the cone phase in a small mag-
netic field, the cone can still prevail over the SDW phase at higher fields. The chain mean
field approximation, described in the next section (and also in more detail in Appendix B)
indeed shows that the critical D/J′ ratio required for suppressing the cone phase increases
with magnetization M. Nonetheless, the ratio D/J′ is bounded: there exists sufficiently
large D (still of the order J′) above which the cone order becomes impossible for any M.
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For D greater than that we need to examine competition between Hsdw and HNN.
Approximating A as 1/2 here (see Ref.;98 transverse normalization factor A3 is close to
1/2 at small magnetization), we observe that |Gθ | is about J′/(4D) times smaller than gz.
However, in the presence of magnetic field Gθ becomes more relevant in the RG sense
(similarly to its frustrated ‘parent’ gθ), and grows much faster than SDW interaction gz,
which becomes less relevant with magnetic field. Therefore there should be a range of
J′/D such that Gθ(`) can compete with gz(`).
Such an example is shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, D/J′ ∼ 1 there. Figure 2.9
shows RG flow in low magnetic field hz/D = 0.005, when gz grows faster than |Gθ |,
resulting in the SDW state. However, in higher magnetic field hz/D = 5, which is still
rather low in comparison with J, Gθ turns out to be the most relevant coupling constant.
Hence the ground state changes to the coneNN one.
Details of this competition depend strongly on the magnitude of the magnetic field.
At low field h ≤ hc−ic SDW is commensurate, while at higher field h ≥ hc−ic it turns
incommensurate. Calculations reported in Appendix B find that hc−ic ≈ 1.4J′ which is a
sufficiently small value [the corresponding magnetization is very small as well, Mc−ic =
hc−ic/(2piv) ≈ 1.4J′/(pi2 J)  1] , especially in the most interesting to us regime of strong
DM, D  J′. Given that the critical temperature of the incommensurate-SDW order is














Figure 2.10. Typical flow of the coupling constants for strong DM interaction and h ‖ D,
hx = 0. This is the case of a relatively high magnetic field hz/D = 5. D = 0.01J,
gbs/(2piv) = 0.23, J′/(2piv) = 0.001, and λ = 0.1. Here `inter ' 6.9, `ϕ ' 0.4, `θ ' 2.
The dominant coupling is Gθ (orange solid line), and |Gθ(`∗)| = 1 at `∗ ' 7.7.
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is most pronounced in the h ≥ hc−ic limit, on which we mostly focus in the Sec. 2.2.3.
2.2.3 Chain mean-field calculation
A more quantitative way to characterize DM-induced competition, described in the
previous section with the help of qualitative RG arguments, is provided by the chain
mean-field (CMF) approximation97 which allows one to calculate and compare critical tem-
peratures for different magnetic instabilities. The instability with maximal Tc is assumed
to describe the actual magnetic order. This calculation enables us to directly compare
the resulting critical temperature of the dominant instability to the experimental lambda
peak in heat capacity measurements45 and therefore to directly compare experimental and
theoretical h− T phase diagrams. It provides one with a reasonable way to estimate the
interchain exchange J′ of the material, as we describe in Appendix B.3. It also allows for a
straightforward calculation of the microscopic order parameters; see Appendix 2.2.7 .
In applying the CMF approximation to our model, there are three interchain interac-
tions in Eqs. (2.71) and (2.79) that need to be compared,
Hcone = c1
∫









dx cos[β(θ˜y − θ˜y+2)].
(2.84)
In accordance with the discussion at the end of Sec. 2.2.2.1 we focus here on the h ≥ hc−ic
regime and neglect oscillating term g˜φ in Hsdw. The amplitudes are













CMF is designed for the analysis of the relevant perturbations and does not account for
the marginal interactions, such as Eq. (2.70), directly. However much of their effects can
still be captured by adopting a more precise expression for the staggered magnetization,
which encodes magnetic field dependence of the scaling dimensions of transverse and
longitudinal components via a simple generalization of (2.4),
Ny(x) = (−A3 sin[βθ˜y], A3 cos[βθ˜y],−A1 sin[2pi
β
φ˜y]). (2.86)
Here the magnetic field dependence of the scaling dimensions of transverse and longitu-
dinal components of N is contained in the parameter β = 2piR, which in turn is related
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to the exactly known “compactification radius” R in the sine-Gordon (SG) model. At zero
magnetization M = h = 0, the SU(2)-invariant Heisenberg chain has 2piR2 = 1. In the
magnetic field, β and R decrease toward the limit 2piR2 = 1/2 as the chain approaches full
polarization. The amplitudes A1 and A3 have been determined numerically.99
Calculation of Tc is standard and well documented in Ref.;97 additional details are
provided in Appendix B.
For the weak DM interaction, we compare the ordering temperatures of Hcone and
Hsdw, and the Tc for each state as a function of magnetization M is shown in Figure 2.11.
For the chosen parameters, the critical temperature of the cone is always above that of
the SDW; therefore the ground state is the cone, in agreement with the RG analysis in
Sec. 2.2.2.2. As magnetization increases, the transverse correlations are enhanced, and
longitudinal ones are suppressed, resulting in a greater separation between the two critical
temperatures. At larger magnetization, Tcone also decreases, basically due to the Zeeman
effect; spins align more along the direction of the magnetic field, thereby reducing the
magnitude of the transverse spin component.
Increasing the DM interaction frustrates Hcone until, at some critical D/J′ value, its
mean-field solution disappears completely, signifying the impossibility of the standard
cone state. This feature is described in greater detail in Appendices B and B.2. Figure 2.12
Tcone
Tsdw-ic










Figure 2.11. Ordering temperatures of the cone (Tcone; green solid line) and incommen-
surate-SDW (Tsdw−ic; orange dashed line) states, vs. magnetization M, for the case of
weak DM interaction. J = 1 K, J′ = 0.01 K, and D = 0.01 K. Commensurate-SDW state
(Tsdw−c) is characterized by Tsdw−ic < Tsdw−c < Tcone but is present only as the very narrow
magnetization interval 0 < M < Mc−ic < 0.01 and is not shown here. The larger ordering
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Figure 2.12. Ordering temperatures of the cone (green solid line), commensurate-SDW
(purple dashed line), and coneNN (blue solid line) states as a function of D/J′ ratio, and
in the limit of zero magnetic field, M = 0. Here, J = 1 K, J′ = 0.1 K. Note that the solution
for coneNN state has physical meaning in the limit D/J′  1. Tsdw−c overcomes Tcone
at D/J′ ' 1.2 and the solution for Tcone disappears at D/J′ ' 1.9. See Sec. 2.2.3 and
Appendix B.
illustrates it.
With the cone state out of the picture, we now need to consider the transverse NN-chain
coupling HNN and its competition with the SDW state as magnetization increases from 0
to the saturation at M = 0.5. The result is shown in Figure 2.13. In a small magnetic field
[when M ≈ h/(2piv))], Tsdw is above TconeNN. As magnetization increases, the scaling
dimensions are modified, and the two curves intersect, which indicates a phase transition
from the SDW to the coneNN phase. This result is fully consistent with our qualitative RG
analysis in Sec. 2.2.2.3.
2.2.4 Orthogonal configuration, h ⊥ D
2.2.4.1 Effective Hamiltonian
When h ⊥ D, the system Hamiltonian is described by Eq. (2.64) with hx = h and hz = 0.
In this configuration, the same procedure of chiral rotation (Sec. 2.1.2.1) and shift of fields
(Sec. 2.1.2.3), introduced for individual chain, are applied to the coupled chains system.
The derivations have been omitted here; see Ref.100 for more details.
In this case, the effective Hamiltonian has the same form as that in Eq. (2.69). The













Figure 2.13. Ordering temperatures of the incommensurate-SDW (orange dashed line) and
coneNN (blue solid line) states, as a function of magnetization M, in the case of strong DM
interaction. J = 1 K, J′ = 0.01 K, and D = 0.1 K. Two lines intersect at small magnetization
M ' 0.1, above which the critical temperature of the coneNN state overcomes that of the
SDW one.
























yC ≡ 12 (yx − yy), yB ≡
1
2
(yx + yy), yσ ≡ −yz. (2.88)
Here MR/L is the spin current in the rotated frame, and tϕ = heff/v with heff ≡
√
D2 + h2.








gaN ayN ay+1 + gEεyεy+1
]
. (2.89)
















Two terms in (2.89), namely gz and gE, are expressed in terms of the ϕ field and therefore
contain parts oscillating with position x. In order to keep the presentation simple, we
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refrain here from writing this dependence out explicitly. Beyond the oscillating RG scale















Interchain interactions (2.89) (terms with gx/y) and (2.91) are the most relevant perturba-
tions. Three parts of the interchain Hamiltonian (namely the gx, gy, and gϕ1 terms) and the
ordered states they induce are summarized in Table 2.4.
As discussed previously, Eq. (2.11), as well as its consequence, Eq. (2.91), implies an
effective magnetic field along z in the rotated frame. Recalling the effect of the magnetic
field on the scaling dimensions of various operators, which was discussed in Secs. 2.2.2 and
2.2.3, we must conclude that this magnetic field will suppress the longitudinal ordering
and enhance transverse ones. Therefore we expect the gx,y terms in (2.89) to be more
relevant than gϕ1 one.
2.2.4.2 Two-stage RG
As discussed in Sec. 2.2.4.2, the presence of oscillating terms forces us to implement a














The interchain interaction (2.89) changes as
Table 2.4. When h ⊥ D, three relevant interchain interactions are Hx ∝ N xyN xy+1 ,
Hy ∝ N yyN yy+1, and Hinter,’ in Hamiltonians (2.89) and (2.91). The table shows their operator
forms in the rotated frame, associated coupling constants and the ordered states they
induce.
Interaction Coupling Coupling Induced
term operator constant state
Hx N xyN xy+1 gx SDW(z)
Hy N yyN yy+1 gy SDW (y)
Hinter,’ cos[
√

























(yx + yy + yz)].
(2.93)
Similarly to discussion around Eq. (2.75) for the h ‖ D case, here too magnetic-field-
induced oscillations eitϕx become prominent beyond the RG scale
lϕ = − ln(a0tϕ). (2.94)
We find that for sufficiently strong DM interaction, approximately D/J′ > 0.01, the
oscillating scale is shorter than the interchain one, lϕ < linter. This means that the RG flow
consists of two stages, 0 < l < lϕ and lϕ < l < linter. During the first stage, 0 < l < lϕ,
the full set of RG equations (2.92) and (2.93) needs to be analyzed. At this stage all of the
couplings remain small. During the second stage, for l > lϕ, strong oscillations in HA, HB,
see (2.88), and in the “oscillating part” of (2.89) lead to the disappearance of these terms.




































2.2.4.3 Distinguishing the most relevant interaction
The above Eq. (2.96) shows that the flow of interchain interactions is controlled by the
signs of marginal couplings yC and yσ, and their relative magnitude, which are determined
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by the initial condition in Eq. (2.15) as well as by their subsequent first stage flow. Given
that DM-induced anisotropy λ is very small, the effect of the first stage RG flow reduces
to the overall renormalization of the value of gbs. This really is a direct consequence of the
assumed near-SU(2) symmetry of the backscattering Hamiltonian (2.88), which, in the ab-
sence of the field heff (which is the essence of the first stage RG where oscillating factors do
not play any role, therefore eitϕx → 1) is just a rotated version of the marginally-irrelevant
interaction of spin currents gbs JR · JL. Therefore the main effect of the first stage consists
of the renormalization gbs(0) → Gbs ≡ gbs(0)/(1 − gbs(0)lϕ/(2piv)); see Ref.81 for the
discussion of a similar situation.
Thus, initial values of backscattering couplings for the second stage of the RG are


























D2 + h2 breaks spin-rotational symmetry and forces couplings yC,σ off the
marginal diagonal directions in Figure 2.7. Note that situations with significant λ ∼ O(1)
require separate analysis with explicit numerical solution of the first-stage equations (2.92).
Noting that cos[2θy0 ] = (h
2 −D2)/(h2 +D2), we have identified 5 distinct regions with
different signs of yC,σ and integration constant C, which lead to different RG flows. The
boundaries of these regions depend on h/D and λ. Expression for C is approximated
to O(λ) accuracy because λ ∼ (D/J)2  1. The results are summarized in Table 2.5
which shows which interchain orders are promoted in different regions. Several examples
of yC(0), yσ(0), and C vs h/D, for three different values of λ, are shown as Figure 2.14,
Figure 2.15, and Figure 2.16.
Practically, λ ∼ 10−4 is very small, as in Figure 2.14. In low magnetic field one observes
regions II, III, and IV, all of which result in the two-dimensional commensurate-SDW order
along the DM vector (zˆ). At large h/D values (> 50, see the inset in the same figure), the
region V appears, leading to a commensurate SDW order along the yˆ axis, orthogonal
to the DM vector. This indicates a spin-flop phase transition where spins change their
direction suddenly. The actual value of the corresponding critical magnetic field hflop does
not have to be very high, and is experimentally accessible for most material. For instance,
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Table 2.5. Signs of yC, yσ, and C in different field regions for intermediate value of λ of
order 0.1. This table summarizes conditions of the fastest growing coupling constant in
RG system (2.96).
Region I II III IV V
yC(0) + + + + −
yσ(0) − − + + +
C + − − + +


















Figure 2.14. yC(0)/η, yσ(0)/η, and C/η in Eq. (2.98) as a function of the ratio hx/D. Here
we denote η = Gbs/(2piv). λ = 1× 10−4, and D/J =
√
λ/c′ ∼ 0.005. Here only regions
II, III, and IV in Table 2.5 are present in the low magnetic field. The inset shows region V
appearing when the ratio hx/D increases to about 50, which indicates a phase transition












I II III IV V
Figure 2.15. Plot of yC(0)/η, yσ(0)/η and C/η in Eq. (2.98) versus the ratio hx/D. Here
η = Gbs/(2piv), λ = 0.2, and D/J =
√
λ/c′ ∼ 0.23. Here all five distinct regions from















Figure 2.16. yC(0)/η, yσ(0)/η and C/η in Eq. (2.98) versus the ratio hx/D, and
η = Gbs/(2piv). λ = 1, and D/J =
√
λ/c′ ∼ 0.5. Here regions I and V from Table 2.5
are present.
for D = 0.01J we get hflop ∼ 50D = 0.5J.
In Figure 2.15, all 5 different regions are present, and we expect two phase transitions to
be present. As the magnetic field increases from zero the system transits from the distorted
cone to the SDW(z), and then to the SDW(y). However, the small initial value of gϕ1 ∝
cos2[θy0 ] ∼ h2/D2 at low field prevents it from reaching the strong-coupling limit. Instead,
coupling gx gets there first. As a result, the distorted-cone phase is not realized at low
magnetic field. This feature of the RG flow is evident in the phase diagrams in Figure 2.17
and Figure 2.18, in which the distorted-cone state is present only in the strong-DM limit of
D ∼ O(1). We therefore conclude that the distorted-cone phase is unlikely to be realized
in real materials with small D/J ratio.
2.2.4.4 Phase diagram
2.2.4.4.1 Types of two-dimensional order. In the h ⊥ D configuration, three com-
peting interchain interactions gx,y,ϕ1 lead to three kinds of two-dimensional magnetic or-
ders. When gx (or gy) is the most relevant coupling, one needs to minimize N xyN xy+1 (or
N yyN yy+1), correspondingly. It is clear that in both cases the appropriate component of
N should be staggered as (−1)y between chains. In terms of ϑy, this order is described by a
simple ϑy =
√
pi/2(y+ 1/2) (correspondingly, ϑy =
√
pi/2y) in the case of gx (correspond-
ingly, gy) relevance. The resulting spin ordering is of the commensurate-SDW kind, which,
according to (2.136), can be more informatively described as SDW(z) [correspondingly,
SDW(y)] order when the coupling gx (correspondingly, gy) is the most relevant one:
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Figure 2.17. Phase diagram for the case of h ⊥ D, hz = 0. Here gbs = 0.23 × 2piv,
J′ = 10−3 × 2piv, and D = 0.01J. We vary λ and hx, and treat λ as independent from
the D parameter. At large λ there is a phase transition from the distorted-cone to SDW(y)
state. At small λ the SDW(z) and SDW(y) phases are separated by the transition line which
approaches λ = 0 as hx/D → ∞.
Figure 2.18. h − D phase diagram for the case of h ⊥ D, hz = 0. Here λ ≈ 3.8(D/J)2,
see Eq. (2.7), and gbs = 0.23× 2piv and J′ = 10−3 × 2piv. For small D/J, the critical field
separating SDW(z) to SDW(y) phases is given by hx ' 0.23pi. The line separating the
distorted-cone and SDW(y) phases is described by hx/D ' 1.5.
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〈Sx,y〉 ∼ Mx+ (−1)x+yΨsdw(z)z,




Note that uniform magnetization is along the direction of the external magnetic field hx,
see (2.64), while the antiferromagnetically ordered component is orthogonal to it. As noted
at the end of Sec. 2.2.4.1, in the rotated frame the effective field heff makes gx,y interchain
interactions more relevant by reducing their scaling dimensions. Therefore, we expect
that the critical temperatures of SDW(z) and SDW(y) orders will vary with magnetization
M similarly to those of the cone and coneNN phases, see for example TconeNN(M) in
Figure 2.13, which is indeed in semiquantitative agreement with the experiment.90 Corre-
spondingly, the magnetization dependence of the orders parameters Ψsdw(z,y) in (2.99), for
a fixed J′/J, should look similar to that of cone and coneNN orders in Sec. 2.2.7.
When the most relevant coupling is gϕ1 , minimization of (2.91) leads to ϕy =
√
pi/2y+
ϕˆ so that the spin order is given by the incommensurate distorted-cone (see Figure 2.19) in
the x− y plane













The Nx/y components of the staggered magnetization form an ellipse. We used the stag-
gered nature of DM interactions in deriving this expression. Notice that the spin pattern
(2.100) represents a rotated, by the chain-dependent angle, and then elliptically distorted
version of the coneNN state (2.83).
2.2.4.4.2 Phase diagrams. The ground state of the two-dimensional system is de-
termined by the fastest growing coupling constant of (2.96). For λ not vanishingly small
(practically, for λ > 0.01) we numerically solve both the first step, Eqs. (2.92), (2.93), and the
second step, Eqs. (2.95) and (2.96), RG equations. The λ− h/D phase diagram is shown in
Figure 2.17. For small λ, which for a moment is treated as an independent parameter, there
is a phase transition from SDW(z) to SDW(y) at large ratio of hx/D, and the line separating
the two states tends to be horizontal as hx/D → ∞. The distorted-cone state appears only
at unrealistically large λ. It transforms to SDW(y) at hx/D ' 1.5, for any λ > 1. This can be
understood from Eq. (2.98) and Table 2.5: in order to change the sign of yC(0) and yσ(0) at
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Figure 2.19. Staggered magnetization in the distorted-cone phase, Eq. (2.100), in the
transverse to D plane. This distortion is caused by the magnetic field; the stronger the
field the bigger the distortion. The opposite sense of spin precession in the neighboring
chains is due to the staggered DM interaction.
the same time, one needs 1+ λ > 2/λ, which implies λ > 1. The distorted-cone–SDW(y)
transition is of the incommensurate-commensurate kind in agreement with the classical
analysis prediction in Ref.54
It is easy to see that stronger DM interaction leads to a more stable SDW(z). Indeed,
stronger DM interaction shortens the RG scale lϕ thereby extending the seond-stage RG
flow which favors the gx process.
Using the relation λ = c′D2/J2, with c′ = (2
√
2v/gbs)2, we are now in position
to calculate the physical h − D phase diagram; the result is presented in Figure 2.18.
The boundary between SDW(y) and distorted cone is linear with hx/D ' 1.5, which
corresponds to the vertical boundary in Figure 2.17. The line separating SDW(z) and





dl′2yC(l′)] = 1. (2.101)
If D is small, cos θy0 ∼ 1, which implies yC(l) < 0. Using (2.98), Eq. (2.101) reduces to
h2/D2 = 2/λ. Hence the critical magnetic field hc/J = (2piv/gbs)pi ∼ 0.23pi is indepen-
dent of the value of D. Being quite large, this value should be considered an order-of-
magnitude estimate. (Here we have used gbs ' 0.23× (2piv) from Ref.101) Typical flows of
coupling constants for each of the phases can be found in Figures 16-18 in Ref.100
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2.2.5 Discussion
Many of the recent revolutionary developments in condensed matter physics, ranging
from ferroelectrics75 to spintronics67 to topological quantum phases,102–104 are associated
with strong spin-orbit interactions. Even when not particularly strong, spin-orbit coupling
is seen to control important aspects of low-energy physics of systems such as α− and
κ−phase BEDT-TTF and BEDT-TSF organic salts, which are made of light C, S, and H
atoms.105
Our study adds a physically motivated model to this fast growing list: a quasi-2d (or
3d) system of weakly coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains subject to the
uniform but staggered between chains Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.
2.2.5.1 Experimental implications
The obtained T − vs − M(h) phase diagrams in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.13 have a
striking resemblance to the experimentally determined, via specific heat measurements,45
phase diagrams of chain materials K2CuSO4Cl2 and K2CuSO4Br2, respectively. The first
of these is interpreted as a weak-DM material with (D/J′)Cl = 1.3, see Appendix B.3, in
which the only magnetic order is of the standard cone type.
The Br-based material is more interesting and exhibits a low-field phase transition be-
tween two different orders of experimentally-yet-unknown nature. Interaction parameters
for this material have been estimated experimentally45 to be J = 20.5 K, and D = 0.28
K. Fitting zero-field Tc of this material to that of the commensurate SDW order gives
us J′ = 0.09 K; see Appendix B.3 for more details. Therefore (D/J′)Br ≈ 3.1, which
places K2CuSO4Br2 in the intermediate-DM range. Figure 2.20 shows that D/J′ = 3.1
is strong enough to suppress cone ordering at small magnetic fields, but nonetheless is not
sufficiently strong to prevent the cone phase from emerging at slightly greater magnetic
field. Analysis in Appendix B.3 shows that for this particular value of D/J′ one encounters
three quantum phase transitions in the narrow interval of magnetization 0 ≤ M ≤ 0.025:
commensurate-incommensurate SDW, incommensurate SDW to coneNN, and finally co-
neNN to the commensurate-cone phase. The cone gets stabilized above M = 0.025. This
rapid progression of phase transitions is not seen in the experiment.45 There, rather, a
single transition at BBr = 0.1T is observed, although it must be said that the commensurate-
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Figure 2.20. Small-magnetization M−D phase diagram for the case of h ‖ D, obtained by
the CMF calculation. Here J = 20.5 K, J′ = 0.0045J = 0.09 K. The cone phase is bounded
by D/J′ ≈ 4.2 from above for all M ∈ (0, 0.5).
incommensurate SDW may be just too difficult to identify. Converting the observed field
magnitude to energy units, via hBr = gµBBBr/kB = 0.134 K, we estimate the corresponding
magnetization value as MBr = hBr/(2piv) = hBr/(pi2 JBr) ≈ 0.0007. This is much smaller
than the critical cone magnetization M = 0.025 estimated above.
However the present discussion, much of which is summarized graphically in Fig-
ure 2.20, shows that the region of D/J′ ≈ 3 is particularly tricky. Small, order of 5%− 10%,
changes in J′ and D can significantly affect the ratio D/J′ and lead to dramatically different
predictions for the phase composition at small magnetization. Specifically, increasing D/J′
to ' 4 eliminates the cone phase from the competition completely as now one observes
only C-IC SDW and SDW-to-coneNN transitions, in a much closer qualitative agreement
with the experiment. Given significant uncertainties in parameter values of K2CuSO4Br2,
a more quantitative description of the full experimental situation is not possible at the
moment.
We hope that our detailed investigation will prompt further experimental studies of
these interesting compounds, in particular in the less studied so far h ⊥ D configuration,
and will shed more light on the intricate interplay between the magnetic field, DM and
interchain interactions present in this interesting class of quasi-one-dimensional materials.
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It is interesting to note that the unique geometry of DM interactions makes K2CuSO4Br2
somewhat similar to the honeycomb iridate material Li2IrO3, the incommensurate mag-
netic order of which is characterized by unusual counter-rotating spirals on neighboring
sublattices.106, 107
2.2.5.2 Summary and future directions
We have systematically investigated the complicated interplay of DM interaction and
external magnetic field, applied either along or perpendicular to the DM vector D = Dzˆ.
Combining techniques of bosonization, renormalization group, and chain mean-field the-
ory, we are able to identify the phase diagram of the system. In all considered cases the
ground state is determined by the interchain interaction, which is however strongly af-
fected by the chain backscattering, which in turn is very sensitive to the mutual orientation
of D and h.
In h ‖ D configuration the phase diagram is strongly dependent on the ratio D/J′.
For the weak DM interaction, D < 1.9J′, there is only a single cone phase, with spins
spiraling in the plane perpendicular to D. The strong DM interaction is found to promote
the collinear SDW state. The basic reason for this is strong frustration of the interchain cone
channel, caused by the opposite sense of rotation of spins in neighboring chains (which, in
turn, is caused by the opposite directions of the DM vectors in the neighboring chains). As
a result, the transverse cone ordering is strongly frustrated and the less-relevant SDW state
gets stabilized. However, the SDW is the ground state only in a very low magnetic field.
Increasing the magnetic field up to critical value hc ∼ J′, we find a (most likely, discon-
tinuous) phase transition from the incommensurate-SDW state to the coneNN state which
is driven by the fluctuation-generated cone-type interaction between the next-neighbor
(NN) chains. These RG-based arguments are fully supported by the chain mean-field
calculations.
For h ⊥ D, we find two distinct SDW states in the plane normal to the magnetic field
in the experimentally relevant limit of not too strong DM interaction, D  J. Since none
of these states is a lower-symmetry version of the other, the phase transition between the
different SDWs is of spin-flop kind, and is expected to be of the first order. The transition
field hc ∼ 0.23pi J is (almost) independent of D. In the limit of D ∼ J (impractical for
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the experiment), there is also a “distorted-cone” state in which spins rotate in the plane
normal to vector D; see Figure 2.18. We have carried out two-stage RG calculations and
determined the λ− h/D and h− D phase diagrams for this geometry numerically.
All of the obtained results are based on perturbative calculations, framed in either RG
or CMF language. The complete consistency between these two techniques observed in
our work provides strong support in favor of its validity. Nonetheless, an independent
check of the presented arguments is highly desired. We hope our work will stimulate
numerical studies of this interesting problem along the lines of quantum Monte Carlo
studies in Refs.108, 109
In concluding, we would like to mention the potential relevance of our model to the
currently popular coupled-wire approach to construct (mostly chiral) spin liquids.37, 110, 111
The essence of this approach consists in devising interchain interactions in such a way as to
suppress all interchain couplings between the relevant, in the RG sense, degrees of freedom
(such as staggered magnetization and dimerization). The remaining marginal interactions
of current-current kind then conspire to produce a gapped chiral phase with gapless chiral
excitations on the edges. Staggered DM interactions of the kind considered here are, as
we have shown, actually quite effective in removing N+y N
−
y+1 terms. At the same time, the
remaining interchain SDW term grows progressively less relevant as the magnetic field
is increased towards the saturation value. Provided that one finds a way to suppress
fluctuation-generated relevant coneNN like couplings between more distant chains, de-
scribed in Sec. 2.2.2.3.2, one can hope to be able to destabilize weak SDW long-ranged
magnetic order with the help of additional weak interactions (of yet unknown kind) and
drive the system into a two-dimensional spin-liquid phase. In Sec. 2.3, we propose a
way to construct the chiral spin liquid on coupled spin chains by taking advantage of
the staggered geometries of DM interactions.
We would like to thank M. Ha¨lg, K. Povarov, A. I. Smirnov and A. Zheludev for detailed
discussions of the experiments, and L. Balents for insightful theoretical remarks. This work
is supported by the National Science Foundation Grant No. NSF DMR-1507054.
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2.2.6 Generation of next-neighbor chain coupling






where, S0 and Z0 are the action and partition function of independent spin chains. We











The first-order term contributes nothing to the next-neighbor (NN) chain coupling. We are








Introduce short-hand notation Aµ(y) = eiµ[
√
2pi(θ˜y−θ˜y+1)+2tyθx] in terms of which the inter-
chain Hamiltonian reads






















































Now we integrate out field θ˜y+1 from the intermediate (y + 1) chain in S(2); only µ = ν





















Here the (y+ 1) chain correlation function
〈e−iµ
√
2pi[θ˜y+1(r1)−θ˜y+1(r2)]〉 = 1|r1 − r2|1/K , (2.109)
where K = 2pi/β2, K = 1 in the absence of magnetic field, and r1/2 = (x1/2, vτ1/2), are
the coordinates in space-time. Switch to the center-of-mass and relative coordinates, R =

















Here ∆1 = 1/(2K) is the scaling dimension of N±, which depends on magnetic field as



















Re-exponentiating this term we obtain the desired effective action describing the interac-





2pi(θ˜y − θ˜y+2)], we can read















Here, f (∆1), as a function of ∆1, starts from 1 as the field increases from zero, when the
scaling dimension ∆1 is 1/2. The plot of Gθ vs M is shown in Figure 2.21.
2.2.7 Order parameter at T = 0 by CMF
Here we propose to study the magnetic orders in more detail by calculating the asso-
ciate order parameters, even though experimental attempts to measure them, via neutron
scattering and muon-spin spectroscopy, remain inconclusive for now.90 Our calculation
of the order parameters is based on the CMF approximation in Appendix B, where the

























Figure 2.21. Coupling constant of the transverse interaction between next-nearest chains,
Gθ , shown as the ratio of |Gθ(0)|/gz(0) versus magnetization M. Here DM interaction is
strong: J′ = 0.001J, D/J = 0.01.
Here, µ = c〈cos βθ〉/v, and τ = y/v. According to Refs.,86, 97 the expression for Ψ ≡




























8pi − β2 . (2.115)
Equation (2.114) is a general form of order parameter for sine-Gordon model. The three
interactions in consideration are Eq. (B.10), (B.17) and (B.22), with β = 2piR, and their
corresponding parameters β′ are
β′1,3 = ∆1/2, β
′
2 = ∆2/2, (2.116)
where β′1,2,3 are associated with Ψ1,2,3, and Ψ1 = 〈cos(βθ˘y)〉 (defined below Eq. (B.10)),
Ψ2 = 〈cos 2piβ φ˘y〉 (defined below Eq. (B.17)) and Ψ3 = 〈cos βθ˜y〉.
Now we can compute the order parameters for the two materials K2CuSO4Cl2 and
K2CuSO4Br2, the exchange constants of which are estimated in Appendix B.3. For the




























and they are shown in Figure 2.23. Observe that the scaling of Ψ with J′/v follows the RG
prediction (A.2).
Comparing Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23, we notice that the order parameters have
smaller magnitude in the Br compound, due to its stronger DM interaction, which frus-
trates the system more. Also, cone-type orders are enhanced by magnetic field, while the
SDW order is suppressed by it.
Ψcone









Figure 2.22. Order parameter of cone (Ψcone; green solid line) in K2CuSO4Cl2, where
J′/J = 0.027 and D/J′ = 1.3. Note that Ψcone is enhanced by field.
Ψsdw ΨconeNN










Figure 2.23. Order parameters of SDW (Ψsdw; orange dashed line) and coneNN (ΨconeNN;
blue solid line) in K2CuSO4Br2, where J′/J = 0.004 and D/J′ = 3.1. Note that the magnetic
field enhances the coneNN order but suppresses the SDW one.
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2.3 Construction of chiral spin liquid from coupled spin chains
Inspired by the fact that the staggered-between-chain geometry of DM interactions
suppress the relevant, in RG sense, transverse interchain couplings [see details in Sec. 2.2],
we find that after removing the relevant part of couplings by staggered DM interactions,
the remaining marginal interactions between left- and right-moving fermion currents from
neighboring chains produce a energy gap. Then the left- and right-moving modes in
the spatially separated edge chains are unpaired. This picture implies the emergence of
a chiral edge state. This sate corresponds to a topologically nontrivial state known as
Kalmeyer-Laughlin29 chiral spin liquid (CSL).
Here we propose to construct chiral spin liquids from a weakly-coupled spin chain
system. The system is subject to magnetic field and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) inter-
action, which is uniform along each chain, but its characteristic vector, the DM vector,
rotates from chain to chain. By adjusting the magnitude and direction of DM vectors and g
(gyromagnetic) tensors properly, it is possible to remove the relevant interchain couplings,
and the remaining marginal interactions develop to an Abelian chiral spin liquid. This
work is inspired by Ref.,36 in which CSL is constructed from coupled wires.
2.3.1 Introduction
Seeking for spin liquid state is one of the most important lines of research in the field of
frustrated magnetism. Recent study focuses on coupled zigzag ladders112, 113 and Kagome
lattice114 induced by DM interaction. It was first proposed by Kane37, 115 that it is promising
to realize the chiral spin liquid (CSL) from arrays of quantum wires. Inspired by the work
done by Meng et al.,36 in which they constructed CSL from coupled wires, by adjusting the
shifts of Fermi momentum which is dependent on the spin projection of particles (right-
and left-moving fermions). In real materials, we can realize the adjusting shifts of Fermi
momentum by applying external magnetic field and with proper spin-orbit coupling (or
equivalently DM interaction in our model).
In this section, we present that if we adjust the magnitude and direction of DM vectors
and g (gyromagnetic) tensors properly, it is promising to realize CSL state from a set of
weakly coupled DM spin chains. The spin chain system is depicted in Figure 2.24, and
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Figure 2.24. The spin chain system to construct a chiral spin liquid. Left: a system of
coupled spin chains, solid bond is intrachain exchange J, and dashed bond is interchain
exchange J′, where J′  J. Four consecutive chains form a unit cell, and the chain index
y = 4n + a, with n being an integer and a = 0, 1, 2, 3. DM interactions are orthogonal
between neighboring chains. The DM vector, which is depicted by gray vectors, clockwise
rotates around y-axis by pi/2 from y-th chain to (y+ 1)-th chains. Right: the DM vectors
Da on each chain.
2.3.2 Model Hamiltonian
We study a system of weakly coupled Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains, which is subject to
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions and external magnetic field. Four consecutive
chains form a unit cell, as shown in Figure 2.24. The system’s Hamiltonian contains four












Da · Sx,y × Sx+1,y,
HaZ = −µB∑
x







Sx,y is spin-1/2 operator on the lattice site (x, y); y = 4n + a, and a = 0, 1, 2, 3, n is an
integer. J and J′ denoting the intra- and interchain antiferromagnetic exchange, respec-
tively. The coupling between neighbor chains is weak so that J′  J. The H0 and Hinter
terms describe intra- and interchain exchange interactions, respectively. The HDM accounts
for the DM interactions, which are uniform within chain, but the DM vectors Da rotate
between neighboring chains. The Da on four consecutive chains in a unit are,
D0 = D0zˆ, D1 = D1 xˆ, D2 = −D2zˆ, D3 = −D3 xˆ. (2.120)
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The DM vector clockwise rotates around y-axis by pi/2 from y-th chain to (y+ 1)-th chains.
The magnitude of DM interactions on a = 0 and a = 2 chains are the same. B is the
magnetic field along zˆ, and the ga are (gyromagnetic) g-factors corresponding to Zeeman
splitting, sign of which is shown in Table 2.6. Here the strength of magnetic field is also
chain-dependent ha = Sign(ga)µBgah.
Note that the DM vector is anti-parallel between next-neighbor chains, and this ar-
rangement is motivated by our previous work,84 where we showed that staggered be-
tween chain DM interaction will suppress the relevant interchain coupling in the plane
transverse to the DM vector. Therefore, in this model, staggered between next-neighbor
DM interaction is expected to exclude the relevant perturbations, in energy scale J′2/J,
between ext-neighbor chains.
We notice the B on a = 3 chain has to be negative, which is very rare for crystal ma-
terials. Ab initio calculations have shown that negative g-factor is possible for lanthanide
and transition metal complexes.116 Also, sometimes one can ask about what other systems
can produce the same physics. In the context of cold atoms in optical lattice, the staggered
particle current in the tight-binding regime may result in an artificially staggered magnetic
field.117 We hope our coupled chain model (2.119) will stimulate the research along the
lines of realization of the chiral spin liquid.
2.3.2.1 Effective Hamiltonian
As mentioned before, to construct the chiral spin liquid state, we need to make the rel-
evant part of the interchain coupling Hinter irrelevant, and keep the marginal part. There-
fore, how the DM interactions and Zeeman term influence the Hinter in Eq. (2.119) is the
key of our investigation.
Now let us consider three neighboring chains y = 4n− 1, y = 4n, and y+ 1 = 4n+ 1
with DM vectors, Dy−1 = −D3 xˆ, Dy = D0zˆ, and Dy+1 = D1 xˆ, respectively. To eliminate
Table 2.6. g factor in a unit of four consecutive chains.
a 0 1 2 3
Sign of ga + + + −
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the nondiagonal components, which come from the DM interaction HDM, in the Hamilto-
nian (2.119), we perform a rotation of spin operators,
Sx,y−1 = R3(γx) · S˜x,y−1; Sx,y = R0(θx) · S˜x,y; Sx,y+1 = R1(βx) · S˜x,y+1. (2.121)
with the rotation matrices
R3(γx) =








1 0 00 cos βx − sin βx
0 sin βx cos βx
 .
(2.122)
The position-dependent rotation angles γx = α3x, θx = α0x, and βx = α1x, where α0 =
arctan[D0/J], α1 = arctan[D1/J1], and α3 = arctan[−D3/J3]. S˜x,y is the rotated spin
operator on y-th chain. These rotations gauge away the HDM, and result in one XXZ chain

































































Again the DM interactions drive the spin chain away from the Heisenberg point, H˜0 =













again α1 = arctan[D1/J1] and α3 = − arctan[D3/J3].
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For a chain labeled as y, the rotations (2.121) modify the interaction Hinter with two



































− sin θxS˜xx,y(sin βxS˜zx,y+1 + sinγxS˜zx,y−1)− sin θxS˜yx,y(S˜xx,y+1 + S˜xx,y−1)




We notice all the terms above accompanied with oscillations. We hope these DM-induced
oscillating terms remove the relevant part of interchain coupling Hinter. To see this point,
we need to consider the model in the continuum limit.
2.3.3 Low-energy Hamiltonian
















dx(JRy · JRy + JLy · JLy), (2.127)
and
V(a) = HaDM + H
a
Z, (2.128)
which contains the DM interaction HDM and Zeeman term HZ. The expression for V(a) in





















































































Hsinter is the interchain coupling between the staggered magnetization Ny, which has scal-
ing dimension 1; Huinter is coupling between the spin currents Jy which is marginal, namely
having scaling dimension 2. The coupling between N and J has been neglected. In order
to realize the chiral spin liquid state, which keeps uncoupled right (left) current on the
top (bottom) chain and makes the bulk chains gapped, we need to make the relevant
coupling Hsinter irrelevant by introducing oscillation terms. Indeed, we have observed
these oscillations in the lattice model in Eq. (2.125). Now let us see how oscillations are
introduced in the continuum model. The first step is to simplify Eq. (2.129) using the tricks
of chiral rotation and shift of fields. We have been familiar with these tricks in Secs. 2.1
and 2.2.
2.3.4 Effective magnetic field and DM interaction
We notice the orientation between magnetic field and DM interaction is different in
four subchains, either perpendicular or parallel to each other. We consider these two cases
separately. First, for a = 1, 3 subchains, where the magnetic field is perpendicular to DM
interaction, we perform the chiral rotation,
JR/L,y = R(θ(a)R/L) J˜R/L,y, (2.132)








− sin θ(a)R/L 0 cos θ(a)R/L
 . (2.133)
To eliminate x component in V(1) and V(3), the rotation angles are,
θ
(1)











If the rotation angles are the same on two chains with a = 1 or 3, then θ1 = −θ3, which
leads to h1/D1 = h3/D3 = β, θ
(1)
R = −θ(3)R = −θ0, θ(1)L = −θ(3)L = θ0, and θ0 ≡ arctan[1/β].




























We see a = 1(3) chain experiences an effective field along zˆ (−zˆ); and heff are defined in
Table 2.7. Also, this rotation (2.132) transforms the staggered magnetization,
Ny(x) = (N xy , cos θ0N yy − sin θaεy, N zy ); a = 1, 3, (2.136)
HereN y and εy are the staggered magnetization and dimerization operator in the rotated
frame.
On the other hand, for a = 0, 2 chains, where the magnetic field is parallel to the DM
interaction, the V(0,2) term can be expressed by Abelian bosonization,
















We see V(0,2) are in terms of both bosonic fields θy and φy, while expressions (2.135) are
only dependent on φy.
2.3.4.1 Shift of Abelian fields
Collecting Eqs. (2.137) and (2.135), we have an effective system with magnetic field and
DM interactions both along the z-axis on every chain. Evidently, these linear terms can be
Table 2.7. The effective magnetic field h(a)eff and DM interactions D
(a)
eff along zˆ in a unit of
four spin chains.










D(a)eff D0 0 −D2 0
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absorbed into H0,y by shifting the bosonic fields φy and θy appropriately,















with, h(a)eff and D
(a)
eff being the effective the field and DM interactions along zˆ on four con-
secutive chains, and they are summarized in Table 2.7. Here va is the spin velocity on each









JzR,y → J˜zR,y +
(t(a)φ − t(a)θ )
4pi






N+y → N˜+y eit
(a)






Now we are ready to see how oscillation terms are introduced in the relevant interchain
coupling term Hsinter in Eq. (2.131).
2.3.5 Interchain interaction Hinter
2.3.5.1 Relevant interaction Hsinter











(1+ cos θ0)(N+y N
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with θ0 = arctan[D1/h1] = arctan[D3/h3]. Here we have omitted the coupling εyN
y
y±1
(because it doesn’t renormalize under RG process). To simplify the expression, we replace
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(1+ cos θ0)(N+y N
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y+1e







2pi(φy−φy+1)ei(tφy−tφy+1 )x + h.c.)− (ei
√




Now the oscillation terms have been introduced to the relevant part of interchain coupling,
which depend on the parameters (tθy ± tθy+1) and (tφy ± tφy+1), the explicit forms of which
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can be obtained according to Table 2.7 and Eq. (2.138). These parameters are summarized
in Table 2.8. The magnitude of (tθy ± tθy+1) depends on D0 and D2 only. From the analysis
in the previous section, we know if D0 > J′ and D2 > J′, then the oscillation is strong
enough to remove its associated terms, which is the transverse component of Hsinter. We
still need to analyze the oscillation terms in the longitudinal component, and (tφy ± tφy+1)
can be simplified in the next section.
2.3.5.2 Marginal interaction Huinter
For the marginal coupling Huinter in Eq. (2.131), we neglect the JR,y JR,y+1 + (R → L)
coupling because it does not renormalize to lowest-order. The remaining Huinter has two
parts,
Huinter = HRL + HLR,
HRL = J′
∫




The shift in Eq. (2.139) brings oscillation to Eq. (2.142). To construct a chiral spin liquid,
which is depicted in Figure 2.25, we need to make the oscillation terms associating with
JR,y · JL,y+1 vanish, and this chirality is automatically selected by the geometry of DM




L,y+1 → J+R,y J−L,y+1e−i(tφy−tθy+tφy+1+tθy+1)x, (2.143)
to make the oscillation term vanish, the following condition should be satisfied,
tφy − tθy + tφy+1 + tθy+1 = 0. (2.144)
Table 2.8. Oscillation factors in the relevant interchain coupling Hsinter (2.141). Here
y = 4n + a, and the relation (2.145) have been applied. Every oscillation factor mainly
depends on t(0)θ .








1 −t(0)θ t(0)θ t(0)θ −2t(0)φ + t(0)θ
2 −t(0)θ −t(0)θ −t(0)θ 2t(0)φ + t(0)θ




















Figure 2.25. Construction of chiral spin liquid. Left: the two modes of the spin current
on each chain, with green (orange) arrows denoting left (right) moving modes. Right: JR,y
couples with JL,y+1 forming a gapped state in the bulk, while the decoupled spin currents
are retained only on the top and bottom chains.
By solving Eq. (2.144) in a unit cell, we have the following relations,
t(1)φ = t
(0)





θ = −t(0)θ ,
t(3)φ = −t(0)θ − t(0)φ .
(2.145)

































Eq. (2.147) is obtained under the assumption that ha/Da is the same on every chain and
β < 1 is also required (ha/Da = β). The relation (2.147) is illustrated in Figure 2.26.
Return back to the oscillation terms, determined by parameters (tθy ± tθy+1) and (tφy ±
tφy+1), in H
s
inter (2.141). By using relation (2.145), these parameters are summarized in
Table 2.8. We notice that if h0  D0 holds, then these oscillations are strong enough to
remove the relevant interchain interaction Hsinter under the condition that D0 > J
′ (when
we implement the RG analysis, all the terms in Hsinter average to zero).
Now implement condition (2.144) to Huinter in Eq. (2.149), the expression for the HRL
term is,
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Figure 2.26. The ratios D1/D0 and D3/D0 as functions of β ≡ ha/Da, under the assump-
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We notice the J+R,y J
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i2(tθy−tθy+1 )x + h.c.)


















The oscillation factors in Eq. (2.149) are summarized in Table 2.9. The J+L,y J
+
R,y+1 term is
accompanied by an small oscillation factor which depends on the magnetic field only (t0φ ∝
h0). However, in the next section we will see this term J+L,y J
+
R,y+1 doesn’t develop to strong
coupling.
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Table 2.9. Oscillation factors in Huinter (2.149). Here y = 4n + a, and the relation (2.145)
have been applied. Every oscillation factor mainly depends on t(0)θ , besides 2(tθy − tφy+1)
which depends on 2t(0)φ only.
a 2(tθy+1 + tφy+1) tθy+1 + tφy+1 tθy − tφy 2(tθy − tφy+1) 2(tθy − tθy+1) tθy+1 − tφy+1 tθy + tφy
0 2(t(0)θ − t(0)φ ) t(0)θ − t(0)φ t(0)θ − t(0)φ 2t(0)φ 2t(0)θ −t(0)θ + t(0)φ t(0)θ + t(0)φ
1 2(−t(0)θ + t(0)φ ) −t(0)θ + t(0)φ −t(0)θ + t(0)φ −2t(0)φ 2t(0)θ −t(0)θ − t(0)φ t(0)θ − t(0)φ
2 2(−t(0)θ − t(0)φ ) −t(0)θ − t(0)φ −t(0)θ − t(0)φ 2t(0)φ −2t(0)θ t(0)θ + t(0)φ −t(0)θ + t(0)φ










φ −2t(0)φ −2t(0)θ −t(0)θ − t(0)φ −t(0)θ − t(0)φ
2.3.5.3 Chiral spin liquid












Then the dominant coupling in Eq. (2.149) reduces to,
J+R,y J
−











2pi(φy − θy + φy+1 + θy+1)].
(2.152)
with its coupling constant g = 14 (cos θ0 + 1) > 0, then this term tends to pin the spins to
satisfies
√
2pi(φy − θy + φy+1 + θy+1) = 2pin+ pi, n ∈ N. (2.153)

















This term is not stable.
2.3.6 In the absence of magnetic field h = 0
When the system is in the absence of magnetic field, h = 0, then θ = pi/2 and β = 0.
The oscillation operators in Table 2.8 and Table 2.9 are only related to D0. When Ja is the
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same on every chain, from Eq. (2.146) and (2.147), the magnitude of DM interaction Da is


















In this section, we present a feasible way to construct a chiral spin liquid from weakly
coupled spin chains in the presence of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions and mag-
netic field. The spin chain system is illustrated in Figure 2.24, and modeled by Hamilto-
nian (2.119). The orientation of magnetic field and DM vector is either parallel or perpen-
dicular to each other. This arrangement ensures us to remove the relevant interchain inter-
action between nearest-neighbor chains. At the same time, the staggered-between-next-
neighbor-chain DM interactions prevent the relevant couplings between next-neighbor
chains.84 As a result, the nearest-neighbor chains influence each other by the coupling
between left- or right-moving spin currents, as depicted in Figure 2.25. Only two branches
of spin current with opposite chirality are left unpaired on the top and bottom chains, and
hence a Kalmeyer-Laughlin chiral spin liquid is established. This work is strongly inspired
by Ref.36 We hope this coupled spin chain model (2.119) will stimulate the research along
this line to realize the chiral spin liquid, both in the field of crystal solids and cold atoms.
CHAPTER 3
NOVEL ORDERS IN TRIANGULAR
ANTIFERROMAGNETS
In this chapter, we study antiferromagnets sit in a frustrated geometry, the triangular-
based lattices as shown in Figure 1.2. In this geometry, magnetic orders are suppressed to
temperatures below what is expected from near neighbor magnetic interactions, and the
magnetic field also induces many unconventional spin structures.
These spin systems are studied by the use of semiclassical approach, the spin wave the-
ory, which has been found to be remarkably successful in dealing with ordered phases of
both the Heisenberg ferromagnets and antiferromagnets. The excitation of spin degree of
freedom above a magnetic ordered state can be described by quasi-boson, namely magnon.
Other techniques, such as Green’s function, are also used. In Sec. 3.1, we study the phases
of triangular lattice antiferromagnet near saturation, that is the one-magnon instability of
the fully polarized state, while in Sec. 3.2, we consider the two-magnon instability of UUD
state (1/3 magnetization plateau) on an effective zigzag ladder.
3.1 Phases of triangular lattice antiferromagnet near saturation
In this section, excerpts and figures are reprinted with permission from O. A. Starykh,
W. Jin, and A. V. Chubukov, authors of Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 087204 (2014).118 Copyright
by the American Physical Society.
Here we consider 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnets on a triangular lattice with spatially
anisotropic interactions in a high magnetic field close to saturation. We show that this
system possesses rich phase diagram in field/anisotropy plane due to competition be-
tween classical and quantum orders: an incommensurate noncoplanar spiral state, which
is favored classically, and a commensurate coplanar state, which is stabilized by quantum
fluctuations. We show that the transformation between these two states is highly non-
trivial and involves two intermediate phases – the phase with coplanar incommensurate
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spin order and the one with noncoplanar double-Q spiral order. The transition between
the two coplanar states is of commensurate-incommensurate type, not accompanied by
softening of spin-wave excitations. We show that a different sequence of transitions holds
in triangular antiferromagnets with exchange anisotropy, such as Ba3CoSb2O9.
3.1.1 Introduction
The field of frustrated quantum magnetism witnessed a remarkable revival of interest
in the last few years due to rapid progress in synthesis of new materials and in under-
standing previously unknown states of matter. The two main lines of research in the field
are searches for spin-liquid phases and for new ordered phases with highly nontrivial spin
structures.4 For the latter, the most promising system is a 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnet
on a triangular lattice in a finite magnetic field, as this system is known to possess an ”acci-
dental” classical degeneracy: every classical spin configuration with a triad of neighboring
spins satisfying Sr + Sr+δ1 + Sr+δ2 = h/(3J), where J is the exchange interaction, belongs
to the ground state manifold.
An infinite degeneracy holds only for an ideal Heisenberg system with isotropic nearest-
neighbor interaction. Real systems have either spatial anisotropy of exchange interactions,
as in Cs2CuCl4119, 120 and Cs2CuBr462, 121, 122 for which the interaction J on horizontal bonds
is larger than J′ on diagonal bonds (see insert in Figure 3.1), or exchange anisotropy in
spin space, as in Ba3CoSb2O9, for which Jz < J⊥ = J (an easy plane anisotropy).123–125 An
anisotropy of either type breaks accidental degeneracy already at a classical level and for
fields h = hzˆ slightly below the saturation field hsat selects a noncoplanar cone state with
〈Sr〉 = (S− ρ)zˆ+
√
2Sρ(cos[Q · r+ ϕ]xˆ+ sin[Q · r+ ϕ]yˆ), (3.1)
where ρ ∼ S(hsat − h)/hsat is the density of magnons (the condensate fraction) which deter-
mines the magnetization M = S− ρ, ϕ ∈ (0, 2pi) is a phase of a condensate, and Q = (Q, 0)
is the ordering wave vector. It is incommensurate with Q = Qi = 2 cos−1(−J′/2J) in
the spatially anisotropic case J′ 6= J and commensurate with Q = Q0 = 4pi/3 for the
easy-plane anisotropy (in the last case, the values of Q0 · r = 2piν/3 (mod 2pi), with
ν = ±1, 0).
Quantum fluctuations are also known to lift accidental degeneracy, and do so already
in the isotropic system. However, they select a different ordered state, which is the copla-
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nar, commensurate state with two parallel spins in every triad, often called the V state
(Figure 3.1).126–128
This order is described by
〈Sr〉 = (S− 2ρ cos2[Q · r+ θ])zˆ+
√
4Sρ cos[Q · r+ θ]× (cos ϕxˆ+ sin ϕyˆ) , (3.2)
where Q = Q0, ρ = ρQ0 + ρ−Q0 is the sum of two equal contributions from condensates
with wave vectors ±Q0 = (±Q0, 0), ϕ is a common phase of the two condensates, and
θ is their relative phase. The values of θ in the commensurate V phase are constrained to
θ = pi`/3, where ` = 0, 1, 2, describe three distinct degenerate spin configurations (three
choices to select two parallel spins in any triad, see Figure 3.1).
The issue we consider in this paper is how the system evolves at h ≤ hsat from the
coplanar V state, selected by quantum fluctuations, to the noncoplanar cone state, selected
by classical fluctuations, as the anisotropy increases. We show that this evolution is highly
nontrivial and involves commensurate-incommensurate transition (CIT) and, in the case
of J − J′ model, an intermediate double cone phase.
Figure 3.1. Phase diagram of the spatially anisotropic triangular lattice antiferromagnet
with large S near saturation field, as a function of spatial anisotropy of the interactions. The
phases at small and large anisotropy are commensurate coplanar V-phase, which breaks
Z3 ×O(2) symmetry, and incommensurate noncoplanar chiral cone phase, which breaks
Z2×O(2) symmetry. In between, there are two incommensurate phases: a coplanar phase,
which breaks O(2)×O(2) symmetry, and a noncoplanar double cone phase, which breaks
Z2 ×O(2)×O(2) symmetry. The CI transition from the V phase to the incommensurate
planar phase is shown by a dashed line. The insert shows the geometry of the lattice
exchange constant is J on horizontal bonds (bold) and J′ on diagonal bonds (thin).
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3.1.2 The phase diagrams
To begin, it is instructive to compare order parameter manifolds in the two phases.
The order parameter manifold in the V phase is O(2) × Z3 and that in the cone phase is
O(2) × Z2. In both phases, a continuous O(2) reflects a choice of the phase ϕ. Z3 in the
V phase corresponds to choosing one of three values of θ in (3.2)), and Z2 in the cone
phase is a chiral symmetry between left- and right-handed spiral orders (chiralities), i.e.,
orders with +Q and −Q in (3.1)). The symmetry breaking patterns in the two phases are
not compatible. Hence one should expect either first-order transition(s) or an interme-
diate phase(s). We show that in J − J′ model the evolution occurs via two intermediate
phases, see Figure 3.1. As δJ = J − J′ increases, the V phase first undergoes a CIT at
δJc1 ∼ (J/
√
S)(hsat − h)/hsat (line AC in Figure 3.1). The new phase remains coplanar,
as in (3.2)), but the phase θ becomes incommensurate and coordinate-dependent. and
order parameter manifold extends to O(2) × O(2) (spontaneous selection of ϕ and the
origin of coordinates). The incommensurate coplanar state exists up to a second critical
δJc2 ∼ J/
√
S, where the system breaks the Z2 symmetry between the two condensates
(line BC in Figure 3.1). At larger δJ the two condensates still develop, one of them shifts to
a new wave vector Q¯ and its magnitude gets smaller. The resulting state is a noncoplanar
double cone state with order parameter manifold O(2)×O(2)× Z2. Finally, at the third
critical anisotropy δJc3 = δJc2[1+O((hsat− h)/hsat)] the magnitude of the condensate at Q¯
vanishes and the double cone transforms into a single cone (line BD in Figure 3.1).
In systems easy-plane anisotropy ∆ = (J − Jz)/J > 0, the the ordering wave vector
remains commensurate, Q = Q0 = ±4pi/3, for all ∆ > 0, and the evolution from quantum-
preferred V state to classically-preferred cone state proceeds differently, via two first-order
phase transitions (see Figure 3.2). The V state with θ = `pi/3 survives up to some critical
∆c1 ∼ 1/S, where another commensurate coplanar order develops, for which θ = (2`+
1)pi/6. The corresponding spin pattern resembles Greek letter Ψ and we label this state
a Ψ phase. The Ψ phase survives up to ∆c2 ≥ ∆c1, beyond which the spin configuration
turns into the commensurate cone state.
We now discuss the model and the calculations which lead to phase diagrams in Fig-
ure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. The phase diagram of the XXZ model in a magnetic field near a saturation
value, ∆ = (J − Jz)/J. The cone and V states are the same as in Figure 3.1, but the trans-
formation from one phase to the other with increasing spin exchange anisotropy proceeds
differently from the case of spatial exchange anisotropy and involves one intermediate
coplanar commensurate phase with Ψ-like spin pattern.
3.1.3 The model
The isotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet on a triangular lattice is described by the
Hamiltonian
H0 = 12 J∑r,δ
Sr · Sr+δ −∑
r
hSzr , (3.3)
where δ are nearest-neighbor vectors of the triangular lattice. The two perturbations we
consider are
δHanis = (J′ − J)∑
r
Sr · (Sr+δ1 + Sr+δ3), (3.4)




where 〈r, r+ δ1,3〉 are diagonal bonds.
We consider a quasiclassical limit S  1, when quantum fluctuations are small in 1/S
and quantum and classical tendencies compete at small anisotropy δJ/J ∼ 1/√S and/or
∆/J ∼ 1/S. In this limit, the calculations in the vicinity of the saturation field can be done
using a well-established dilute Bose gas expansion and are controlled by simultaneous
smallness of 1/S and of (hsat − h)/hsat.127, 129–131 We argue that our results are applicable
for all values of S, down to S = 1/2, because (i) quantum selection of the V state holds
even for S = 1/2,130 and (ii) numerical analysis of S = 1/2 systems130, 132 identified the
same phases near saturation field as found here.
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We set quantization axis along the field direction and express spin operators Sr in terms
of Holstein-Primakoff bosons a, a+ as S−r = [2S− a+r ar]1/2a+r , Szr = S− a+r ar. Substituting
this transformation intoHanis/xxz and expanding the square root one obtains the spin-wave
Hamiltonian H = Ecl + ∑∞j=2H(j), where Ecl stands for the classical ground state energy,
andH(j) are of j-th order in operators a, a+. For our purposes, terms up to j = 6 have to be
retained in the expansion (see the Supplement for technical details). The quadratic part of
the spin-wave Hamiltonian reads
H(2) =∑
k
(ωk − µ)a+k ak, (3.6)
where ωk = S(Jk − JQ) is the spin-wave dispersion, measured relative to its minimum at
the saturation field hsat, and µ = (hsat− h)/hsat plays the role of chemical potential. For J−
J′ model, Jk = ∑±δj Jδj(e
ik·δj − 1), where Jδ1,3 = J′ and Jδ2 = J. Here Q = Qi = (Qi, 0) with
Qi = 2 cos−1(−J′/2J). For XXZ model, Jk = ∑±δj(Jeik·δj − Jz) and Q = Q0 = (4pi/3, 0). In
both cases, lowering of a magnetic field below hsat makes (ωk − µ) negative at k ≈ ±Q,
where Q is either Qi or Q0, and drives the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of magnons.
To account for BEC, we introduce two condensates, 〈aQ〉 =
√
Nψ1 and 〈a−Q〉 =
√
Nψ2,





eik·r〈a±k〉 = ψ1eiQ·r + ψ2e−iQ·r. (3.7)
The ground state energy, per site, of the uniform condensed ground state is expanded in
powers of ψ1,2 as
E0/N = −µ(|ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2) + 12Γ1(|ψ1|
4 + |ψ2|4)
+Γ2|ψ1|2|ψ2|2 + Γ3((ψ¯1ψ2)3 + h.c.)... (3.8)
where ψ¯j denotes complex conjugated of ψj, dots stand for higher order terms, and we
omitted a constant term. We verified [in the Supplement] that higher orders in ψj do not
modify our analysis.
Whether the state at µ = 0+ is coplanar or chiral is decided by the sign of Γ1 − Γ2.127
For Γ1 < Γ2, it is energetically favorable to break Z2 symmetry between condensates and
choose ψ1 6= 0,ψ2 = 0 or vice versa. Parameterizing the condensate as ψ1 = √ρeiϕ,
where ρ = µ/Γ1, and using Eq.(3.34), we obtain the cone configuration, Eq.(3.1). The order
parameter manifold of this state is O(2)× Z2, where O(2) is associated with the phase ϕ.
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When Γ1 > Γ2, it is energetically favorable to preserve Z2 symmetry and develop both





corresponds to coplanar state with the common phase ϕ = (θ1 + θ2)/2 and the relative
phase θ = (θ1 − θ2)/2. The order parameter in this state is given by Eq. (3.2) with Q equal
to either Qi (J − J′ model) or Q0 (XXZ model). For Q = Qi, the state is incommensurate
coplanar configuration in Figure 3.1. The order parameter manifold of this state is O(2)×
O(2), where one O(2) is associated with ϕ and the other with θ. For Q = Q0, the coplanar
order is commensurate. In this case, the symmetry is further reduced by Γ3 term, which is
allowed because ei3Q0·r = 1 for all sites r of the lattice. This term locks the relative phase of
the condensates θ to three values, reducing the broken symmetry to O(2)× Z3. For Γ3 < 0,
θ = pi`/3, where ` = 0, 1, 2. For Γ3 > 0, θ = (2`+ 1)pi/6. These are V and Ψ states in
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
Accidental degeneracy of the isotropic model (3.3) in the classical limit shows up via
Γ(0)1 = Γ
(0)
2 = 9J and Γ
(0)
3 = 0, where the superscript ‘0’ indicates that these expressions
are of zeroth order in 1/S. We now analyze the situation in the presence of anisotropy and
quantum fluctuations. We first consider J − J′ model with J 6= J′, and then XXZ model
with Jz 6= J.
3.1.4 Phases of the J − J′ model
We computed Γ(0)1,2 for classical spins, but in the presence of the the spatial anisotropy
and found that it tilts the balance in favor of the cone phase: ∆Γ(0) = Γ(0)2 − Γ(0)1 = J(1−
J′/J)2(2 + J′/J)2 > 0. Quantum 1/S corrections, on the other hand, favor the coplanar




( (J0 + 5Jk)2










Combining classical and quantum contributions, we find that






where, we recall, δJ ≡ J − J′. We see that ∆Γ < 0 for δJ < δJc = 0.42J/
√
S, and ∆Γ > 0 for
larger δJ. The condition ∆Γ = 0 selects the point B in Figure 3.1. 1
1For the special case of S = 1/2, this transition is absent as ∆Γ < 0 for all J′ < J; see130
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3.1.5 Split transitions near δJc
At µ = 0+, the transition between incommensurate planar and cone phases is first
order with no hysteresis. We now analyze how this transition occurs at a finite positive
µ 6= 0. We depart from the cone state to the right of point B in Figure 3.1 and move
to smaller δJ. Suppose that the condensate in the cone state has momentum +Qi. Then
Goldstone spin-wave mode is at k = Qi, while excitations near k = −Qi have a finite gap.
We computed the excitation spectrum ω(1)k with quantum 1/S corrections and found [see





















where Q¯i = Qi + (4pi/3− Qi)(3µ/hsat) ≈ Qi + 1.45µ/(hsat
√
S). The cone state becomes
unstable at emin = 0, i.e., at δJc3 ≈ δJc(1 + µ/(2hsat)), and gives rise to magnon con-
densation with momentum (−Q¯i, 0), which is different from −Qi. The condensation of
magnons with (−Q¯i, 0) then gives rise to a secondary cone order, with momentum not
related by symmetry to that of the primary cone order. The resulting spin configuration is
a double cone with O(2)×O(2)× Z2 order parameter manifold. The primary condensate
sets the transverse component of 〈S⊥r 〉 = 〈Sxr + iSyr 〉 to be exp[iQi · r+ iθ1] and the second
condensate adds exp[−iQ¯i · r+ iθ2].
At smaller δJ ≤ δJc3 the position of the minimum in ω(1)k in (3.11) evolves and drifts
towards −Qi. Once it reaches −Qi, at δJ = δJc2, the two cone configurations interfere
constructively and give rise to an incommensurate coplanar state. Critical δJc2 can be esti-
mated by requiring thatω(1)k = 0 at k = −Qi. This yields δJc2 = δJc3(1−O(µ/hsat)) < δJc3.
We see therefore that the transformation from a cone to an incommensurate coplanar state
at at a finite µ (i.e, at h ≤ hsat) occurs via two transitions at δJc2 and δJc3 and involves an
intermediate double cone phase (Figure 3.1).
3.1.6 Instability of the V phase
We now return to Eq. (3.8) and consider the transition between the V phase and the
incommensurate coplanar phase. At µ = 0+, this transition holds at infinitesimally small




S)(µ/hsat). The argument is that in the V phase Q = Q0 is commensurate and
Γ3 term in Eq. (3.8) is allowed. We recall that at δJ = 0 and for classical spins Γ3 = 0. We
computed the classical contribution to Γ3 at δJ > 0 and the contribution due to quantum
fluctuations at δJ = 0. We found [see Supplement] that the classical contribution vanishes,




( (5Jk + J0)(5JQ+k + J0)JQ−k
(J0 − Jk)(J0 − JQ+k) −









Because Γ3 < 0, the V phase has extra negative energy compared to incommensurate
phases, and one needs a finite δJ to overcome this energy difference.
We now argue that the transition at δJc1 belongs to the special class of CIT. To see this,
we allow for spatially non-uniform configurations of the condensate ψ1,2(r). This adds
spatial gradient terms to (3.4): the isotropic term H0 produces conventional quadratic in
gradient contribution ∝ ρ(∂xθ)2, while δHanis adds a linear gradient term ∝ ρSδJ∂x(θ1− θ2).
Combining these two classical contributions with the quantum Γ3 term in (3.8), we obtain















Eq. (3.14) is of standard sine-Gordon form, which allows us to borrow the results from:130
the equilibrium value of θ shifts from the commensurate θ = pi`/3 in the V phase to an
incommensurate value when the coefficient of the linear gradient term in (3.14) exceeds
the geometric mean of the coefficients of two other terms in (3.14). Using Eq. (3.14)) we
find that CIT occurs at δJc1 = 1.17(J/
√
S)(µ/hsat) = 0.13µ/S3/2 (line AC in Figure 3.1).
At δJ > δJc1, θ acquires linear dependence on x: θ = Q˜x + θ˜. In this situation, the spin
configuration becomes incommensurate but remains coplanar (Figure 3.1).
The critical δJc1 for the CIT has to be compared with δJsw at which spin-wave ex-
citations in the V phase soften. We computed spin-wave velocity with quantum 1/S
corrections and found that it does go down with increasing δJ but vanishes only at δJsw ∼
(J/
√




For the XXZ model with exchange anisotropy, J and J′ remain equal, but Jz < J⊥ = J
on all bonds. We verified (in Sec. 3.1.8.3) that Q remains commensurate for all Jz/J ≤ 1,
i.e., Q = Q0 = (4pi/3, 0). In this situation, we found Γ
(0)
2 − Γ(0)1 = −JQ(1− Jz/J) = 3J∆.
Quantum corrections to Γ1 and Γ2 are determined within the same isotropic model (3.3)
and are given by (3.10). Using this, we immediately find that the ground state of the
quantum XXZ model is coplanar for ∆ ≤ ∆c2 = 0.53/S and is a cone for ∆ > ∆c2. The
transition between coplanar and cone states near ∆c2 remains first-order for a finite µ > 0,
i.e., no intermediate double spiral state appears. This is the consequence of the fact that
Q = Q0 remains commensurate. Still, the transformation from the V phase to the cone
phase does involve a new intermediate state, which comes about due to the change of
sign of Γ3. Exchange anisotropy ∆ gives rise to a positive Γ3 to order 1/S: Γ
(1)
3 = J(1 +
2Jz/J)(1 − Jz/J)/(2S) ≈ 3J∆/(2S) (see Supplement for details). At the same time the
quantum corrections give rise to negative Γ3 to order 1/S2 already at ∆ = 0, see (3.57).











changes sign at ∆c1 = 0.45/S < ∆c2 = 0.53/S. At smaller ∆ < ∆c1, Γ3 < 0, and the
spin configuration is the V state (the energy is minimized by setting cos 6θ = 1, see (3.8)).
However, in the interval ∆c1 < ∆ < ∆c2, Γ3 > 0 becomes positive. The energy is now
minimized by cos 6θ = −1, which corresponds to theΨ state in Figure 3.2. The transition is
highly unconventional symmetry-wise because the order parameter manifold is O(2)× Z3
in both phases, but extends to a larger O(2)×O(2) symmetry at the transition point.
We present the phase diagram of XXZ model in Figure 3.2. A very similar phase
diagram has been recently obtained in the numerical cluster mean-field analysis of the
S = 1/2 XXZ model.132
To summarize, in this paper we considered anisotropic 2D Heisenberg antiferromag-
nets on a triangular lattice in a high magnetic field close to the saturation. We analyzed the
cases of spatially anisotropic interactions, as in Cs2CuCl4 and Cs2CuBr4 and of exchange
anisotropy, as in Ba3CoSb2O9. We showed that the phase diagram in field/anisotropy
plane is quite rich due to competition between classical and quantum orders, which favor
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noncoplanar and coplanar states, respectively. This competition leads to multiple transi-
tions and highly nontrivial intermediate phases, including a novel double cone state. We
demonstrated that one of the transition in each of the two cases studied is of CIT type and
is not accompanied by softening of spin-wave excitations.
The analysis of this paper can be easily extended to quasi-2D layered systems, with
interlayer antiferromagnetic interaction 0 < J′′  J. This additional exchange interaction
leads to the staggering of coplanar spin configurations, of either V or Ψ kind, between the
adjacent layers, as can easily be seen by treating ϕ → ϕz in Eq.(3.2) as layer-dependent
variable with discrete index z. One then immediately finds that J′′ ∑r,z ~Sr,z · ~Sr,z+1 is mini-
mized by ϕz = ϕ+piz, in agreement with earlier spin-wave133 and Monte Carlo125 studies.
We acknowledge useful conversations with L. Balents and C. Batista. This work is
supported by DOE grant DE-FG02-ER46900 (AC) and NSF grant DMR-12-06774 (OAS and
WJ).
Here we present technical details of calculations reported in the manuscript. All calcu-
lations were carried out in one-sublattice and in three-sublattice basis, and led to identical
results. For definiteness, we present the details of calculations in the one-sublattice basis.
3.1.8 The Hamiltonian and the expansion in bosons
We consider Heisenberg Hamiltonian of 2D triangular lattice (Eq. (3) of the main text),
and expand it to sixth order in Holstein Primakoff bosons around the ferromagnetic state,
which holds at h > hsat. We then move to fields below the saturation value by introducing
magnon condensates and using the technique of dilute Bose-gas expansion.
The Hamiltonian in terms of Holstein Primakoff bosons has the form
H = H(2) +H(4) +H(6),
H(2) = ∑
k













Here, a, a† are boson operators, ωk is the magnon dispersion, µ = hsat − h is the chemical
potential, and Vq(k, k′),Uq,p(k, k′, k′′) are 2- and 3-body interaction potentials which we
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list below separately for isotropic and anisotropic models. Both ωk and hsat are of order S,
and we consider µ also of order S.
3.1.8.1 Isotropic Heisenberg model
In the isotropic case




[Jk−k′+q + Jq − 12 (Jk+q + Jk′−q + Jk + Jk′)], (3.20)




Jk+q + Jk′′+q + Jk+k′′−k′+q + Jk+p + Jk′+p + Jk+k′−k′′+p





Jk+q+p + Jk′−q + Jk′′−p + Jk + Jk′ + Jk′′
)
. (3.21)
where Jk = 2J(cos[kx] + 2 cos[ kx2 ] cos[
√
3ky
2 ]), with its minimum JQ at Q = (Q0, 0), and
Q0 = 4pi/3.
3.1.8.2 Anisotropic J-J′ model
In this model, ωk, Vq(k, k′), and Uq,p(k, k′, k′′) are all in the same form as Jk above,
except replacing all Jk with J˜k, where J˜k = 2(J cos[kx] + 2J′ cos[ kx2 ] cos[
√
3ky
2 ]). J˜k has
minimum J˜Q at Q = (Qi, 0), and Qi = 2 cos−1[−J′/2J].
3.1.8.3 XXZ model
In this model, ωk is same as Eq.(3.19), and Uq,p(k, k′, k′′) is same as Eq.(3.21). The











(Jk+q + Jk′−q + Jk + Jk′)
]
, (3.22)
where Jzk = 2J
z(cos[kx] + 2 cos[ kx2 ] cos[
√
3ky
2 ]). The minimum of J
z
k is at k = (Q0, 0).
3.1.9 Calculation of Γ1, Γ2, Γ3






Nψ2δk,−Q + a˜k, (3.23)
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where ψ1,2 describe condensates at momenta k = Q and k = −Q, and a˜k describes
noncondensate magnons. The ground state energy density reads
E0/N = −µ(|ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2) + 12Γ1(|ψ1|
4 + |ψ2|4) + Γ2|ψ1|2|ψ2|2 + Γ3((ψ¯1ψ2)3 + h.c.)(3.24)
The classical expressions for Γ1 and Γ2 (the ones at order 1/S0) are obtained by neglecting
all noncondensate modes and are shown schematically in Figure 3.3. These contributions
are related to potential Vq(k, k′) via
Γ(0)1 = V0(Q, Q), (3.25)
Γ(0)2 = V0(Q,−Q) +V2Q(−Q, Q). (3.26)
The classical expression for Γ3 (at order 1/S) is shown schematically in Figure 3.3 and








Here the first term comes directly from the Hamiltonian (3.18), and the second one origi-
nates from the condensate ψ0 ≡ 〈a˜0〉 6= 0, which is induced at the momentum k = 3Q = 0
in the case of commensurate ordering at wave vector Q = (4pi/30, 0). This novel condensate
adds the term |ψ0|2ω0 + V2Q(Q, Q)(ψ0(ψ¯1ψ22 + ψ21ψ¯2) + h.c) to the ground state energy.
Minimizing this extra energy contribution, we find the expression for ψ0














It is important to keep in mind that this result is derived for Q = (4pi/30, 0), when ei3Q·r =


























Figure 3.3. Diagrams for Γ1 ,Γ2, and Γ3 in the classical limit.
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The expressions for Γ(0)1 , Γ
(0)
2 , and Γ
(1)
3 are different in the isotropic case and in the two
anisotropic cases.
For the isotropic model,
Γ(0)1 = J0 − JQ, Γ(0)2 = J0 + J2Q − JQ,
Γ(1)3 = 0. (3.29)
For J − J′ model,










Γ(1)3 = 0. (3.30)
For XXZ model,






Q − 3JQ − J0)2











3.1.10 Quantum corrections to Γ1, Γ2, Γ3
In this section, we compute quantum corrections to Γ1, Γ2, Γ3. Because these correc-
tions already contain extra factor of 1/S, they can be calculated by neglecting anisotropy.
Quantum corrections to Γ1,2 are of order 1/S, and quantum corrections to Γ3 are of order
(1/S)2. In both cases, the quantum term has the extra factor 1/S compared to classical
results. Each quantum correction is a sum of the two terms – one comes from normal
ordering of Holstein-Primakoff bosons, and the other from second- and third-order terms
in the perturbation expansion in 1/S.
3.1.10.1 Corrections from normal ordering
The Holstein-Primakoff transformation
Sz(r) = S− a+r ar, S+ =
√




2S− a+r ar (3.32)
contains the square-root
√
2S− a+r ar, which needs to be expanded in the normal-ordered
form to perform dilute gas analysis (all a+r have to stand to the left of ar). Because a+r ar =
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ara+r − 1, i.e., (a+r ar)2 = a+r a+r arar + a+r ar, etc, the prefactors in this normal-ordering are not


























The 1/S corrections to the prefactors modify Eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) to

























eik·r〈a±Q〉 = ψ1eiQ·r + ψ2e−iQ·r. (3.34)
we obtain 1/S corrections to classical expressions for Γ1,2,3:
∆Γ(1)a = Γ
(1)



















3.1.10.2 Corrections from quantum fluctuations
To find quantum corrections to parameters Γ1,2,3, we evaluate corrections to the ground
state energy density δE from non condensed modes a˜k in (3.23) in perturbation theory up
to third order and obtain the correction to the ground state energy density ∆E to sixth order
in the condensates ψ1 and ψ2. The prefactors for the ψ4 and ψ6 term in ∆E yield quantum
corrections to interaction parameters Γ1,2,3 .


















Here L0 = ∑k(a†k
∂
∂τ ak)−H(2) represents Lagrangian of noninteracting magnons described
by the quadratic Hamiltonian (3.6), and β = 1/T. The internal energy density is







= E0 + ∆E (3.37)
The correction term ∆E is represented by the standard cumulant expansion, which in-
volves only connected averages of the perturbation Hi











H3i 〉0 + . . . . (3.38)
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In the the zero-temperature limit, in which all our calculations are done, E = E0 + ∆E de-
termines the ground state energy. Integration over relative times τ, τ′ . . . ensures conserva-
tion of frequencies in the internal vertices of the diagrams. The role of the perturbation Hi
is played by interacting Hamiltonians (3.17), (3.18) expressed in terms of condensates ψ1,2
and noncondensed magnons a˜k after the substitution (3.23). We recall that the averaging
is over the free-boson Hamiltonian for isotropic system at h = hsat.
3.1.10.2.1 Quantum corrections to Γ1,2. Quantum corrections to Γ1,2 al of order 1/S,


















where Vq(k, k′) is defined in Eq.(3.20). The first-order correction to the energy density




















〈a†k1a†k2ak3ak4〉0 = 〈a†k1ak3〉0〈a†k2ak4〉0 + 〈a†k1ak4〉0〈a†k2ak3〉0. (3.41)
where the pair average is134
〈a†k1ak2〉0 = −δk1,k2G0(k1), (3.42)
and G0(k) ≡ G0(k, e) is the free boson Green’s function
G0(k) = (iωk − e)−1, (3.43)
Utilizing the properties of (3.41) and (3.42), we obtain the terms in the form
∑
k,q
Vk(Q, Q)Vq(Q, Q)〈a†Q+ka†Q−kaQ+qaQ−q〉0 =∑
k,!
2V2k (Q, Q)






























JQ+k − Jk . (3.46)
These corrections can be equally obtained diagrammatically, by evaluating second-order
corrections to φ4 vertices, as in Figure 3.4.
Each of the two integrals above is logarithmically divergent, but these divergences
cancel out in their difference, resulting in a finite result
∆Γ(1)b = Γ
(1)




3.1.10.2.2 Quantum corrections to Γ3. Correction to Γ3 is in order of (1/S)2, and to
get such a term in the ground state energy density we need to include both four-boson and































































































Figure 3.4. Diagrams for perturbative corrections to Γ1 and Γ2 .
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The total perturbation Hamiltonian is now





























Because of two terms in (3.51), there are two contributions to ∆E to order ψ6/S2. One
comes from taking the product of ψ2 and ψ4 terms in the second-order perturbation theory.
This yields
∆Ea = −12∑k,q
〈Hi,k · Hi,q〉0 = − 3128S∑k,q












(5Jk − 2JQ)(Jk − 2JQ)
J0 − Jk . (3.53)
Diagrammatically, this correction to Γ3 is given by the first two diagrams in Figure 3.5.
Another contribution to ∆E of order ψ6/S3 comes from taking ψ2 term in (3.51) to third
order in perturbation theory. The corresponding term in the perturbative Hamiltonian












JQ−k(ψ1ψ¯2a†kaQ+k + h.c.). (3.54)
Γ3



















Figure 3.5. Diagrams for 1/S corrections to Γ3. The first two diagrams are second-order
perturbation corrections from the product of ψ2 and ψ4 terms in Eq. (3.51). The last diagram
is third-order perturbative correction from (3.52).
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JQ−k(5Jq − 2JQ)(5Jl − 2JQ)(ψ31ψ¯32 + h.c.)〈a†ka†Q+qa†Q−qaQ+ka−Q+la−Q−l〉0.
(3.55)




JQ−k(5Jk + J0)(5JQ+k + J0)
(J0 − Jk)(J0 − JQ+k) . (3.56)
In diagrammatic approach, this correction comes from the third diagram in Figure 3.5.




( JQ−k(5Jk + J0)(5JQ+k + J0)
(J0 − Jk)(J0 − JQ+k) −






Here again we observe the cancellation of logarithmic singularities, present in the individ-
ual integrals.
3.1.11 Intermediate double cone state for J − J′ model
In this section, we analyze the phase transition from the cone to the coplanar state,
when magnetic field h is below hsat, i.e., µ = hsat − h is positive. We recall that at µ = 0+,
the cone state is stable at δJ = J − J′ > δJc = 0.42J/
√
S. Accordingly, we treat δJ ≈ δJc as
a small parameter.
Our goal will be to obtain the spin-wave spectrum in the cone state to leading order in
δJ and with quantum corrections. The magnon modes in the cone state are
ak =
√
Nψ1δk,Q + a˜k. (3.58)
where, we recall, a˜k describe noncondensed bosons and ψ1 ∝
√
S describes the condensate
fraction.
We first consider classical spin-wave excitations at the leading order in 1/S, but a non-
zero δJ, and then add quantum 1/S corrections to the excitation spectrum. As before, the
latter already contain 1/S and can be computed in the isotropic limit.
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3.1.11.1 Classical spin-wave excitations
Spatially anisotropic Hamiltonian to second order in a˜k reads
Hanis = H1 + H2
H1 = H(2)anis =∑
k
[











( J˜0 − J˜Q + J˜Q−k − J˜k)|ψ1|2 a˜†k a˜k, (3.60)
where, we recall, J˜k, where J˜k = 2(J cos[kx] + 2J′ cos[ kx2 ] cos[
√
3ky
2 ]). J˜k has minimum J˜Q
at Q = (Qi, 0), and Qi = 2 cos−1[−J′/2J]. At small δJ ∼ δJc, Q by Q ≈ (4pi/3− ∆Q, 0),
where ∆Q = 4pi/3−Qi = 2δJ/
√
3.
Our goal is to obtain the renormalization of the excitation spectrum ωk to second order
in the condensate, i.e., to order ψ2. The first term in H2 is irrelevant for this purpose
as it describes excitations with momentum transfer 2Q,which can only contribute to ωk at
second order in perturbation theory, but such term will be of order ψ4. The remaining term
in H2 is quadratic in noncondensed bosons and directly contribute to spin-wave spectrum
to second order in ψ.
We will be interested in magnon excitations for k near −Q = −(Qi, 0). Accordingly,
we set k = −Q + p and treat p as small momentum. Restricting with small p and using































|ψ1|2 a˜†−Q+p a˜−Q+p, (3.62)































hsat − µ), (3.64)
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where Q¯i = 4pi/3− ∆Q+ 3|ψ1|2∆Q/S. In the cone state |ψ1|2/S = µ/SΓ(0)1 = µ/hsat, and









Observed that (δJ)2 ∼ 1/S in (3.81), we need to collect all 1/S contributions to εmin.




1 , where the second term (with



















Secondly, cone state magnon modes in real space is,
ar = ψ1eiQ·r + a˜r, (3.68)




( J˜k + J˜Q)a˜†k a˜k ≈ −
|ψ1|2
4S ∑p
J˜Q a˜†−Q+p a˜−Q+p, (3.69)







Finally, the expansion of the isotropic Hamiltonian in powers of a˜k contain the term










k+q a˜k + h.c.
)
. (3.71)























(Γ(1)2 − Γ(1)1 ), (3.73)
where Γ(1)2 − Γ(1)1 = −1.6J/S. Combining this with Eq.(3.81), we find that the minimum











(δJ)2 − (δJc)2(1+ µhsat )
]
. (3.74)
At µ = +0, magnon energy vanishes at δJ = δJc, as expected, and the instability holds at
k = −Q. However, at a finite µ, the instability occurs at δJ = δJchsat/h > δJc, and below
the instability magnon dispersion becomes unstable at k = (−Q¯, 0) 6= −Q. This gives rise
to the development of the second condensate with momentum different from −Q. The











+ J2Q−p − JQ−p
)
|ψ1|2 a˜†−Q+p a˜−Q+p, (3.76)
































|ψ1|2 a˜†−Q+p a˜−Q+p. (3.78)































hsat − µ), (3.80)









Now let us calculate the correction to εmin in Eq.(3.81), which is done for the isotropic









JQ a˜†−Q+p a˜−Q+p. (3.83)































(Γ(1)2 − Γ(1)1 ), (3.86)
where Γ(1)2 − Γ(1)1 = −1.6J/S.









For δJ = δJchsat/h, the magnon dispersion touches zero at ±Q˜ = (−Q˜i, 0), which results
in additional condensate at momentum different from ±Q. This is the double cone phase
described in the main text.
3.2 Spin-current order in antiferromagnetic zigzag ladder
In the previous sections, we study the properties of magnetic ordered states which
spontaneously break both spin-rotation and time-reversal symmetries. Such examples
are Ising-like orders (Sec. 2.1), various two-dimensional orders (Sec. 2.2), and novel spin
structures on triangular lattice (Sec. 3.1). Besides these long range ordered states, many
exotic states of matter exist because of the quantum property of frustrated systems. One
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example is the spin nematic phase, which has no magnetic order, but nevertheless breaks
spin-rotation symmetry. In this section, we focus on a new exotic state called bond-nematic
state, a highly correlated quantum spin state resembling nematic liquid crystals.135–137
characterized by a pseudovector Si× Sj, and also known as spin current.19 The spin current
state has been proposed as the instability of 1/3 magnetization plateau of Heisenberg
two-dimensional (2D) antiferromagnets on a triangular lattice, either an edge-sharing19
or corner-sharing138 one.
Here we study the stability of the collinear up-up-down (UUD) phase in the 1/3 mag-
netization plateau on a frustrated spin chain, with competing nearest and next-nearest
neighbor coupling J1 and J2. Via the large-S expansion, we find that near the end of plateau,
quantum fluctuations induce a two-magnon instability. This instability corresponds to the
spin current (bond nematic) state, which was proposed in [Phys. Rev. Lett.110, 217210] of
a two-dimensional spatially anisotropic triangular lattice antiferromagnet.
3.2.1 Introduction
Frustrated quantum systems have been a subject of active research. Besides the geomet-
rical frustration as mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the frustrations always come from the competing
interactions. Spin systems with competing interactions have played a crucial role in ex-
ploring exotic quantum states such as various types of spin liquids, valence bond solids,
or spin nematics.139
The antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chain with competing nearest and next-nearest
neighbor exchange interactions J1 and J2, depicted in the left-hand side of Figure 3.6, has
attracted many investigations in recent years. As shown in Figure 3.6, this exchange
frustration can be converted to a geometrical frustration on an effective zigzag ladder.
Quite recently, the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) studies7, 14 have shown
the existence of 1/3 magnetization plateau in frustrated chain with S = 1/2, when the
ratio J2/J1 near the Majumdar-Ghosh140, 141 point with J2/J1 = 0.5. In the absence of the
magnetic field, the system is in a dimerized sate with two neighbor spins forming a singlet.
Extensive numerical calculations142 have observed the 1/3 magnetization plateaux for spin
S > 1/2 zigzag ladder. The plateau is accompanied by a broken translation symmetry
with three sublattices. Within the plateau, an up-up-down (UUD) structure is formed with
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Figure 3.6. Equivalence between J1 − J2 spin chain and zigzag ladder. Left: J1 − J2
frustrated antiferromagnetic spin chain with nearest exchange J1 > 0 and next-nearest
exchange J2 > 0. Right: An effective zigzag ladder. Within an elementary triangle, three
spins A (up), B (up), and C (down) form the UUD phase.
all spins parallel or antiparallel to the external field, as shown in left side of Figure 3.6.
It is the purpose of this work to study the stability of the UUD phase of a frustrated
quantum spin chain. We demonstrate that the instability of UUD phase results from the
repulsive interactions between composite bosons, formed by two bounded magnons, and
actually leads to a spin-current state. The spin current is a part of the plateau, with
〈Sz〉 = 1/3 (the magnetic field is along the z-axis), but without magnetic order in the
transverse direction. Our results are open to numerical calculations, such as density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) and quantum Monte Carlo (QMC). As for real materials
that can realize the spin current state, examples are the CaV2O4143–146 and NaV(WO4)2
compounds. These two materials can be modeled as a spin-1 chain with competing antifer-
romagnetic interactions. The bond nematic has been investigated below the fully polarized
state on square lattice.136, 147, 148
3.2.2 The model
The Heisenberg J1 − J2 antiferromagnetic spin-S chain is illustrated in Figure 3.6, and
described by a Hamiltonian,
H =∑
i
(J1Si · Si+1 + J2Si · Si+2 − hSzi ). (3.88)
Here, Si is spin-S operator on site i, the nearest neighbor and next-nearest neighbor ex-
change couplings are both antiferromagnetic, namely J1 > 0 and J2 > 0. The magnetic
field h is applied along z-axis.
As mentioned before, this chain is equivalent to the zigzag ladder in the right hand side
of Figure 3.6. Our purpose is to study the instability of UUD phase, where there are three
sublattices A, B, and C, occupied by spin up, up, and down, respectively. With this spin
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configuration, it is easy to see the magnetization is at 1/3 of its saturation value. Linear
spin wave theory shows that UUD state is eigenstate only when J2/J1 = 1/2, namely the
Majumdar-Ghosh (MG) point,140, 141 and h = 3/2J1S = h0, and there is no plateau in the
magnetization curve; see details in Sec. 3.2.5 in the Supplement.
Different from the XXZ model on the antiferromagnetic triangular lattice,132 the mag-
netization plateau is classically unfavorable for the J1 − J2 spin chain. However, quantum
fluctuations stabilize this UUD state, which extends along the two axes of the phase dia-
gram in Figure 3.7. UUD state preserves inside a finite field interval as h increasing, and
the magnetization keeps at 1/3 of its saturation, resulting the magnetization plateau. This
plateau originates purely from a quantum effect, and thus we call it a quantum plateau.
Technically, we take account for the quantum effect by expanding the square-root in the
Holstein-Primakoff representation; see details in Sec. 1.5.2.1. The four-magnon interactions
at the MG point give 1/S corrections to the dispersions obtained from linear spin wave
analysis.
In this work, we look for spin current state for large spin-S near the MG point and
assume w ≡ (J2/J1− 1/2) and 1/S are small. Here w measures the deviation from the MG
point.
3.2.3 The quantum 1/3 magnetization plateau
For simplicity, we define a dimensionless parameter hˆ = h/[(J1 + J2)S]. We will use
hˆ to study the field region which supports the UUD phase. The results are presented in












Figure 3.7. Phase boundaries of the UUD phase for S = 1 and S = 2, respectively. With
larger spin S, the plateau shrinks.
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Figure 3.7 for S = 1, 2. The energy scale of h will be recovered when it’s necessary.










Detailed calculations are in Sec. 3.2.7. The width of the plateau is ∆hˆ = 0.522/S. Within
this field range, the two low-energy spin wave modes are gapped. The gap closes at
hˆ0c1 (hˆ
0
c2), which corresponds to a Bose condensation of the corresponding magnon. Long
wavelength limit is taken near k = 0.
Near the GM point, w 6= 0 and w  1, we account for the quantum corrections
from magnon interactions at J2/J1 = 1/2. The effective Hamiltonian of the UUD phase










ω1,2 = ±(h− 1− I2S −
2
3
w− k2) + Zk, Zk ≡ 2
√
(k20 − k2)2 + (4− d)k20k2. (3.91)
Here w and d measure the deviation from the MG point, and they are defined as w ≡
J2/J1 − 1/2 and d ≡ 16w2/(∆hˆ/4) ' 7.66S(1− 2J2/J1)2. Inside the plateau, the range of
d is 0 < d < 4. There is a critical momentum k20 ≡ ∆hˆ/4 ' 0.13/S. The critical field is
















Here hˆ0c1 and hˆ
0
c2 are defined in Eq. (3.89). We find the critical field depends on the ratio of
J2/J1 through w and d,
hˆc1 =
hˆ0c1 + 23w, 0 < d ≤ 1hˆend + 18∆hˆ [d− 4− f (d)] , 1 < d ≤ 4 , (3.93)
and
hˆc2 =
hˆ0c2 + 23w, 0 < d ≤ 3hˆend + 18∆hˆ [d− 4+ f (d)] , 3 < d ≤ 4. (3.94)
where f (d) ≡ 3√d(4− d)/3 and hˆend ≡ hˆ0c1 + 3√∆hˆ/4+ 4∆hˆ/3. hˆc1 and hˆc2 correspond to
the lower and upper boundary, respectively. Eqs. (3.93) and (3.94) are plotted in Figure 3.8,
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Figure 3.8. Boundaries of the 1/3 magnetization plateau as functions of d. Here spin S = 1.
which resembles the case of anisotropic triangular antiferromagnet.149 The plateau width
hˆc2 − hˆc1 = ∆hˆ is unchanged compared with the J2/J1 = 1/2 (d = 0) case. As for 1 < d < 3,
the upper field boundary keeps the same form of d, while the lower one shifts up. As a
result, the ∆hˆ is narrowed. For 3 < d < 4, hˆc1 still shifts up and hˆc2 starts to shift down, so
∆hˆ is further narrowed. Finally, the plateau closes at the end point d = 4.
The boundaries of the UUD phase in the h− J2 plane are illustrated in Figure 3.7, which
is based on Figure 3.8 and obtained by recovering the hˆ to magnetic field h. From previous
discussions, we notice two properties of these phase boundaries. Firstly, the plateau is
unfavorable in the classical limit, and thus we expect the region that allows UUD phase
should shrink with S increasing. Secondly, since the plateau is induced by the frustration
effect, it should vanish as J2 → 0, as well as for J2  J1. Figure 3.7 confirms these two
properties very well. The shape of the boundaries resembles those in Ref.150 The low-
energy excitations ω1 and ω2 at two boundaries induce the one-magnon condensation,
which leads to an incommensurate spiral order as shown in Ref.150
3.2.4 The magnon pairing
At the end of the plateau, d = 4, the two low-energy spin-wave modes approaches to 0
at the same time, with k = ±k0. Around±k0, these two branches of the excitations interact
with each other, and form a two-magnon bound state. To study the interaction between
magnons, we need to convert the fourth-order Hamiltonian H4, originally in terms of a, b
and c, to expression in terms of low-energy modes d1 and d2. The transformation process




















2k0[(k2 − k20)2 + (4− d)k40]−
1
4 , and sk = piSgn(−kw)/4.
The interactions between magnons have two species. One corresponds to that within
the same mode d1 or d2, for example the process of two d1 magnons scattering. This leads to
a one magnon condensation of d1 mode. The same holds for d2 mode near upper boundary
hc2. The other kind of magnon interaction is the interaction between different modes d1 and
d2.
What is more interesting happens at the end of plateau d ' 4. The interaction between





Γ(p, q)[Ψ†R(q)ΨL(p)−ΨR(q)ΨL(p) + h.c.], (3.96)
where ΨR(p) = d1,k0+pd2,−k0−p and ΨL(p) = d1,−k0+pd2,k0−p. The scattering amplitude
Γ(p, q) (the vertex) is
Γ(p, q) = −(J1 + J2)g2(±k0 + p)g2(±k0 + q) −−→
d=4




This interaction includes both the normal 2→ 2, which is attractive and “anomalous” 4→
0 or 0 → 4 process, which is repulsive. Γ(p, q) is divergent for magnons moving around
±k0. This signals a divergent interaction near d = 4, which induces a phase transition to
the spin-current state. The critical dc corresponding to this transition can be determined






[p2 + (1− dc/4)k20]3/2
= 1. (3.98)
Integrating p leads to the expression of critical dc as,















We find that the width of the spin-current phase is scaled as 1/
√
S, which is much stronger
than 1/S2 dependence found previously in the 2D cases.19, 138
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In summary, by a semiclassical large-S approach, we studied the phase diagram of an
antiferromagnetic J1 − J2 spin chain, also known as zigzag ladder. The interactions be-
tween nearest and next-nearest neighbors compete with each other, and produce magnetic
frustrations. We argue that the quantum fluctuations and magnetic frustration establish a
classically unfavorable 1/3 magnetization plateau, which survives through a large range
away from the Majumdar-Ghosh point. Within the plateau, the UUD phase is stable until
it is replaced by a two-magnon instability, resulting in a bond-nematic state—spin current
state.19 We hope our results will stimulate further numerical and experimental work on
this subject.
Here we present some technical calculations. Firstly, by linear spin wave analysis,
we showed the 1/3 magnetization plateau is absent in the classical limit. Then we take
account for the quantum effect by expanding the square-root in the Holstein-Primakoff
(HP) representation, and demonstrate that there is a quantum 1/3 magnetization plateau
on J1− J2 spin chain. Within this plateau, we found a two-magnon instability, which leads
to spin-current state of the UUD phase. Here we assume (J2/J1 − 1/2) and 1/S are small.
3.2.5 Classical counterpart
To begin with the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.88), three magnon modes a, b, and c on sublat-
tices A and B, and site C, with the Holstein-Primakoff transformation (see Sec.1.5.2.1),
S+A =
√
2Sar, SzA = S− a†r ar,
S+B =
√







r cr − S.
(3.100)
We keep only the leading term in an expansion of the Hamiltonian in powers of S. Per-
form Fourier transformation of magnons, for example ar = 1√N/3 ∑k1 e
ikrak. N is the total
number of lattice sites. The Hamiltonian (3.88) reduces to,
























fk = eik + je−i2k, f−k = f ∗k . hˆ =
h
J1S
, j ≡ J2/J1. (3.102)
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All the above parameters are dimensionless, fk is the geometry factor. To diagonalize H(2)
and solve for eigenvalues, details of which are in Sec. 3.2.5.1, we find this UUD configura-
tion only exists when j = 1/2 and hˆ = 1 (equivalently J2/J1 = 1/2 and h = 3/2J1S). This
UUD phase will be extended around j = 1/2, and one-third plateau will appear when we
consider the quantum fluctuations, that is the interactions between magnons, as shown in
Sec. 3.2.6.
3.2.5.1 Diagonalize H(2)
Here we present technical details to diagonalize and prove the UUD phase is an eigen-
state of Eq. (3.101).
First we replace c†kck → 1 − c−kc†−k, then the Hamiltonian (3.101) in matrix form is




 , H =
 h f−k fkf−k hˆ fk
fk f−k 2− hˆ
 (3.103)
The linear transformation matrix S diagonalizes the H in Eq. (3.103), and X = SX′. Then
HS = (S+)−1ΩH, where ΩH is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. A metric g is the commu-
tator for boson operators X, so that g = [X,X+] ≡ X(X∗)T − (X∗XT)T = diag(1, 1,−1).
Substitute X = SX′ into the commutator, we find g = SX′(X′∗)T(S∗)T − S(X′∗X′T)T(S∗)T.
We are seeking the new operators X′ also having the same commutator g, then
S−1 = gS+g−1 or (S+)−1 = g−1Sg. (3.104)
Therefore the condition HS = (S+)−1ΩH reduces to,
HS = g−1SgΩH → S−1gHS = gΩH. (3.105)
This is the eigenvalue equation, det[gH − x] = 0, which determines S and ΩH, and ΩH =
diag(x1, x2,−x3). The eigenvalues of gH should satisfy the cubic equation,
x3 + a2x2 + a1x+ a0 = 0, (3.106)
with,
a2 = 2− 3hˆ, a1 = | fk|2 + 3hˆ2 − 4hˆ, a0 = f 3k + f 3−k − (2+ hˆ)| fk|2 − hˆ3 + 2hˆ2. (3.107)
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The discriminant D of cubic polynomial is D = (p/3)3 + (q/2)2, with
p = (3a1 − a22)/3 = | fk|2 −
4
3
, q = (9a1a2 − 27a0 − 2a32)/27 =
8| fk|2
3





The cubic equation (3.106) has three real solutions when D ≤ 0 (this condition is required

































θ ≡ arccos[ q/2√−(p/3)3 ]. (3.110)
They satisfy the relation, x1 + x2 + x3 = −a2 = 3hˆ− 2.
We find that the condition of D ≤ 0 is satisfied in momentum space only when j = 1/2.
Therefore, we set j = 1/2 now. The minimum of dispersions are at k = 0, and the low-
energy limit of Eq. (3.109) is,
x1(k) = 2k2 + h, x1(k) = k2 + h− 1, x1(k) = −3k2 + h− 1. (3.111)





J1S(k2 + hˆ− 1), ωB(k) = 32 J1S(3k
2 − hˆ+ 1), ωC(k) = 32 J1S(2k
2 + hˆ).
(3.112)
So far, the linear spin wave analysis shows that the UUD sate is stable only when hˆ = 1
and j = 1/2.
3.2.6 Magnon interactions
Here we account for effects from magnon interactions using Oguchi’s approach.151


























Figure 3.9. Eigenvalues of ΩH, approximate solutions of x1(k), x2(k) and x3(k) near k = 0.
ation/annihilation operators (in order of S0), H(4) = H(4)z + H
(4)
⊥ . It contains longitudinal



























































The interactions between magnons in H(4) give 1/S corrections to the magnon spectrum





(hˆ+ Σ1)(a†kak + b
†
kbk) + (2− hˆ+ Σ2)c†kck













Σ1 = − I1 + I2 + I3S =
0.053
S





















We see all the Σs and Σ′s are in order of 1/S, and they originate from H(4) terms. In the
limit of S → ∞, Huud is equivalent to H(2) in Eq. (3.101). The numerical values of Is are
summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Numerical values of Is.
I1 I2 I3
0.208 0.162 −0.423
3.2.7 Quantum plateau at J2/J1 = 1/2
In Sec. 3.2.5, results from linear spin wave demonstrate that the UUD phase is the
ground state when hˆ = 1 and J2/J1 = 1/2. Here we show how quantum magnetization
plateau is formed at J2/J1 = 1/2 and how the UUD phase is extended along the h-axis.
We study the low-energy excitations near k = 0, and fk ' 1− k2. Let us introduce two




(ak + bk), pk =
1√
2
(ak − bk). (3.117)



















ωp = hˆ+ Σ1 − f˜1k, ep = hˆ+ Σ1 + f˜1k, ec = 2− hˆ+ Σ2, χ =
√
2 f˜2k. (3.119)
The p mode is decoupled. Next we decouple d and c by a rotation,
dk = cosh θuk + sinh θv†−k,

























with dispersions near k = 0
ωp(k) = hˆ− hˆ0c1 + k2, ωv(k) ' hˆ0c2 − hˆ+ 3k2, ωu(k) ' hˆ+ 2k2. (3.123)
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This result leads to Eq. (3.89) in the main text. There are two low-energy modes, p (linear
combination of a and b) and v (linear combination of a, b and c), and they are illustrated in
Figure 3.10. These two modes open a window for the UUD phase around hˆ = 1, hˆ0c1 ≤ hˆ ≤
hˆ0c2. The UUD phase is stable in the interval,
∆hˆ = −2I2 + 2I3
S
= 0.522/S. (3.125)
The high energy u mode describes total spin procession, while the other two modes de-
scribe the fluctuations of spins. From Figure 3.10, we see p and v are gapped. The gap
closes at hˆ0c1 (hˆ
0
c2), which corresponds to a Bose condensation of p (v) magnon.
Hereto, we have investigated the local stability (at J2/J1 = 1/2) of the UUD phase. The
UUD phase forms a plateau in the magnetization process, within field width ∆h = 0.783J1.
Now let us study how quantum fluctuations induce a UUD phase for j 6= 1/2.
3.2.8 Quantum plateau around J2/J1 = 1/2
Here we consider when J2/J1 is near 1/2, denoting j = 1/2 + w, and w can be both













Figure 3.10. Two low-energy modes v (red line ) and p (blue line ) in Eq. (3.119). Here
hˆ = 1 and S = 1, 2. The dispersions are gapped corresponding to the spin gap in the
magnetization plateau.
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where, H′uud is defined in Eq. (3.122). The corrections to long-wave length dispersions,









k pk + δωvv
†





2, δωp ' 23w(2k
2 − 1), δωv ' 23w(6k
2 + 1), Λ2(k) ' 4wk. (3.128)











−kv−k − iΛ2(k)(p†kv†−k − v−kpk)
}
. (3.129)
with new dispersion relations,
















Now we need to decouple v and p in Eq. (3.129) by a rotation,
pk = cosh φkd1,k + i sinh φkd†2,−k,
v†−k = cosh φkd
†
2,−k − i sinh φkd1,k,
(3.131)
with the rotation angle defined by




and the sign of φk depends on Λ2(w). ∆hˆ is defined in Eq. (3.125). The quadratic Hamilto-












where at small k,
ω1,2 = ±(h− 1− I2S −
2
3
w− k2) + Zk, Zk ≡ 2
√
(k20 − k2)2 + (4− d)k20k2,
d ≡ 16w2/∆hˆ, k20 ≡ ∆hˆ/4.
(3.134)
Here d is the degree of deviation from the J2/J1 = 1/2 point. We will show that the
width of the plateau is determined by d, and the one-third plateau persists up to dc = 4.
Obviously, Zk should take real value, and this is satisfied when 0 < d < 4, and (1 +
4w/3) > 0.
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3.2.8.1 k1 and k2








f−(d) = k20 f−(d), 3 ≤ d ≤ 4.
(3.135)
k1 and k2 move away from k = 0 for d > 1 and d > 3, respectively. The complete
expressions for k21 and k
2
2 in a different region of d are shown in Table 3.2. Here f±(d)
















and they are illustrated in Figure 3.11. Once k1 and k2 are obtained, the plateau boundaries
can be determined.
3.2.8.2 hˆc1 and hˆc2
















Since k1 and k2 change with d, shown in Table 3.2, hˆc1 and hˆc2 also depend on the value of
d. This dependence is summarized in Table 3.3 and illustrated in Figure 3.8. For d ≤ 1,
both modes are minimized at k = 0, which leads to the fact that the plateau width hˆc2 − hˆc1
is unchanged compared with the J2/J1 = 1/2 (d = 0) point; the d value only shifts the









3w. As for 1 < d < 3, the minimum of ω1 shifts to ±k1, with k1 = 12
√
∆h f+(d).
The upper field boundary keeps the same form of d, while the lower one shifts up,










Table 3.2. Expression for k21 and k
2
2, at which momentum ω1 and ω2 take minima, for
different regions of d. Here k20 ≡ ∆hˆ/4.























Figure 3.11. Plots of f+(d) and f−(d) as functions of d. We notice
f+(d = 4) = f−(d = 4) = 1.
Table 3.3. Critical fields of lower (hc1) and higher (hc2) boundaries of phase diagram Fig-




∆h and S =
√
d(4− d)/12.






















8∆h[d− 4+ 6S] hend
As a result, the ∆hˆ is narrowed. For 3 < d < 4,the minimum of ω2 shifts to ±k2, with
k2 = 12
√
∆hˆ f−(d). The upper field boundary as function of d is,










hˆc1 keeps shift up and hˆc2 starts to shift down, so ∆hˆ is further narrowed. Finally, at end
point d = 4, k21 = k
2










3w− 14∆hˆ = hˆend.
Therefore, hˆc2 − hˆc1 = 0, and the plateau closes.
The above discussion of the plateau boundary gives the UUD phase diagram is shown
in Figure 3.7, where the two axes are more physically meaningful.
3.2.9 Instability near d = 4
We see that the dispersions of d1,2 modes are unstable beyond end point d = 4, namely
the plateau is destroyed. We are seeking the spin current (nematic) states near the end
point. So, from now on, we focus on the end point with d = 4 and momentum k = ±k0.
The limit of w corresponding to d = 4, at which the magnetization plateau closes, is




0.261/(2S). This relation gives the limit of J2 to make the
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M = 1/3 plateau stable; its numeric values for different spins are shown in Figure 3.12.
When d = 4, the dispersions (3.134) are simplified by,
ω1,2 = ±(hˆ− hˆend + k20 − k2) + 2|k2 − k20|. (3.140)
If field hˆ = hˆend, Eq. (3.140) are further simplified as,
ω1 = 2|k2 − k20| − (k2 − k20), ω2 = 2|k2 − k20|+ (k2 − k20). (3.141)
These dispersions are schematically shown in Figure 3.13.
3.2.9.1 Divergent φ
Now let us focus on the rotation angle φ, which is k-dependent and defined in (3.132).
At d = 4 or |w| =
√
∆hˆ/2, the Eq. (3.132) as a function of k is,







For the purpose of this study, we are interested in k near±k0. When k = ±k0, tanh[2φ±k0 ] =





2|w| 0.510882 0.361248 0.294958 0.255441
J2max 1.01088 0.861248 0.794958 0.755441
J2min -0.0108816 0.138752 0.205042 0.244559
Figure 3.12. Limit of the ratio J2/J1, within which the magnetization plateau exists,














(k2 − k20)2 + (4− d)k40
,
sinh[2φk] '
cosh[2φk] = 12 e2φk , for φk > 0,− cosh[2φk] = − 12 e−2φk , for φk < 0.
(3.143)












[(k± k0)2 + (1− d/4)k20]
1
4
, and g2(k)|k=±k0+p,d=4 '
k0
|p| . (3.145)
Now express original magnons a, b, c in terms of decoupled low-energy modes d1 and

















2(cosh φkd2,−k − i sinh φkd†1,k).
(3.146)
Here cosh φk + i sinh φk can be expressed by g(k),




Then near d = 4 and k = ±k0, the transformation (3.146) can be simplified as Eq. (3.95) in
the main text.
3.2.9.2 Pairing interaction between d1 and d2
Plug into the fourth-order Hamiltonian Eq. (3.113) and (3.114), namely, H(4) = H(4)z +
H(4)⊥ , we obtain the interaction between low-energy magnons, with momentum k near±k0.
Here, we only consider the w < 0 case, so that sk only depends on the sign of k. And we
consider the reduced problem of the magnon pair with zero total momentum.
Magnon pairs with total momentum zero, with Ψk = d1,kd2,−k, Φ1(k) = d1,kd1,−k, and
Φ2(k) = d2,kd2,−k. And near k = ±k0, fk2−k1 ∼ 1. From the expression for g(k) in Eq.(3.144),
we see g(k) is an even function of k. And sk is an odd function of k. After the pairing, the
4 boson Hamiltonian has two contributions, coupling between the same mode, and one
from different modes.
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0, for k, p same sign,1
2 , for k, p different sign.
(3.148)







the interaction between d1 modes is repulsive.









If k and p have different signs, the interaction between d1 − d2 is negative (attractive),





(J1 + J2) ∑
k∈R,p∈L
g(k)2g(p)2[ΨR(k)ΨL(p)−Ψ†R(k)ΨL(p) + h.c.]. (3.151)
The prefactor 14 × 2× 2 = 1; the first 2 comes from the different signs of k and p, and 2
from the way to choose R. Here, R and L just stand for k near k0 or −k0, respectively. This
interaction includes both the normal 2 → 2, which is attractive and “anomalous” 4 → 0
or 0 → 4 process, which is repulsive. To summarize above, the normal 2 → 2 processes
between different channels are attractive and dominant. The attraction diverges when the
bosons are near k0 (to exploit the scattering potential as much as possible). Therefore, we
consider things only near k0 below. (Strongly gapped modes do not contribute to magnon
condensation for weak interactions, so near the critical fields we need only consider inter-
actions between near-gapless modes.138) At k = ±k0 + p, and p k0,
γ2(p) ≡ g2(±k0 + p) ' k0√





To have the same notation with,19 we denote ΨR(p) = d1,k0+pd2,−k0−p, and ΨL(p) =




Γ(p, q)[Ψ†R(q)ΨL(p)−ΨR(q)ΨL(p) + h.c.], (3.153)
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with
Γ(p, q) = −(J1 + J2)γ2(p)γ2(q) −−→
d=4




This is the scattering interaction between d1 and d2 modes from two sides of the minimum
momentum point.
3.2.9.3 Two-magnon condensation
If a stable bound state of magnons (a magnon pair) exists, the single-magnon BEC is
not necessarily the leading instability from the UUD state. In fact, if the gap of the magnon
pair is smaller than double that of the single-magnon, magnon-pair condensation occurs
and the spin-nematic order 〈S±〉 = 0, 〈S+1 S+1 〉 6= 0 takes place.
Follow the pairing approximation in superconductivity152 (to have linearized equation










[H(2)uud,ΨR(p)] = −ΩR(p)ΨR(p), [H(2)uud,Ψ†R(p)] = ΩR(p)Ψ†R(p),
[H(2)uud,ΨL(p)] = −ΩL(p)ΨL(p), [H(2)uud,Ψ†L(p)] = ΩL(p)Ψ†L(p),
(3.156)
with excitation energy
ΩR(p) ≡ 32 J1S[ω1(k0 + p) +ω2(−k0 − p)], ΩL(p) ≡
3
2
J1S[ω1(−k0 + p) +ω2(k0 − p)],
(3.157)
and ΨR(p)† create a magnon pair near k0, ΨL(p)† create a magnon pair near −k0, and they
are eigenoperators of reduced Hamiltonian. Now we are interested at the commutators,






L(q)] = 0(p, q k0),




2,k0−pd2,k0−p), [ΨR/L(p),ΨR/L(q)] = 0.
(3.158)
Now we see, ΨR(p) and ΨL(p) are boson-like objects. Notice: for the commutator between
R and L composite bosons is,
[ΨR(k),Ψ†L(p)] = δ(k0 + k,−k0 + p)(d1,k0+kd†1,k0+k + d†2,−k0−kd2,−k0−k). (3.159)
The delta function above implies for non-zero when p− k = 2k0, which is not possible for
considering the strong interaction only (with p, k  k0). At the UUD plateau, there is a
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gap for excitation of d1 and d2. Therefore, average 〈d†1/2,kd1/2,k〉0 = 0 over the ground state.
Then the commutators above are,
[ΨR(p),Ψ†R(q)] = δp,q, [ΨR(p),Ψ
†
L(q)] = 0(p, q k0),
[ΨL(p),Ψ†L(q)] = δp,q, [ΨR/L(p),ΨR/L(q)] = 0.
(3.160)
Thus there are canonical bosonic commutation relations for boson-pair operator ΨR/L.
3.2.9.4 Self-consistent condition























































and plug into the above equations, we get,














































|p|3 = 1. (3.168)
There is a factor of 1/4 difference from the result in the 2D case,19 and the difference comes
from the dispersion relations. We see the above equation is divergent at d = 4. Therefore
the self-consistent equation must have a solution before d = 4 at dc . That corresponds
to a magnon pair condensation, and it is before the single magnon condensation which
happens at d = 4.
Now we need to find that dc, which is near d = 4, from Eq. (3.152) and (3.91),
γ2(p) ' k0√
p2 + (1− d/4)k20
, Ωp ' (J1 + J2)8k0
√
p2 + (1− d/4)k20. (3.169)
Then the |p| in Eq. (3.168) is replaced by
√
p2 + (1− d/4)k20, and the self-consistent equa-












[p2 + (1− dC/4)k20]3/2
= 4S/k0.
(3.170)












[p2 + (1− dc/4)k20]3/2
. (3.171)































Therefore, the instability happens at 4− dc = c1/
√
S, the corresponding numeric value of












4-dc 3.74 2.64 2.16 1.87 1.67 1.53 1.41 1.32 1.25
dc 0.26 1.36 1.84 2.13 2.33 2.47 2.59 2.68 2.75




This chapter is divided into three sections. Sec. 4.1 is a summary of this dissertation.
Sec. 4.2 presents a discussion of the contributions and limitations of the current work.
Sec. 4.3 discusses the future work.
4.1 Summary
For this dissertation, I successfully implement quantum field theory and spin-wave
theory to predict and characterize novel magnetic states of matter in the context of low-
dimensional frustrated magnets, namely, the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chains
and triangular antiferromagnets. The states are “novel” in a way that the interplay be-
tween quantum fluctuations and interactions generates behaviors not expected classically.
In the current work, we have identified a wide variety of novel ordered phases with
nontrivial spin structures, and construct microscopic models for quantum spin liquid.
In Chapter 2, we investigated the behavior of quantum spin chains in the presence
of a uniform Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction42, 43 using the bosonization50, 52, 53
approach. Quantum spin chain is an outstanding model exploring strongly correlated
quantum orders in low dimensional antiferromagnets and cold atoms. It is the building
block of many 2D/3D spin systems. DM interaction originates from spin-orbit coupling,
and is widely present in real materials. This line of study of the DM spin chain system
provides a better understanding of novel phases in real spin chain materials and cold
atoms under spin-orbit couplings.
In Sec. 2.1, we investigated how the interplay between uniform DM interactions, small
anisotropy, and a magnetic field influences a single Heisenberg spin chain. We showed
that this interplay enriches the phase diagram, including a critical Luttinger liquid and
two antiferromagnetic spin-density-wave (Ising-like) phases. The critical Luttinger liquid
is characterized by incommensurate spin and dimerization power-law correlations, and is
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a quantum analogue of the classical chiral soliton lattice.72 The order parameters for two
Ising-like orders are estimated as well. In addition, we found that significant finite-size
corrections observed numerically65 are well explained by the ‘logarithmic slowness’ of the
Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) renormalization group (RG) flow.
The work presented in Sec. 2.2 is closely related to experiments on two new materi-
als12, 45, 90 (K2CuSO4(Cl/Br)2), both of which are modeled as weakly coupled spin chains.
Despite the structural similarity, they are characterized by different phase diagrams. This
phenomenon results from the special geometry of DM interactions—staggered between
chains, but uniform within a given chain. Such a geometry leads to a peculiar type of frus-
tration: strong DM interaction (in comparison with interchain exchange) forces the spins
on neighboring chains to rotate in opposite directions, effectively canceling the transverse
interchain coupling. This has the effect of strongly reducing the ordering temperature. I
explore the response of this interesting system to an external magnetic field under two
experimentally relevant geometries, with the field parallel and perpendicular to the DM
vector, respectively. The phase diagrams obtained for a field parallel to DM interaction
configuration have a striking resemblance with the experimental determined ones,12, 45
when Cl- and Br-based materials are interpreted as that with weak and strong DM in-
teraction, respectively. The phase diagrams for a field perpendicular to DM interaction
resemble that of the single spin chain in Sec. 2.1 (compare Figure 2.18 with Figure 2.3).
This resemblance in turn confirms that the interchain interactions are wiped out by the
DM-induced frustration.
In Sec. 2.3, we presented a feasible way to construct a chiral spin liquid from a weakly
coupled spin chain system. Inspired by the fact that the staggered-between-chain geom-
etry of DM interactions suppresses the relevant, in an RG sense, transverse interchain
couplings, we found that after removing the relevant part of couplings by staggered DM
interactions, the remaining marginal interactions between left- and right-moving fermion
currents from neighboring chains produce a energy gap. Then the left- and right-moving
modes in the spatially separated edge chains are unpaired. This picture implies the emer-
gence of chiral edge states. This model realizes a topologically nontrivial state known as
Kalmeyer-Laughlin29 chiral spin liquid.
In Chapter 3, we studied antiferromagnets where the geometry of lattice is based on
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triangles. Such magnets continue to be of substantial interest. For these magnets, magnetic
ordering is often suppressed to temperatures below what is expected from near neighbor
interactions. The ordered state that finally occurs is a consequence of a subtle balance
among different factors. Here in this dissertation, we considered factors such as spa-
tial anisotropy, exchange anisotropy and interactions between second nearest neighbors.
These factors were analyzed on a case-by-case basis.
In Sec. 3.1, we considered anisotropic 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnets on a triangular
lattice in a high magnetic field close to the saturation. The anisotropy can be spatial,
whereby exchange interactions on three bonds of the elementary triangle take two different
values, or in spin space with XXZ-type exchange anisotropy. For both cases, classical de-
generacies and quantum fluctuations are favored to select magnetic orders with different
order parameter manifolds. The competition between classical and quantum orders leads
to multiple transitions and highly nontrivial intermediate phases, including a novel state
that arises from magnons condensate at two nondegenerate energy minima. The analysis
of this section can be easily extended to quasi-2D layered systems, with small interlayer
antiferromagnetic interaction. This additional exchange interaction leads to the staggering
of coplanar spin configurations between the adjacent layers, in agreement with earlier
studies.125, 133
In Sec. 3.2, we identified a bond nematic state in a frustrated Heisenberg spin chain with
both nearest-neighbor and next-neighbor antiferromagnetic exchanges, namely a zigzag
chain. A one-third magnetization plateau exists for a zigzag chain near the Majumdar-
Ghosh140, 141 point. Within the plateau, spin structure is known as the up-up-down in
an elementary triangle. We showed the plateau ends via formation of bound magnon
pairs, which undergo a Bose Einstein Condensation prior to the onset of a conventional
one-magnon instability. The resulting state possesses, instead of standard dipolar order,
a hidden quadrupolar-nematic order. The corresponding order parameter is defined on
the bond between two neighboring sites by a rank-2 tensor mode of local spin degrees of
freedom. We found that the width of this bond nematic phase is scaled as 1/
√
S, which is
much stronger than 1/S2 dependence found previously in 2D triangular19 and Kagome138
lattice.
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4.2 Contributions and limitations
The two main lines of research in the field of frustrated quantum magnets are searches
for spin-liquid phases and for new ordered phases with highly nontrivial spin structures.4
This dissertation provides efforts in both research directions.
Usually, magnetic frustrations are introduced through lattice geometry (see Figure 1.2)
or competing exchange interactions (see Figure 1.3 and Figure 3.6). One of the most im-
portant contributions of our work is that we found a new mechanism to produce the mag-
netic frustration. This is achieved by including the uniform-within-chain, but staggered-
between-chain Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions, as stated in Sec. 2.2, to a weakly
coupled Heisenberg spin chain system. Furthermore, by taking advantage of the frustra-
tions generated by the geometry of DM interactions, we devise a new feasible microscopic
model to construct the chiral spin liquid in magnetic insulators, spin counterparts of frac-
tional quantum Hall effect. Our model supports a potential candidate for the currently
popular coupled-wire approach to (mostly chiral) spin liquids.37, 110, 111 This line of study
deepens our understanding of new physics associated with strong spin-orbit interactions.
In addition, my study offers a suggestive candidate to search for experimental realiza-
tion of bond nematic on the antiferromagnetic zigzag chain. Unlike ferromagnetic chain
candidate154, 155 LiCuVO4, which may host a similar bond-nematic state within a narrow
magnetic field range around 40 T and just below saturation, in our antiferromagnetic chain
model, this novel order appears at a magnetic field at one third of its saturation, which is
much lower than 40 T. This model serves as a more experimentally accessible alternative
to study and observe the long sought spin nematic order.
All of the obtained results are based on perturbative calculations, framed in either RG,
chain mean field (CMF), or semiclassical language. The complete consistency between
these two techniques observed in our work on DM spin chain provides strong support
in favor of its validity. Higher order magnon interactions up to the sixth order have
been considered in the study of phases of triangular antiferromagnets. Nonetheless, some
independent numerical checks of the present arguments are highly desired. The predicted
bond nematic state is unexplored at the experimental level, and the realizations of materi-
als are still lacking.
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4.3 Implications and future work
In condensed matter physics, one of the ultimate goals is to determine and understand
all phases or states of matter. Frustrated magnetism has presented an excellent proving
ground to discover new states and new properties of matter. In this dissertation, we
have proposed several novel states on experimentally relevant frustrated lattices. We
hope these results will stimulate both further experimental and numerical studies. The
ever rapid progress in synthesis of new materials and in development of computation and
measurement facilities also motivates our analytical understanding of new states of matter.
The study of a single DM spin chain opens up a possibility of the experimental check
of theoretical predictions in quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnets with a uniform DM
interaction.45, 78 The idea is to probe the spin correlations at a finite temperature above
the critical ordering temperature of the material when interchain spin correlations, which
drive the three-dimensional ordering, are not important while individual chains still pos-
sess sufficient large separations for experimental detection anisotropy of spin correlations
caused by the uniform DM interaction. Under these conditions one should be able to
probe the fascinating competition between the uniform DM interaction and the transverse
external magnetic field.
We hope that our detailed investigation on system of weakly coupled DM spin chains
will prompt further experimental studies of the interesting experimentally relevant com-
pounds, K2CuSO4Cl2 and K2CuSO4Br2, in particular in the less studied so far h ⊥ D
configuration. In Ref.,90 the magnetic field is applied in the diagonal direction in the plane
perpendicular to DM vector. It should be possible to apply the magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the DM vector, and obtain magnetic phase diagram through thermal dynamic
measurements. Alternatively, one can develop an analytical study of the phase diagram
for a field orientation in Ref.90 These works will shed more light on the intricate interplay
between the magnetic field, DM and interchain interactions present in this interesting class
of quasi-one-dimensional materials. We also hope our work will stimulate numerical
studies of this interesting problem along the lines of quantum Monte Carlo studies in
Refs.108, 109
A possible future direction along the construction of chiral spin liquid is to develop a
gauge field understanding of the existing model. At the same time, there are difficulties
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in finding materials that realize this model approximately. Sometimes one can ask about
what other systems can produce the same physics. In the example of chiral spin liquid
model, staggered-between-chains g tensors are also required, which is rare for crystal
materials. However, in the context of cold atoms in optical lattice, the staggered particle
current in the tight-binding regime may result in an artificially staggered magnetic field.117
The statement of the presence of bond nematic on zigzag chain is also open to numer-
ical calculations, such as density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)7, 14 and quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC).142 Even though, identification of the bond nematic, at the end of
magnetization plateau, in a narrow range of parameter would be challenging. As for
real materials it is promising to realize the nematic spin state are143–146 the CaV2O4 and
NaV(WO4)2 compounds. We hope material scientists can invent new families of com-




In this appendix, excerpts are reprinted with permission from W. Jin and O. A. Starykh,
authors of Phys. Rev. B 95, 214404 (2017).84 Copyright by the American Physical Society.
A.1 Perturbative renormalization group
For real magnetic systems, it is natural that they are in the presence of many kinds of
perturbations. It is very important to know which interactions are important and which
are not. Obviously, we can neglect interactions whose effect on the correlation functions
is small. However, usually the correlation functions are affected differently on a different
scale. It can happen that a certain perturbation causes only tiny changes at short dis-
tances, but changes the large distance behavior profoundly. That is when we come to the
renormalization group (RG) technique, by comparing the growth of the coupling constant
associated with the perturbing operator.
RG proceeds by integrating short-distance modes (small distance x or large momen-
tum kx) and by progressively reducing the large-momentum cutoff from its bare value
Λ ∼ 1/a, which is of the order of the inverse lattice spacing a [which we take to be
O(1)], to Λ` = Λe−`, where ` ∈ (0,∞) is the logarithmic RG scale. Correspondingly,
the minimal real-space scale increases as ae`. Various interaction couplings γi, which enter
the Hamiltonian asH = H0 +∑i
∫
dxγiOi(x)Oi(x), see (2.64), whereOiy represent the y-th
chain operator Jay in (2.3) or Nay in (2.4), get renormalized (flow) during this procedure. This
renormalization is described by the perturbative RG flow equation of the dimensionless
coupling97 γ˜i = γi/(vΛ2`):
dγ˜i
d`
= (2− 2∆i)γ˜i (A.1)
Here ∆i is the scaling dimension of the operator Oiy, which in the case of relevant operator
(2.4) (the staggered magnetization), can be represented as ∆i = 1/2+O(y), where y stands
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for the dimensionless marginal coupling. For the marginal operator, say Oky, the scaling
dimension is close to 1, ∆k = 1 +O(y), and as a result the flow of the marginal operator
obeys dy/d` ∼ y2. [See (2.74) below for the specific example of both of these features.]
Dimensionless coupling constants of the relevant operators increase with `. RG flow needs
to be stopped at the RG scale `∗ at which the first coupling, say γ˜j, reaches the value C ∼
O(1) of order 1. According to (A.1) `∗ can be estimated as `∗ = ln[C/γ˜j(` = 0)]/(2− 2∆j).
The length scale ξ = ae`
∗
defines the correlation length above which the system needs to be
treated as two- or three-dimensional. The type of the developed two-dimensional order is
determined by the most relevant operator O jy, the coupling constant of which has reached
C ∼ O(1) first. Its expectation value can be estimated as 〈O j〉 ∼ ξ−∆j and therefore, using
γ˜j(` = 0) = γj/(vΛ2`=0) and Λ`=0 ∼ O(1), we obtain





This discussion makes it clear that the perturbative RG procedure is inherently uncertain
since both Eq. (A.1) and the “strong-coupling value” estimate C are based on the per-
turbation expansion in terms of the coupling constants γi. Moreover, in the case of the
competition between the two orders, associated with operatorsO j andOi correspondingly,
the transition from one order to another can only be estimated from the condition `∗j = `
∗
i .
This approximate treatment becomes more complicated when some of the interactions
acquire a coordinate-dependent oscillating factor, symbolically
∫
dxγiOiy(x)Oiy+1(x)ei f x.
Such a dependence is caused by external magnetic field and/or DM interactions; see for
example equations (2.68) and (2.71) below. Perturbative RG calculation is still possible, see
for example Sec.4.2.3 of Giamarchi52 for its detailed description, but becomes technically
challenging. At the same time the key effect of the oscillating term ei f x can be understood
with the help of much simpler qualitative consideration outlined, for example, in Ref.93
and in Sec.18.IV of Gogolin et al.50 Oscillation becomes noticeable on the spatial scale
x ∼ 1/ f which has to be compared with the running RG scale ae`. As a result, RG flow
can be separated into two stages. During the first stage 0 ≤ ` ≤ `osc = ln(1/ f ) oscillating
factor ei f x can be approximated by 1, i.e., it does not influence the RG flow. At this stage
all RG equations can be well approximated by their zero- f form. During the second stage
`osc ≤ ` ≤ `∗ and the product f x is not small anymore. The factor ei f x produces a sign-
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changing integrand. Provided that the coupling constant of that term remains small (which
is the essence of the condition ` ≤ `∗), the integration over x removes such an oscillating
interaction term from the Hamiltonian altogether.
This is the strategy we assume in this paper. It is clearly far from being exact but
it is an exceedingly good approximation in the two important limits: the small- f limit
when `osc  `∗ and the external field/DM interaction is not important at all, and in the
large- f limit when `osc  `∗ and the oscillations are so fast that corresponding interactions
average to zero. In between these two clear limits the proposed two-stage scheme50, 54
provides for a physically sensible interpolation.
A.2 Operator product expansion
We have a set of operators Oi(x) in the perturbation Eq. (2.70) and (2.71) , with Oi(x) =
JaR/L(x) or N
a(x), where a = x, y, z. The product of any two operators can be replaced by a








This identity is known as the operator product expansion (OPE).53 It tells us how different op-
erators fuse with one another. In our case, the fusion rules of spin currents JR/L, staggered





8pi2(vτ − ix)2 +
ieabc JcR(0)



























It can be shown that the coefficients Ckij, which are known as structure constants of the





= (2− ∆k)gk −∑
i,j
Ckijgigj. (A.5)
∆k is the scaling dimension of the coupling term, which we approximate by its zero field
value, namely ∆k is 2 and 1 for JyR · JyL and Ny · Ny+1 coupling terms.
Here, we provide an example of applying OPE and RG to gxNxyNxy+1 term in our inter-






















Nxy (X, T)Nxy+1(X, T)
(vτ − ix)(vτ + ix)
=2piv δgx
∫




Here,we have applied the OPE in the first step. In the second line (X, vT) are the center of
mass coordinates, while x → x − x′ and τ → τ − τ′ are the relative ones. The correction
δgx is given by the integral over RG shell from a to a′ = eδl,













The first 2 comes from two neighboring chain, the second 2 is due to the fact that there







gxyx + . . . . (A.8)
The other two terms which complete the RG equation (A.8) are similar as Eq. (A.6), and































The minus sign of the last two terms is from the Levi-Civita epsilon in the fusion rules (A.4).
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(yz − yx − yy)].
(A.12)
With yx(0) = yy(0) (see (2.73)), we have yx(l) = yy(l) and gx(l) = gy(l). Therefore,

















Here gθ and yB are defined in Eq. (2.72). Marginal couplings yz,B grow much slower than













With gbs,λ > 0, we see gθ grows faster than gz.
APPENDIX B
CHAIN MEAN-FIELD APPROXIMATION
In this appendix, excerpts are reprinted with permission from W. Jin and O. A. Starykh,
authors of Phys. Rev. B 95, 214404 (2017).84 Copyright by the American Physical Society.
The perturbative RG procedure outlined in Appendix A is great for understanding the
relative relevance of competing interchain interactions and for approximate understanding
of the role of various perturbations. Its inherent ambiguity makes one look for a more
quantitative description which matches RG at the scaling level but also allows us to ac-
count for the numerical factors associated with various interaction terms at the better than
logarithmic accuracy level. Such description is provided by the chain mean-field (CMF)
theory proposed in Ref.95 and numerically tested for the system of weakly coupled chains
in Refs.108, 109 In CMF, interchain interactions are approximated by a self-consistent Weiss
field introduction of which reduces the coupled-chains problem to an effective single-chain
one of the classical sine-Gordon kind, which is understood extremely well.86, 95 This ap-
proximation allows one to calculate the critical temperature Ti of the order associated with
operator Oi. The order with the highest Ti is assumed to be dominant. As mentioned
in Appendix A.1, at the scaling level CMF theory matches the RG procedure and the
highest Ti corresponds to the order with the shortest `∗i . The benefit of the CMF approach
consists of the ability to account for the field-dependent scaling dimensions of various
chain operators in a more systematic and uniform way as we detail below.
B.1 Chain mean-field (CMF) approximation
The chain mean-field (CMF) approximation consists of replacing the interchain inter-


























where the factor of 2 arises from coupling to the two neighboring chains. To determine the
critical temperature, we expand the partition function corresponding to the Hamiltonian
(B.3) to the first order in Ψ and arrive at the self-consistent condition for Ψ 6= 0, which is52
1
2c








where χ(q,ωn; T) is momentum and frequency dependent susceptibility at finite tempera-
ture T. Depending on the type of order we consider, the operator O stands for
O = cos(
√
4pi∆1 θ) or O = cos(
√
4pi∆2 φ). (B.5)
The scaling dimensions are listed in Table 2.3, ∆1 = piR2 and ∆2 = pi/β2. Now we examine
the ordering temperatures of each interaction in Eq. (2.71) and (2.79) individually. Here we
follow the standard calculation in Ref.97 which gives the following expressions for static
susceptibilities (these are Eqs. (D.55) and (D.57) of Ref.97): for SDW order











and for cone order















|Γ(1− ∆/2+ ivq0/4piT)|4 × [cosh(vq0/2T)− cos(pi∆)].
(B.7)
Here, ∆ is either ∆1 or ∆2. The second term in the brackets of Eq. (B.6) removes the non-
physical divergence in the limit ∆ → 1 near the saturation field. A similar compensating
term is not needed in Eq. (B.7) because there ∆ ≈ 1/2.
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B.1.1 Cone order
Consider first the cone order in finite temperature, and its Hamiltonian is given by the




dx cos[β(θ˜y − θ˜y+1) + 2(−1)ytθx], (B.8)
with c1 = J′A23. We apply a position-dependent shift to the θ˜ field to remove the oscillation
and change the overall sign,
















where Ψ1 = 〈cos(βθ˘y)〉. Susceptibilities of the original field θ˜ and shifted field θ˘ are related
by97
χθ˘−θ˘(q = 0,ω = 0; T) = χθ˜−θ˜(q0 =
D
v
,ω = 0; T), (B.11)

















, ∆1 = piR2.
Plots of Tcone for system with weak DM interaction and in the presence of magnetic field
are shown as the green curves in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12 shows that increasing D suppresses the cone state. When D/J′ is bigger
than a critical value, the solution of Tcone starts to disappear. We can estimate the critical



















The scaling of D/J′ with the v/J′ ratio obtained here matches that in (B.27), which is ob-
tained via a different, commensurate-incommensurate based reasoning in Appendix B.2.
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The right side of Eq. (B.13) for relatively low field is shown in Figure B.1, where we set
v = pi J/2, and A3 ' 1/2, so that ∆1 is the only parameter dependent on field. The mag-
netization dependence of ∆1 = piR2 appears via M dependence of the compactification
radius R97





8/(pie) and the limit of small magnetization M is assumed. Therefore,
Figure B.1 shows that the critical D increases with field: critical D/J′ ≈ 1.9 at ∆1 = 0.5,
which corresponds to M = 0, but increases to ≈ 2.75 at ∆1 = 0.45, which corresponds to
M ≈ 0.0065, according to (B.14). Note that this corresponds to a rather small magnetic field
h = 2pivM ≈ pi2MJ = 0.064J on the scale of the chain exchange J. Therefore material with
D = 2.75J′ will be in the longitudinal SDW phase at zero magnetic field but transitions, in
a discontinuous fashion, to the commensurate-cone phase in a small, but finite, magnetic
field. This behavior seems to correspond to the case of K2CuSO4Br2, as we describe in
Appendix B.3.
Importantly, the right-hand side of (B.13) is bounded by the absolute maximum which
is a weak function of the J′/J ratio. For J′/J = 0.004, chosen in Figure B.1, that maximum
value is approximately 6.5. Therefore for the material with D/J′ ≥ 6.5 the cone phase is
not realized at all; the remaining competition is between the SDW phase, which prevails at
small magnetization, and the coneNN phase which emerges at higher M, as is discussed
in Sec. 2.2.2.3.
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Figure B.1. Plot of right side of Eq. (B.13), showing maximum increases when ∆1 decreases,
implying the critical Dc increases with field. Here, we consider the low-field condition
only, where field dependence of v and A3 has been neglected. Horizontal dotted lines
indicate critical D/J′ required to destroy the cone state.
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B.1.2 SDW order
As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.3, the SDW order is commensurate for h < hc−ic and becomes







φ˜y + tφx) sin(
2pi
β
φ˜y+1 + tφx), (B.15)
with c2 = J′A21/2. Shifting φ˜ by
φ˜y → φ˘y − βtφx/2pi −
√
pi/2 y (B.16)








where Ψ2 = 〈cos 2piβ φ˘y〉. In complete similarity with (B.12), the shift produces wave vector










× [ cosh(2piy)− cos(pi∆2)]. (B.18)
Here y = tφv/(4piTsdw−c) = h/(4piTsdw−c), η2 = c2/(piv) = J′A21/(2piv). Similarly to
the case of the cone ordering, the solution of (B.18) exists as long as h < hc−ic. If one
estimates the right-hand side of (B.18) by its h = 0 value when ∆2 = 1/2, then one obtains
that hc−ic = 1.9J′. This is because Eqs. (B.12) and (B.18) are identical in the limit of
small magnetic field when ∆1 = ∆2 = 1/2. Solving (B.18) numerically, which accounts
for the magnetic field dependence of the scaling dimension (∆2 increases with the field,
which means that SDW order weakens), results in a smaller critical field hc−ic ≈ 1.4J′ as
Figure B.2 shows.
For h > hc−ic we consider incommensurate SDW, the Hamiltonian of which differs
from (B.15) by the absence of the oscillatory term. This, of course, is equivalent to neglect-










Here we shift φ˜ → φ˜y + βy/2 which changes the sign of Hsdw. The CMF approximation
then leads to
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Figure B.2. Ordering temperatures of commensurate SDW (Tsdw−c, purple solid line),
and incommensurate SDW (Tsdw−ic, orange dashed line) versus h/J′. Here J = 1 K, and
J′ = 0.01 K. Around h/J′ ∼ 1.4, longitudinal SDW order changes from the commensurate
to the incommensurate one.














where η2 = pic2/v = pi J′A21/2v. As explained below (B.6), the term in the denomina-
tor of the expression inside the brackets in this equation removes the divergence of the
numerator in the ∆2 → 1 limit (high-field limit).
Since the critical field hc−ic ≈ 1.4J′ is sufficiently small, we focus on the IC-SDW order
when studying the phase transition between it and the coneNN phase in Sec. 2.2.3. Plots
of the SDW’s Tsdw are shown as orange curves in Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12, and Figure 2.13.
B.1.3 ConeNN order





















Note that coupling constant c3 should be considered an estimate, valid up to a numerical
prefactor of order 1, since it is calculated via perturbative RG; see Appendix 2.2.6.
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The ordering temperature has a simple form, due to the fact that HNN is free from










where η3 = pic3/v. The plot of TconeNN is shown as the blue curve in Figure 2.13 for the
strong DM interaction.
B.2 Mean-field treatment of the C-IC transition
The commensurate-incommensurate transition (CIT) appears several times in our work,
both in connection with the DM-induced CIT in the cone state and with the magnetic–field-
induced CIT in the SDW state; see discussions in Secs. 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3, and calculations
in Appendix B. Here we sketch an approximate mean-field treatment of this transition at
zero temperature.
As an example, let us considerHcone in Eq. (B.10) for a particular chain y, and suppose
y is even. Then, removing all˜and˘symbols which do not play any role in this discussion,

















where λ = 2c1Ψ ∼ J′Ψ depends on the self-consistently determined value of the order
parameter Ψ = 〈cos(βθy)〉.
According to Ref.130 (Appendix A.2), the critical value Dc, above which the ground








where ∆ = β2/(4pi) is the scaling dimension of the cosine operator in Hcit. At the same
















We observe that Dc is function of magnetization M, via the dependence of ∆(M) on it.
Since ∆(M) is a decreasing function of magnetization, ∆(M = 0) = 1/2 while ∆(M =
1/2) = 1/4, critical Dc is smallest at M = 0: at this point Dc/J′ ∼ 1, in agreement with
our comparison of critical temperatures in Appendix B. As ∆ → 1/4, which corresponds
to the high-field limit, the critical ratio increases to (v/J′)1/3  1.
Put differently, our estimate of Dc ≈ 1.9J′, obtained in Appendix B.1.1, provides the
lower bound of the DM interaction magnitude D required to destroy the commensurate-
cone state. If material is characterized by D < Dc(M = 0), the commensurate-cone phase
is stable in the whole range of magnetization 0 ≤ M ≤ 1/2.
B.3 Estimate of the interchain exchange J′
A variety of experimental techniques has been employed to characterize the parame-
ters of K2CuSO4Cl2 and K2CuSO4Br2.12, 45 The dominant intrachain exchange J has been
estimated using the empirical fitting function of Ref.156 to fit the uniform magnetic sus-
ceptibility data as well as by fitting the inelastic neutron scattering continuum, a unique
feature of the Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain, to the Mu¨ller ansatz.157 DM vector D has been
measured by electron spin resonance (ESR) as described in the Sec. 1.4.2. However the
interchain exchange interaction J′ has been estimated from the chain mean-field theory fit
based on Monte Carlo improved study in Ref.109 This fit, however, completely neglects DM
interactions crucial for understanding these materials and, moreover, assumes that spin
chains form simple nonfrustrated cubic structure. The second assumption is not justified
as well. Inelastic neutron scattering data show that the interchain exchange between spin
chains in the a − b plane is at least an order of magnitude stronger than that along the
c-axis, connecting different a − b planes. As a result, it is more appropriate to consider
the current problem as two-dimensional whereby spin chains, running along the a-axis,
interact weakly via J′  J directed along the b-axis. This is the geometry assumed in the
present work.
The interchain J′ is estimated from the value of the zero-field critical temperature Tc,
which is calculated with the help of the chain mean-field (CMF) approximation in Ap-
pendix B. At h = 0, and using ∆1 = 1/2 and A3 = 1/2, Eq. (B.12) predicts
J′ = (4pi)2Th=0cone/[|Γ(1/4+ iD/(4piTh=0cone))|4 cosh(D/2Th=0cone)]. (B.28)
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Here Th=0cone =77 mK is the experimentally determined transition temperature of K2CuSO4Cl2
at zero magnetic field and D = 0.11 K. We obtain J′Cl = 0.083 K.
Figure B.3 shows Tcone and Tsdw for K2CuSO4Cl2 as a function of magnetization M. It
compares well to Fig. 14 in Ref.45 As expected, the cone phase is the ground state of this
two-dimensional system at all M. The (approximately) factor of 2 difference between our
result and the previous estimate in Ref.45 is caused by the two-dimensional geometry of
the system that we assume and by the finite value of D/J′ = 1.3 for this system, which
slightly frustrates transverse interchain exchange.
For K2CuSO4Br2, which is characterized by strong DM interaction, the value of the
interchain exchange J′ can be estimated by identifying the zero-field ordering temperature
Texp = 0.1 K45 with that of the commensurate longitudinal SDW order, Eq.(B.18). For h = 0
this gives Tsdw−c = A21Γ(1/4)
4 J′/(2pi)2 = 1.094J′, so that J′ ≈ 0.091 K.
The most important outcome of these calculations consists of finding significantly dif-
ferent estimates of the D/J′ ratio for the two materials; see Table B.1. K2CuSO4Cl2 is
characterized by D/J′ = 1.3, which is below the critical value of 1.9 that destroys the cone
phase at M = 0. As a result, the phase diagram of K2CuSO4Cl2 consists of a single cone
phase.
To the contrary, K2CuSO4Br2 has a roughly two times greater value, D/J′ = 3.1, which
results in a much more complex sequence of transitions with increasing M, as Figure B.4
shows. The ground state at smallest M ≤ 0.0006 is the commensurate SDW which changes
Tcone








Figure B.3. Critical temperatures of cone (Tcone, green solid) as a function of magnetization
M for K2CuSO4Cl2, with JCl = 3.1 K, DCl = 0.11 K and J′Cl = 0.083 K from Eq. (B.12) by
setting Th=0cone to 77 mK. Here the phase diagram consists of a single cone phase.
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Table B.1. Exchange constants for K2CuSO4Cl2 and K2CuSO4Br2: intrachain exchange J;
magnitude of DM interaction D; interchain exchange J′exp from Ref.45 (it is obtained by
fitting experimental Tc data45); to the d = 3 Heisenberg-exchange-only theory of Ref.;109
interchain exchange J′ in the fifth column is obtained by fitting experimental Tc data to our
CMF calculations.
J(K) D(K) J′exp(K) J′(K) by CMF D/J′
K2CuSO4Cl2 3.1 0.11 0.031 0.083 1.3
K2CuSO4Br2 20.5 0.28 0.034 0.091 3.1



















Figure B.4. Critical temperatures of commensurate SDW (Tsdew−c; purple solid line),
incommensurate SDW (Tsdew−ic; orange dashed line), commensurate cone (Tcone; green
solid line) and coneNN (TconeNN; blue solid line) as a function of magnetization M, with
J = 20.5 K, J′ = 0.091 K and D = 0.28 K. Transition between SDW(IC) and coneNN
happens at M ∼ 0.018. Solution of Tcone appears discontinuously at M ' 0.025. Note that
in order to accommodate all phases in the single graph the horizontal axis is broken into
two regions.
into an incommensurate SDW order for 0.0006 ≤ M ≤ 0.018. In the very narrow window
0.018 ≤ M ≤ 0.025 the coneNN order takes over but then is replaced, again discontin-
uously, by the commensurate-cone order. Within the CMF description the coneNN-cone
transition is discontinuous. The discontinuity in Tc is significant; its value increases by a
factor of about 2. This feature is not seen in the experiment and most likely indicates that
actual ratios of D/J′ and J′/J for this interesting material are somewhat different from the
values estimated by us here.
Importantly, that difference can be quite small. We find that the region of parameters
with D ≈ 3J′ is very tricky; small changes in D/J′ change the outcome completely. For
example, hypothetical material with a slightly greater DM interaction, D = 0.4 K so that
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D/J′ = 4.4, turns out to be strongly DM frustrated and does not support the cone phase
at any magnetization, as Figure B.5 shows. Such a material would show two different
transitions: first, at tiny magnetization of the order of M = 0.0007, the commensurate
SDW order changes to the incommensurate one. Then, at much higher magnetization
of about M = 0.09, there is a first-order transition from the incommensurate-SDW to the
coneNN phase. This time there is no discontinuity in the Tc(M) but the derivative dTc/dM
is discontinuous still.
The multitude of possible behaviors is summarized by phase diagrams in Figure 2.20,
which focuses on the small-M range, and Figure B.6, in which the full range of M is
explored. In numerically calculating Tc for these diagrams we set J = 20.5 K and J′ '
0.0045J = 0.09 K. Being restricted to small values of M, Figure 2.20 is calculated by
keeping parameters v and A1,3 at their M = 0 values but taking the variation of the scaling
dimensions with M via Eq.(B.14). The commensurate-incommensurate transition between
the two SDW phases happens at very small magnetization, as has already been seen in
Figure B.4. The “triple point” where three phases intersect is at M ' 0.02 and D/J′ ' 3.
Figure B.6 accounts for the M dependence of all parameters that appear in the expres-
sions for various Tc. This is done with the help of numerical data from Ref.98 in which
the smallest magnetization value is 0.02. This, as our discussion above shows, is too big a
magnetization for the commensurate-SDW state which therefore is absent from Figure B.6.



















Figure B.5. Critical temperatures of commensurate SDW (Tsdew−c; purple solid line),
incommensurate SDW (Tsdw; orange dashed line), and coneNN (TconeNN; blue solid line)
as a function of magnetization M, with J = 20.5 K, J′ = 0.091 K, and D = 0.4 K. Here D is
large enough to destroy the cone state in the full magnetization range. Note that in order
to accommodate all three phases in the single graph the horizontal axis is broken into two
regions.
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Figure B.6. M− D phase diagram for the case of h ‖ D, obtained by the CMF calculation.
Here J = 20.5 K, J′ = 0.0045J. Cone phase is suppressed by large D/J′, and large
field/magnetization.
As discussed previously, the cone order is first enhanced by M, due to the decrease of
the corresponding scaling dimension, and then gets suppressed at large magnetization,
basically due to the Zeeman effect. It should be noted that our one-dimensional CMF
calculations are not valid near the satuation, M → 0.5, where the velocity v of the chain
spin excitations vanishes to zero. This shortcoming has already been discussed in Ref.97
Once again, Figure B.6 shows that the SDW phase is restricted to low magnetiza-
tion values. The DM interaction staggered between chains is effective in suppressing the
commensurate-cone phase for all M. For material with a strong DM interaction such as
D/J′ > 4.2 (for example the D = 0.4 K material in Figure B.5), the commensurate-cone
phase is entirely avoided as one increases M from zero to saturation.
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